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Ten Geleide 

Uit literatuurgegevena blijkt dat urine de belangrijkste bron van mineralen in het afvalwater is. 
Urine bevat ongeveer 12 gN p.p.d. en 1 gP p.p.d. o h e l  80 %van de totale stikstofvracht en 45 
% van de fosfaatvracht in inafvalwater, Het volume van de geproduceerde urine is slechts aige 
veer 0.3 % van de afvalwaterstroom. Het mineralen gehalte van urine is dus veel hoger dan in 
afvalwater, en een goede bron om nulaikiten terug te winnen. 
De afvalstoffen in mine zijn in feite waardevoile mineralen die door de grote verdunning met 
het li port*-water niet eenvoudig herbruikbaar zijn. Deze mineralen hebben een economische 
waarde, maar zijn ook deels afkmtig uit eindige natuuriijke bronnen en de productie ervan 
kost veel energie. Separate urine collectie en terugwinning van deze mineialen kan bijdragen 
aan een meer dmirzame samenleving. 

Dit rapport g& een overzicht van de mogelijkheden en de (buitenlandse) ervaringen met 
betrekking tot het separaat inzamelen en terugwinnen van nutrikiten uit urine. In het aigemeen 
lijkt toepassing van separate urine inzameling voordelen te hebben met name omdat de huidige 
waterzuivering goedkoper en duurzamer kan worden opgezet. Terugwinning van fosfaat en 
eventueel ammonium is een extra bijkomstigheid in deze. 

Utrecht, november 2002 
De directeur van de STOWA 
Ir. J.M.J. Leenen 



Abstract 

Drinkhg water is mainly used as a transport medium to remove waste products away fiom 
urban areas. This has a histoncal explanation since successful sanitation reduced the occurrence 
of diseases and improved human health. Some of these waste product5 are valuable minerals 
that are lost in existing treatment technology. Besides having an economic value, these minerals 
are finite natural resources and theu production processes require energy. R e c l a i i g  minerals 
may contribute towards making our systems and society more sustainable. This report evaluates 
the possibilities to reclaim minerals h m  wastewater. 

A iiteniaire study revealed that urine is the main source of minerals in municipal wastewater. 
Urine contributes around 12 gN1p.d. (80%) of the nitrogen load in wastewater. Nitrogen in urine 
occurs as urea, which rapidly hydrolyses in wastewater to form ammonium. Urine alm 
contributes around 1 gP/p.d (45%) of the total phosphom load in wastewater. The volume of 
urine produced is only between 1 and 1.5 Vp.d while the total municipal wastewater production 
is around 300 Vp.d (includhg faeces, urine, danestic effluent, some industrial dfiuent an some 
rainwater). The mineral concentration in urine is therefore much more concentrated than the 
concentrations in wastewater. 

The study focussed on separate urine collection as a starting point for mineral recovery. 

An inventory was made of various initiatives to collect urine separately. Some "ecological 
viliages" in Sweden have been wllecting urine separately for the past decade. Various studies 
are listed where these systems have been studied to solve technica1 problems and to compare the 
urine separation and treatment technology with the existing end-of-pipe technology. The urine 
h m  "ew>-villages" is mostly used as fertiliser (high N and P content). Novaquatis (EAWAG, 
Switzerland) adopted a more pro-active approach and consíders the wmplete cycle of urine 
separation technology. Theii research covers diverse issues, such as human excretion, 
sanitation, urine wllection, -transport and -treatment, wastewater treatment, snrface water 
quality, agriculture and socio-political aspect5 and conceptions of urine technology. Some 
projects to collect urine separately in Germany and Austiia are also listed. 

Dilution of urine should be prevented with separate collection, as the hydrolysis rate of urea to 
ammonia is proportional to the amount of dilution. Ammonia evaporation could lead to a loss of 
recoverable minerals, but could also lead to problems with odours and conosion. The report 
describes various wmmercial urine 8eparation or "no-mix" toilets, produced and installed 
during the past decade. Waterless -1s were fírst introduced to save water, but it wuld be 
applied to collect urine undiluted. The technology seem8 to be developing in the nght directioa 
Research and experieace have show that separate urine collection, handling and storage are 
relatively safe to communities or operators. Methods exist to determine microbial risks in urine 
8eparation systems and to monitor occu~~ence of faecal contamination. 

Besidea mineral recovery, possible effects of urine on aquatic eco-systems and human health 
were summarised, based on a literature study. During most rainstom, nutiients and micro- 
pollutants, such as hormones and phamaceutical end products, are discharged d i y  into 
surface water with w m b i i  sewer ovdows. Micro-pollutants in municipal wastewater 
mainly originate in human urine. Furthemore, wastewater treatment w& are not designed to 
remove micro-oollutants under n o d  ooeratin~ conditions. Studies on aauatic ecosvstems 
indicated the occurrence of nidocrine dikuG(mi~pollutants) which-might be kponsible 
for some chronic illnesses and disorders in eco-systems and amongst people. Aithough models 
fail to quantie the emissions accunrtely, urine Garation would &s~likëly reduce &e 
discharge of nuirients and micro-pollutants to surface waters. 

The effects of separate urine collection on biological nutrient removal pmesses were evauiated 
with computer simulation (Aquasim). Acwrding to the model, modified UCT-type wastewater 



treatment processes, such as the BCFS" process, would require between 20% and 30% Iess 
oxygen if 50% of al1 urine were collected separately. The total nitrogen effluent concentration 
also decreases with increasing urine separation efficiency. The effects of urine separation 
combined with primary sedimentation and pre-precipitation were also investigated. Total 
nitrogen effluent concentrations of 2.2 g ~ / m '  could be possible in these processes with se-ttled 
or pre-precipitated wastewater where more than 50% of al1 urine was collected separately. It 
was alm shown that primary sedimentation doesn't reduce the denitrification capacity of 
advanced biologica1 nutrient removal processes drastically, especially not when combined with 
urine separation. With urine separation, low effluent concentrations of nitrate and ammonia 
wuld be maintained while a large amount of the COD load could be removed, either withpre- 
settling or with pre-precipitation. The relative improvement in effluent quality could be even 
more significant in less advanced treatment processes. Ifall nutrients were wnsumed in cel1 
metabolism, very smal1 treatment works with low sludge ages (SRT = I) could be passible. 
Simulation results suggest that with between 50% and 60% separate urine collection, such a 
process could still achieve N,-@< 10 g~ /m3.  Energy consumption in wastewater treatment 
would be reduced where urine is collected separately; from 25% reduction at 50% urine 
separation to 50% reduction at 100% urine separation. 

Based on a literature study, techniques to reclaim minerals from wastewater or urine were 
summarised. Calcium phosphate can be recovered from wastewater with complex and expensive 
processes. Recovered calcium phosphate is virtually indistinguishable from mined apatite. 
which is used in the production of commercial phosphoms or phosphoric acid. Struvite 
(magnesium ammoniutn/potassium phosphate) is a fom of kidney stone. Stmvite precipitition 
is a simple process in comparison to calcium phosphate precipitation. Controlled stxuvite 
precipitation ffom side streams could be economically beneficia1 when compared to more 
conventional chemica1 phosphate removal. Stxuvite can be recovered from urine by addition of 
magnesium. The price of apatite is only amund € 40lton, but minerals don't have to be 
recovered as a secondaty raw material for indusQ. The value of shuvite could be as high as 300 
Uton end muld be wed directly as fertiliser or in combination with other fertilisers. The 
production wst of stxuvite is qua1 to its value, but in the case of apatite the production cost is 
higher and the potential value lower than stxuvite. 

Possibilities to recycle minerals in wastewater through agriculture or indushy were evaluated. 
Raw materials, such as phosphate and potash, are finite resources. In order to meet the aitas of 
sustainability, these minerals must eventually be recycled even if recycling costs are higher than 
current production costs. However, it is not obvious whether these minerals should be recovered 
from wastewater. The amount of ohosohoms in Dutch wastewater is eaual to the amount used in 
fertiliser (14 ktP/y), but much lo\iGer than the amount in anima1 manur;(80 ktP/y). Still, if 
separate urine wllection and treatment couid lead to considerable benefits for wnventional 
w&water treatment, it would present a highly concentrated source of minerals that wuld be 
recovered. 

Recovery of "valuable" minerals from aqueous waste streams sbould be preceded by carehl 
economic and themdynamic analysis. Minerals in waste s t r e m  are valuable because tbey 
originate from finite resources and require energy in the production processes. Mineral 
r e s o m s  and energy have not reached critically low levels and exploitation of natura1 resources 
is therefore still ewnomically attractive. 

Ammonia can be recovered from solution by a number of techniques, such as ammonia 
stripping. Higher ammonia concentrations, liquid pH and temperature lead to more efficient 
stripping. Ion exchange reactions or ammonia adsorption could also be used to recover 
ammonia. However, nitrogen is not a ñnite resource. If nitrogen removal (including the energy 
required for industrial ammonia production) requires less energy than ammonia recovery, it 
could be more sustainable. Ammonia removal with the SharodAnammox process requires 
around 4 kJ/g N and costs less than 1 .O0 Cdkg N removed. The production of ammonia requires 



around 30 Wg N and cwts less than 0.20 @kg N. (Total for the cycle would be 30 - 40 WIgN 
and 1 .O0 êkg N removed and then produced). ûn the 0 t h  hand, ammonia recovery via 
stripping requires only around 24 Mlg N, but m t s  around 8 €/kg N recovered. 

in general, higher mineral conceneatim reduce the energy demand and chemica1 dwing 
reauired for recovery or removal. U M ~  is a wncentrated mineral solution, even when w m p d  
to M>me industrial Waste streams and it shouid be possible to recover or remove minerais &&I 
urine in more wst-effective ways than with current technology. 

The most important questions that remain are transport of separated urine and the most 
favourable treatmentlrecovery option based on exergy. in Switzerlaod, Novaquatis wnsiders 
the option to drain urine via existing mm late at night (when supposedly there is no 
wastewater). The benefits of urine separation probably wouldn't "pay" for truck transport. Local 
or de-central treatment of urine seem to be a solution. The treated liquid wuld drain through 
existing sewm and trucks wuld remove recovered minerals. 



STOWA in brief 

The Institute ofApplied Water Research (in short, STOWA) is a research platform for Dutch 
water controllers. STOWA participants are ground and surface water managers in m l  and 
urban areas, managers of domestic wastewater purification installations and dam inspectors. In 
2002 that includes al1 the country's water boards, polder and dike districts and water treatment 
plants, the provinces and the State 

These water controllers avail themselves of STOWA's facilities for the realisation of al1 kinds of 
applied technological, scientific, administrative-legal and social-scientific research activities 
that may be of communal importante. Research programmes are developed on the basis of 
requirement reports generated by the institute's participants. Research suggestions proposed by 
third parties such as centres of learning and consultancy bweaux, are more than welcome. 

After having received such suggestions STOWAthen consults its participants in order to verify 
the need for such proposed research. 

STOWA does not conduct any research itself, instead it commissions specialised bodies to do 
the required research. Al1 the studies are supervised by supervisory boards composed of staff 
from the various participating organisations and, where necessaiy, experts are brought in. 

All the money required for research, development, information and other services is raised by 
the various participating parties. At the moment, this amounts to an annual budget of some five 
million euro. ! 

For telephane contact STOWA's number is: (31 (0)30-2321199. 
The postal address is: STOWA, P.O. Box 8090,3503 RB, Utrecht. 

E-mail: stowa@stowa.nl. 
Website: www.stowa.nl. 



Samenvatting 

hinkwater wordt hoofdzakelijk g e b n i i  om afvalproducten uit de stedelijke omgeving af te 
voeren. Dit is historisch w gegroeid, en deze handelwijze is zeer succesvol in het voorkomen 
van ziektes en verbeteren van de gezondheidstoestand van de bevolking. Sommige van de 
afvalstoffen zijn in feite waardevolle m i n d e n  die door de grote verdunning met het 
'transport'-water niet eenvoudig herbruikbaar zijn. Deze mineralen hebben een economische 
waarde, maar zijn ook deels a8Eomstig uit eindige natuurlijke bronnen en de productie ervan 
kost veel energie. Terugwinning van deze miaeralen kan bijdragen aan een meer duuname 
samenleving. Dit rapport evalueert de mogeïjkheden om deze mineralen terug te winnen uit 
afvalstromen. 

Een literatuurstudie liet zien dat urine de belangrijkste bron van m i n d e n  in het afvalwater is. 
Urine bevat ongeveer 12 gN p.p.d. en 1 gP p.p.d. o h e l  80 %van de totale stucstOfvracht en 45 
% van de fosfaatvracht in afvalwater. Het volume van de geproduceerde urine is slechts 
ongeveer 0.3 % van de afvalwaterstroom. Het mineralen gehalte van urine is dus veel hoger dan 
in afvalwater, en een goede bron om nutriënten terug te winnen. Dit onderwek had als doel te 
inven tariseien hoe -te urine collectie bij w u  kunnen dragen aan het verduunamen van de 
samenlewig. 

Auereerst is een overzicht gemaakt van verschillende initiatieven om tot urine separatie te 
komen. Sommiee "ecolomcal villaaes" in Zweden hebben al meer dan 10 jaar ervaring met 
separate urine &leetie. ~ e e s c h i l l ~ d e  deelstudies hebben allerlei problem& en 
ervaringen beschreven die ook gebruikt kunnen waden in een Nederlandse situatie. De urine 
van de& eco-dorpen wordt direct hergebrnikt in de landbouw. Het project Nwaquatis 
(EAWAG, Zwitserland) richt zich meer op de stedelijke omgeving en had een meer pro-actief 
karakter waarbij het integrale systeem ondenocht wordt: productie van urine, sanitatie, urine - 
collectie, -transport en- behandehgssystemen, afvdwaterbehandehg, oppervlaktewater- 
kwaliteit, landbouw toepassing en sociaal economische aspecten. Er zijn in Oostenrijk en 
Duitsland een paar kleinere projecten die separate urine behandeling onderweken. 

Verdunning van urine tijdens inzameling moet worden vermeden aangezien dit de temgwinning 
moeilijker maakt. Ook een eventuele separate behandeling in een N-verwijderhgsproces6 is 
gebaat bij een geconcentreerde stroom. Momenteel zijn reeds diverse commerci&le urine 
scheidings- of "no-mix" toiletten op de markt. Ook watervrije urinoirs zijn vanuit het o o g p ~ ~ ~ t  
van waterbesparing reeds op diverse plaatsen gefnstalleerd. In principe is het sanitair benodigd 
voor sepamte opvang van urine dus al aanwezig. Onderwek heeft ook aangetoond dat separate 
behandelhe en collectie van urine geen extra gezondheidsrisico met zich meebrengt voor de 
gemeenschap en voor personeel datmet de -e omgaat. Methodieken om de mi&obi€le 
veiligheid en contaminatie met fecaliën te dacaeren zijn reeds voorhanden. 

Afgezien van het terugwinnen van nutritnten km separate inzameling van urine effecten hebben 
OU aquatische ecosystemen en de menselijke gezondheid. Deze zijn op basis van de liîeraûuu . . 
eé&rálueerd. ~oorhooloverstorten komeÜ n k t n t e n  en micro-verontreininineen zoals - 
homunen en phamiaceutische producten direct in het oppervlaktewater terecht. Veel van deze 
micro-verontreinigingen in huishoudelijk afvalwater komen oorspronkelijk uit de urine. Een - - 
andere bron van dae verontreiniging k het oppervlakte water ishet efflÜent van de rioolwater- 
zuivering. Deze processen zijn nonnaal niet speciñek uitgelegd op het verwijdeien van 
microverontreinigingen. Diverse studies in aquatische ecosystemen wijzen op een negatieve 
invloed van deze microverontreinigingen op het ecosysteem. Goede modellen voor het beschrij- 
ven van dergelijke vervuüiig ontbreken nog, separate collectie van urine kan echter een goed 
aangrijppunt zijn om dergelijke verontreiniging te voorkomen. 



Het effect van separate collectie van urine is in modelsimulaties geevalueerd. Hiertoe is e& 
goedwerkende biologische nutrihtenverwijderende afvalwatmivering op basis van het 
BCFS@ geevalueerd. Een gekalibreerd procesmodel voor de rwzi Harderberg was het uitgangs- 
punt voor deze evaluatie. Deze evaluatie toonde dat 20-30 % minder beluchtingsenergie nodig 
als 50 % van de urine separaat wordt behandeld. Ook de totale stikstofvracht in het efflueet 
daalt significant bij een toenemende urineseparatie (en een onveranderde procesvoering op de 
m i ) .  Omdat er minder denitrificatie hoeft plaats te vinden kan het afvalwater ook na 
voarbezinking worden behandeld. Met voorhezonken afvalwater Iran een N,, van 2.2 g ~ l r n ~  in 
het effluent worden bereikt indien 50 % van de urine separaat wordt ingezameld. 
Voorbezinking of preprecipitatie maakt het mogelijk om een groot deel van het CZV om te 
zetten in methaangas, hetgeen bijdraagt aan de verduunaming van de afvalwaterzuivering. 

Separate urine collectie maakt echter ook geheel nieuwe zuiveringsconcepten mogelijk. De 
overblijvende nutrienten zouden volledig door slibgroei kunnen worden verwijderd in compacte 
hoog belaste zuiveringen. Bij 50-60 % separate urinecollectie kan in een nvzi bij een slibleeftijd 
van 1 dag een N-effluent van < 10 @Urn3 worden bereikt. Een dergelijke zuivering heeft w k  
een veel lagere energiebehoefte dan een laag belast proces. 

De bekende technieken om mineralen uit urine terug te winnen zijn op basis van een literatwr- 
studie vergeleken Calciumfosfaat kan worden geproduceerd middels complexe en relatief dure 
processen. Voordeel is echter dat het calciumfosfaat vrijwel overeenkomt met apatiet dat ma l s  
grondstof voor de fosforzuurindustrie dient. Smviet (magnesium ammonium~kalium fosfaat) is 
een belanaiike comoonent van nierstenen. Struviet orecioitatie is een simoel oroces in - .  
vergelijkingmet de lalciumfoafaat precipitatie. ~ecktroieerde stmviet precipitatie kan 
economisch van voordeel zijn ten opzichte van de conventionele fosfaatprecipitatie op d ' s .  
Struviet kan ook eenvoudigworden-gewonnen uit urine door dosering van m~gnesi&oxide. De 
prijs van apatiet is slechts 40 €/ton. De marktwaarde van stmviet ligt rond 300 €/ton. Stmviet 
kan direct worden toegepast voor bemesting. De productie kosten van apatiet liggen veel hoger 
dan de c m e r c i e l e  waarde, voor stmviet zijn deze ongevm gelijk. Dit maakt dat siruviet de 
voor de handliggende vorm is voor terugwinning van fosfaat. 

De mogelijkheid om mineralen uit afvalwater te hergebruiken in landbouw en industrie zijn 
verder in kaart gebracht. Ruwe materialen zoals fosfaaterts en Dotas zijn eindige grondstoffen. - - 
Met het licht opeen duuname ontwikkeling moeten deze mat&alen &teindelijk worden terug- 
gewonnen. De vraag is echter of afvalwater de eerst aangewezen bron van mineralen is. De 
totale hoeveelheid fosfaat in Nederlands afvalwater is vergelijkbaar met de hoeveelheid die in 
kunstmest wordt toegepast ( l4  ktpljaar), maar veel lager dan de fosfaatvracht in dierlijke mest 
(80 ktpljaar). Fosfaat kan eenvoudiger uit dierlijke mest worden teruggewonnen. Separate 
urinecollectie and behandeling moet dus meer voordelen hebben dan alleen het terugwinnen van 
mineralen. 

Voor het terugwinnen van ammonium is een groot aantal technieken beschreven. Ammonium 
strippen lijkt echter in de praktijk de beste methode. Hogere ammonium gehaltes, pH en 
temperatuur mrgen voor verhoging van de strip efficiency. Temgwinning uit urine heeft dus 
duidelijk voordelen boven terugwinning uit afvalwater. Stiketof is echter geen eindige 
grondstof. Als stikstofverwijdering en ammoniumproductie uit stikstofgas samen minder 
energie kosten dan temgwinning ligt directe tenigwinning niet voor de hand. Ammonia 
verwijdering met het Sharon/Anammox proces kost ongeveer 4 W/g N en 1 .O0 €/kg N 
verwijderd. De productie van ammonium kost 30 Wlg N en minder dan 0.20 kg N. Daarnaast 
kost ammoniak hawinning via strippen 24 W/g N en ongeveer 8 ê/kg N henvint. Het is niet 
duidelijk dat deze hogere prijs de besparing in energie rechtvaardigt. 



In het algemeen lijkt ioepassing van separate urine imameling voordelen te hebben met name 
omdat de waterzuivering goedkoper en duuaamcr kan worden opgezet. Temgwinning van 
fosfaat en eventueel ammonium is een extra bijkomstigheid in deze, Een voorzichtige e- 
afweging laat zien dat de voordelen van urinescheidimg aan & bron eenvoudig teniet h e n  

I w& geúaan als de urine per truck uit de stad moet worden afgevoerd. Ontwikkeling van een 
decentrale îechnologie om urine te behandelen of nutriënten temg te Winnen is dan ook de meest 
gewenste richting voor de ontwikkeliien in de toekomt. 



De STOWA in het kort 

De Stichting Toegepast Onderzoek Waterbeheer, kortweg STOWA, is het onderzoeksP18$orm 
van Nederlandse waterbeheerdm. Deelnemers zijn aiie bdieerders van grondwater en opper- 
vlaktewater in landelijk en stedelijk gebied, beheerders van installaties voor de zuivering van 
huishoudelijk afvalwater en beheerders van waterkeringen. In 2002 waren dat alle waterschap- 
pen, hoogheemraadschappen en zuiveringsschappen, de pmvincies en het Rijk (i.c. het Rijks- 
instituut voor Zoetwaterbeheer en de Dienst Weg- en Waterbouw). 

De waterbeheerders gebmiken de STOWA voor het realiserenvan toegepast technisch, nptuur- 
wetenschappelijk, bestuurlijk juridisch en sociaal-wetenschappeIijk onderzoek dat voor h m  van 
gemeenschappelijk belang is. Ondemksprogramma's komen tot stand op basis van behaelk- 
inventarisaties bij de deelnemers. Onderzoekssuggesties van derden, zoals kennisinstitutea en 
adviesbureaus, zijn van harte welkom. Deze suggesties toetst de STOWA aan de behoeftep van 
de deelnemers. 

De STOWA verricht zelf geen onderzoek, maar laat dit uitvoeren door gespecialiseerde 
instanties. De onderzoeken worden begeleid door begeieidingseommissies. Deze zijn samen- 
gesteld uit medewerkers van de deelnemers, zonodig aangevuld met andere deskundigen. 

Het geld voor o n d e m k ,  ontwikkeling, informatie en diensten brengen de deelnemers samen 
bijeen. Momenteel bedraagt het jaarlijkse budget zo'n vijf miljoen euro. I 
U kunt de STOWA bereiken op telefoonnummer: +31 (0)30-2321199. 
Ons adres luidt: STOWA, Postbus 8090,3503 RB Utrecht. 
Email: stow@stowa.nl. 
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1.1 Water and waste 
Society manages urban water to wmply with three main requiremenîs: 

e Dtinking water is supplied for houaehold purposes 
Rainwater is drained to prevent floodi 

e Wastewater is removed and treated to maintain urban hygiene. 

We use most of our drinking water as a tmmport medium to remove waste products. Although 
such products (human excreta and wash water) are considered "waste", it actually contains 
many valuable minerals. In the preindustrial European society, human and animal excreta 
fomied part of a natura1 cycle. 

Most agricultural enterprise employed mixed farming practices, incorpotating crops and stocks. 
Excreta were returned to M a n d ,  because many of the minerals contained therein are plant 
nutrients. Medieval land rent contracts specifiededthat anima1 droppings had to deco& 
wherever it fell. The introduction of industrial fertiliser increased crop producîion per hectare 
and made intensive crop farming possible. Traditional (mixed) f h g  can not canpete against 
intensive @culture that sepaiates stock and crop farming. The separation of animal manure 
fkom farmland changed its connotation from valuable fertiiiser to excess waste product in 
today's bio-industry. 

In cities and towns, night mil carriers removed most of the human excreta to familand with 
buckets and wamns until the end of the 19' centuw. However. woulation exolosions in cities ,. . 
lead to a serioisewage problem. Night soil carri& could not keep up with -oving the 
inmasina 1 4 .  Pit latrines were overloaded and leaked into p~oundwater, which was an 
importaniwater source at the time. Aner outbreaks of diseases: such as cholera in the 18509s, 
J o h  Snow proved that contaminated groundwater was responeible for the spreadiig of diseases 
in London (Snow, 1855 and Snow, 1856). The majdty of people did not consider his work 
seriously while theorie8 such as miasma' pmailed. Sewers were then consûucted t0 "clean up 
cities" and to "prevent diseases from spreadiig through foul air". This measure was successful 
because sewers protected drinking water sources (ground water) from pathogenie bacteria. 
However, the reason behind the s-s only becarne known around 1885, after the discovery of 
bacteria that cause diseases. 

Sewer networks cleaned streets and protected groundwater, improving personal hygiene and 
health, but rivers became polluted. In 1857, also known as the year of the " p a t  stink", the 
Thames in London sîank so badly that the House. of Parliament had to close for sunnner. In the 
Netherland8 too, most methods of sanitation available then became inadequate and many 
alîernative solutions were suggested at that time (Langeveld, 1999). h e  to the magnitude of the 
problem, municiplities in the Netherlaads became involved for the nrst time around 1900. This 
made the establishment of centrally controlled innrastnicture possible, but alm required a choice 
of technological system. As most of the other alternatives had serious logistical problems, watcr 
bom sewers were the best option around 1900. 

End-of-pipe solntiom were introduced in varying degrees of sophistication to solve these new 
problems. At ht, only solids (containing mostly carbon) were removed by settliig. Trickliig 
filters (attached growth process) was introduced to aerate sewage and reduce oxygen demand. 
Later, this was improved by the aeration of bio-mass. Diluted nutrients (nitrogen and 
phosphom) were still not removed and led to the growth of algae and 0 t h  aqueous plan@ in 
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surface waters. Excess amounts of nuhients in surface waters lead to eutrophication2 and change 
aqueous hahitats. Modem centralised wastewater treatment plants are effective in producing 
good quality effluents with low nutrient loads. Still, they have given rise to new problems, such 
as excess sludge handling. Problems of heavy metals and micro-pollutants (hormones, 
pharmaceuticals) remain mostly unsolved today. 

Since changing the closed nutrient cycles of pre-industrial societies int0 one directional waste 
transport, pollution treatment solutions have given rise to new and always more complex 
problems. The debate on urban water management seem to indicate that we are, instead of 
solving prohlems, trapped in a cycle of problem replacement (Larsen and Gujer, 1997 and 
Otterpohl er al, 1997). It seem that once a certain technological system has been introduced 
successfully, it also determines and limits further development or improvements within that 
system. The evolution of large tecbnological systems is discussed by Hughes (Hughes et al, 
1992). His description of large technological systems also holds for the evolution of our urban 
water system. 

The 300 litres of wastewater3 that has to be treated per capita and day in the Netherlands today 
is a result of infrastructure that was first introduced a century ago. The slow evolution of this 
technological system now makes radicai changes to existing infrastructure complex and 
expensive. From this point of view, technological development could remain trapped within the 
limits of existing systems. However, innovation should not be lamed by these restrictions. 

1.2 Mineral transport in wastewater 
The water used to transport "waste" away from urban areas actually removes valuahle elements. 
These elements als0 represent an amount of energy consumed in their various production 
processes. 

The thee most impottant elements in wastewater are carbon, nitrogen and phosphoms: 
Carbon is present in nature as plant material and in the atmosphere as CO2 gas. Concentrated 
carbon resources are found in finite fossilised sediments snch as coal, oil or gas. The uses of 
reduced carbon compounds are numerous. It is hurned on large scale to produce heat for 
elecîricity production, but it is also used for the production of synthetic materials, like 
plastics. Carbon in wastewater originates mainly from faeces, wash water and foods. 
Nitrogen is abundantly pre8ent in the earth's atmosphere. More than 75% of the atmosphere 
consists of N2 gas. Nitrogen is a vita1 plant nutrient and is supplied to soil through natura1 
process (e.g. nitrogen fixation or lightning), or through synthesised ammonium fertilisers. 
Around 80% of the nitrogen in wastewater is in the fom of ammonium and forms when the 
urea in urine hydrolyses. 
Phosphonis is present in the earth's cmst as various different phosphates, or in diluted fonn 
in the ocean. Concentrated finite resoutces are found in Ca3(P04)~ ores, and althougb exact 
quantities of phosphoms ore are unknown, the quantity of good quality "clean phosphoms" 
seem to be ~imited.~ Phosphow is another vital plant nutrient and is therefore mainly wed 
in the production of industrial fertiliser. In addition, it has many industrial applications. 
Phosphonis in wastewater originates from urine (45%) as wel1 as kom faeces, foods, soaps 
and detergents (in some cases). In most European counûies, phosphate in detergents has 
heen prohihited for the past decade. 

' Eutophication mans ,  "hfe givmg" and refen to increasingdomtnation by aquattc we& ia water where the Iidt'mg n u 6  f 

$Tchabanaglous, 19911. 

d 
phosphonis, 18 present ia "MatCrrally high CaneenIsnons Be-aff and senhg ofplant gmwth resul& ia sediment oxygeo d-d 

Tfus volume is an average that iniludes municrpal sewerage. some indusBial effluent end rainwater discharged @om combmed 
sewers @e Chapter 2) 
' Most phosphoms sourees (90%) have an average eadmsum concentration af 165 mg Cdikg P ihe h l  for cadmium m Swiss 
fertiliser IS 56 mg Cdkg P (Lusen et al. 1990) ihe Iimifiag concertkanon ia the Eur~pean Union vanes befween counimes (40 mg 
Cdikg P m the Netherlands and 200 mg Cdikg P m Gemiany) 
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The concern for non-renewable resources is increasing with the realisation that the earth has a 
Limited life support capacity. A wnsequence of the industrial revolution, is OW use of ñnite 
natural resources. In we-industrial times. fertilising minerals were recycled between animais 
and plants and the effects of solar ener& (water $d wind power) wek wed to do wo&. 
However, alobal economies today maintaii a onedirectional throughput of minerals and fmsil 
energy. This practice presents w& treatment prob1- as wel1 as the threat ofover-exploituig 
raw materials. e . 

Minerak are dilutal between 100 and 200 times by transpotthg (removing) them through wafer 
and they consequently lwse most of heir value. The Low concentfaîions at which the minerah 
are present, makes it energetically costly to reclaim hem. High energy consumption adversely 
effects the viability of any reclaimhg scheme. We should therefm consider and develop . ~ r e  
sustainable practices for managing waste(wakr). 

1.3 Sustainabiüîy and development 
The dduiition of sustainability or sustainable development most often quoted, is still that of the 
Bnuidtland commission: 

"Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromisiig the ability of future generations to meet their own needs." (Brundtland, 1987) 

The problematic assumpíions and implicatim of this definition and d e r  similar definitions 
were pointed out by Roger Levitt @.vit4 1998). Apart from philosopbica1 criti-, this 
deñnition does not allow for quantincation of susíainability. The following more ta~~gible 
definition was introdueed by a fonner Gemian minister of Environmental affaii: 

"In a sustainable society, resources are not exploited faster than they c m  regenerate themselves 
and ernissions are not eenerated faster than thev cm be assímilatd in a natura1 way." (Merkel, 
1998) 

Figure 1 Mineral cvdes in societv and natura! environment 
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A thermodynamic view of the world, concludes that OW consumption of enera  (more 
specifically, solar energy) is the ultimate indicatol of sustainability. 

Aparî from this, we must realise that al1 materials at standard conditions contain an m o m t  of 
energy, or the potential to perform work, called exergy. The sustainability of altemative 
technological systems can be ewluated on basis of their exergy consumption. 

In this report, the focus is set on possibilities for reclaiming minerals from municipol 
mtewater. A few alternative technological systems may be possible to reclaim minerals h m  
wastewater. The effect of urine separation on wastewater treatment is specifically evaluated 

1.4 Guideiines for more sustainable urban water systems ib the Netherlands. 
A few common sense guidelines can be used to evaluate new ideas for more susîainable 
technologies. Most of the guidelines below appeared in an arîicle on sustainable urban water 
management (Larsen and Gujer, 1997). These should al1 apply to the various techniques or 
technalogical systems to reclaim minerals from wastewater. l 

I 
First, d e h e  the service that is required, instead of focussing on improvement ore&sting 
technology. Sustainability is nat the same as optimisation of existing processes. Although 
thc minimisation of energy and saw materiah is desirable, the question here is "What is 
required of the technological system?" Systems or teehniques are ofien taken as given. Tbe 
history of sewers and wastewater treatment reflects this misconception. Sewer networks and 
centralised wastewater treatment is one possible solution to what is fundamentally a question 
of personal hygiene. 
Achieve totality of "mcemary services" with minimum exergy use (look for local minima). 
Water is one of nature's forces that the Dutch have been fighting for centuries. Today the 
Netherlands still has too much water. Recycling ofwater is therefore not a h t  priority. 
It is likely that various techniques exist to reclaim minerals from wastewater. A cboice 
between techniques should be based on the consumption of energy andmaterials by each 
tcchnique to produce a certain result. 
Solve problems locaily wbere possible. Do not export the problems of pollution, either into 
time OT into space. 
Adopt a pro-active approach to water management instead of reactive. 
Make use of existing infrastmcture hefme (or dwing) implementation of new technology. Do 
not replace systems workíng wel1 before they reach theirlife span. This requires innovative 
thinking to incorporate historica1 facts with new developments. 
Dilution is no solution for pollution. I 
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2. ORIGINS OF THE MINERAL LOAD IN MUNICIPAL 
WASTEWATER 

2.1 The human body as source of minerals 

2.1. I Minerals contained in human urine 
The kidneys regulate the concentration of constituents in the bodily fluids by three main 
processes: 

filtration of plasma; 
reabsorption of water and solutes fiom filtrate; 
secretion of selected solutes. 

Urine is the final product of these processes (Strand, 1978 and Berne and Levy, 1998). Urine 
wntains both inoreanic and oreanic constituents. The volume of urine and the concentration of 
constituents vary kcording toa number of parameters. References encountered in this study 
illnstrate these variations. Table 1 shows average values of the concentrations of constituents in 
urine that was compiled fiom a few values fouid in literature. Refer Appendix 1 for al1 values, 
ranges and referentes to literame. 

Toble I Summary of urine composihon ond mineroi concentmiion 

Di& strongly influences the concentration of constituents in urine. One could for example 
expect variations in the average mineral concentrations of Dutch and American urine. One could 
also assume that the mineral concentrations in Dutch urine would now be closer to older 
American figures (Oosterom and Wuikan, 2000). Some dietary studies show higher mineral 
concentrations in Dutch urine (Govers, 1993, and Van Dokkum, 1984). However, no conclusive 
referente to specifically Dutch urine concentrations could be found. 

Urine parameter 
@er pernon) 

Volume 
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The volume of urine production depends on sex and fluid intake. The nonnal minimum , it 

this report. 

L 
is 0.6 Wp.d and the nonnal maximum limit 2.5 Wp.d An average value of 1.25 Wp.d is used in 

The pH of urine is slightly acidic, pH = 6 (Berne and Levy, 1998), due to end products ofi 
protein metabolism. On a vegetarian diet, urine can become alkaline. Extreme minimun and 
maximum values of urinary pH are 4.8 and 8.2 (Houssay, 1955). 

Nitrogen in urine is mainly present as urea, an end product of protein metabolism. The 
concentration of urea, CO(NH2),, in urine ranges between 20 g/p.d and 35 g1p.d. Urea is a 
soluble weakly h i c  compound. S o m  microbes we able to break down urea int0 ammonia and 
carbon dioxide. The formation of ammonia gives rise to the pH. Urea hydrolysis in urine takes 5 
- 8 days to complete in closed systems (HellstrBm, 1998). Urea hydrolysis is described in more 
detail in Chapter 4 of this report. 

Ammonia (NH,) is very soluble ia water, where it f- ammonium ions (N&'). ~ m m o n k  is 
highly toxic and terrestrial animals have powerhl eaymatic mechanisms for converting ~ l y  
fonned ammonia int0 more complex non-toxic compounds (e.g. urea), which are exereted. Total 
daily ammonia excretion is less than 1 @p.d. i 
A small amount of uric acid is also present in urine (0.7 g1p.d). 

The total load of nitrogen excreted through urine is assumed 12 gN1p.d. I 
l 

Phosphorus in urine is directly related to phosphorus intake, since, on a mixed diet, thereis 
likely to be a relative surplus of phosphoms. Phosphates occur in foods as a natura1 component 
of biologica1 molecules and in the fom of various food additives and presewatives. 

The total phosphate (PzOj) excreted daily in urine is dependent on the phosphorus-containiog 
substances ingested and on the elimination of calcium and magnesium in the faeces. When urine 
is alkaline, calcium and magnesium phosphates can easily crystallise. 

A wide range of phosphorus concentrations in urine was found, related most probably to de 
typical diet of the people tested. The amount of phospho~s eontained in cola drinks or beer is 
typically 150 - 250 mg PA. Milk has a typical phosphorus concentration of 900 mg PIL 
The average amount of phosphorus excreted through urine is assumed to be 1 gP1p.d. Th& tnay 
be considered as a conservative value that could be higher in the Netherlands (due to partiailars 
of diet, which was not yet verified). 

Potnssium (K) in urine is present in relatively large concentrations. Values range beween 2 
g/p.d and4 g/p.d. in this report, a vaiue of 3 g/p.d is used. 

Cdcium (Ca) and Magnesium mg) in urine is present in small concentrations oniy. Vahes 
range between 0.1 &p.d and 0.4 &p.d. A vaiue of 0.2 g1p.d is used for both minerals. 

Sodium (Na) in urine is present in relatively large concentrations. Values range between 3 
g/p.d and 5 @p.d. In this report, a value of 4 g/p.d is used. 

Chlorine (Cl) in urine is present in relatively large concmtrations. Values range between $ 
g/p.d and 9 g/p.d. In this report, a value of 7 glp.d is used. 

Sulphur (S) is also present in urine. Values range between 700 mg/d and 4 g/d. In this report, a 
value of 1 g/p.d is used. 
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Chemieai o m e n  demuid (COD) results mostly fiom decomposed organic matter. 
Extieriments witb adivaîed sludge showcd, that about 85-900/0 of the COD in dilnted and stored 
utik are biodegradable, the rest-k inert. (Udert, 2001). The COD content in urine is around 12 
dp.d. 

When wine is flu8hed into mm, it mixes with water f i rn  various other household souices, 
b w n  as "domestic wasiewater", and and (storm) water to fonn "municipal wastewater". If 
urine were wllected and treated separately, it might be r e f d  to as "yellow water". The 
different wastewater nadim and their mineral concentrations are described later in this 
c m .  

2. l .2 Mnemls contained in human faeces 
U n l i i  urine, that is a n1trate of nutnents, faeces contain mostly water and dead bacîeria h m  
the intestines. Digeation and absorption of foods is vimially complete by the time the foods 
reach the large intesîine (Stacey and Santolucito, 1966). The niecal mineral content is therefor 
hardly related to dietary changes. F m 1  matter is rather a product of the activity of the 
intestines tóan a residue of foodstuffi. For iastance: there is a reduction of the mass of faeccs 
produced during peri& of complete fasting (or starvation), but the chemical composition is the 
Same as during normal f e d i g  (iioussay, 1955). 

Human faecal matter consists of 67% water and 33% solids. The actual produced quantity 
depencis on age, body mass and food consumption An average value of the dry solids mass 
would be between 10-50 dp.d (Keel and Neil1965, Aitman and Dittmer 1968, Davson and 
Segal, 1975). The solids consist of endogenou8 bacteria, lipids (lecithin, nitty acids and som 
neutra1 acids), some minerals and products of disintagration of bie pigment6 (iioussay, 1955) 
as well as undigested cellulose which passes unchanged with the faeca (Keel and Ne& 1965). 

In general, the mineral load in E.ieces is much less than that of unie, with calcium and 
phosphonis beiig the only exceptions. Table 2 is a summaty of the concentrations of 
constituents in faeces given by Altman and Dittmer (1968). 
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1 
Nitrogen in the intestines is absorbed and mainly tran8fonil.d into amino scids. The urea cyde 
releases uibrogen &om amino acid and the kidneys exaele urea with urine. Almost no nitrogen 
is present in kces .  Same nitrogen may be present in undigested food rests. 

Phosphonis in fáeces originates h m  various sources or bodily functions, such as phosphom 
secretions, endogenous phosphom and phosphom wntained in the baaeria Between 3 5 4 %  
of phosphorus is excreted via faeces, amounting to a total of 0.7 g P/p.d. 

Potnisium, Caicium, Magnesium and Sodium are present in smal1 quantities, related to the 
wntent of these minerals in the undigested food rests. I 

i 
Chemical Osygen Demand- Faeces consist of mostly proteins, fats and carbohydrates. In a 
study by STOWA (Van der Wijst and Groot-Marcus, 1998), the COD of faeces per persouper 
day was calculated as 41 g1p.d. 

Faeces are commonly flushed with (dxinking) water and mixed with domestic wastewater. If 
faeces and flush water were collected and treated separately, it mi& be referred to as "brown 
water" or "hlack water''. 

2.2 Domestic grey water production i 
"Grey water" includes aU wastewater h m  households with low COD and mineral 
concentrations. Tbs water comes from showers, bathtubs, wash basins, kitchen water and 

I 
automatic washing machines, which in effect means everythg but toilet water. Grey wat& has 
a significant COD load, but very little minerals. Grey water ~roduction is between 125 and 135 
hlpd on average. Figute 2 ill&ks the volume and the COD load produced in different 
household sources, based on values by van &r Wijst and Groot-Marcus (1998). 

water" may bc wed to nfm to water caotammg only fases. 
5uBlackwater" is  n o d l y  used to mem water caotabmg only faeces and m e .  Wh- m e  is wllceted qmately, %w. 



impurities in grey water onginate in washing products (such as soap, shampoo, detergenîs and 
universal cleaners). Other substances include minute amounts of clothing residue, dirt, fats and 
food mts. Most of the COD in grey water onginates h m  automatic washing machines. 

Since 1990, the use of phosphates in deîergenis has been phased out in the Netheriands and 
some other countires in the Euro~ean Union. Therefore, arey water should contain veiy little 
phophate, resulting from food r e k  only (e.g. mik, beerf The phosphate concentration in grey 
water bas not yet been meausured (and most recent wastewater data is that of 1997, CBS 2000 
$41 1. 

Very little nitrogen is presen! in grey water. O k  minerals swh as sodium and calcium are als0 
present in grey water. The exact amounts vary considerably between regions, based on the 
concentration in drinking water. The incremental mineral load (Na, Ca, Mg, K) in grey water, 
above the drinking water concentration, is not signincant. Tchobanoglous (1991) suggested the 
total additional mineral load of these metals above the original water q d i t y  when used as flush 
water or wash water. 

2.3 Municipal wastewater production and composition 

2.3.1 Ruin water runofs 
The total volume of water dischar ed to wastewater treahment works in the Netherlands is 5 between 1500 and 2000 million m /a (CBS, 2000 '.O1). This volume divided by the population 
gives an average value of 300 Alp.d. Of this total &ily volume, rainwater runoff is assumed to 
contribuk in the order of 100 Wp.d on average (Boer, 1995). Figure 3 present8 rainfall and 
wastewater influent data and shows a direct relation between rainfall and wastewater discharge. 

Year 

t I1person.d -4- Wastewater (mln ni.JIyear) t Rainfall (mnlyear) 
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The increase in wastewater due to rainwater is mostly due to combined sewers. Apart from 
combined sewers, this fraction of water also includes an amount of infiltration. 

The mineral and COD loads contributed by rainwater runoff are unknown and vary over time 
and from one place to the next. Substances such as oil and grease from vehicles, animal excreta, 
solid waste and litter al1 influence the COD and mineral load. I 

Small and medium sked industries discharge most of their wastewater to municipal treabnent 
works. This typically includes water from offices, schools, restaurants, hospitals, s u p e d e t s ,  
laundromats,c& w&h bays, food industries, lab'oratories and other industies. The effluent 
composition from these vdous practices is unknown. The sum of industrial effluent and 
rainwater runoff is a "black box" that contains al1 the minerals and chemical oxygen demand 
that is not awunted for in domestic wastewater. The volume of industrial wastewater is 
inferred to be 70 hlp.d6. 

2.3.3 Total municipal wastewater composition 
Munioipal wastewater is a concoction of domestic wastewater, rainwater runoff and some 
ifldwtrial effluent. The total volume of wastewater, divided by the total population gives an 
average volume of 300 hlp.d. The concept of "population equivalentf' (p.e.) is widely accepted. 
The volume of water per population equivalent is 150 hld during dry weather (STOWA 98-29). 
The wet weather flow is then three times this flow rate. However, this report has to differentiate 
behveen the different sources of the total mineral load contributed per person and &y. Because 
population equivalents relate to assumed doniestic loads only, it fails to put these loads in , 
perspective. 
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Bas4  on actual measuremenis, the CBS calculared the approximate total daily load of nutrien@ 
and chemical oxygen demand in the Netherlands. Table 3 preseats the total daily load of 
nutrients and chemical oxygen demand (tonnes per &y) in the Netherlands in 1997. The 
average municipal wastewater composition is the quotient of tofal mass load and water 
discharge. 

The total phosphom load is 2.4 gP/p.d, but only 1.7 gP1p.d is excreted by the body. The 0.7 
gP/p.d mi excrered by the body could not be traced to al1 its wurces. As detergents are believed 
to have contained no phosphate, there could not be this much phosphate in grey water. It wuld 
be that industrial effluent contained relatively high amounts of phosphate, but this wuld nüt be 
verified. It could also mean that the amount of phosphom excreted by Dutch is more than 
average. This wuld be due to the rather high consumption of diuy products. i 
Tabk 3 Average lond and concentration of rhe most imparfant mtiNenLF in wasto<mter ' " 



STOWA reported in 1998 on the uinuent quality of wastewater. In a study by Van Nieuwen- 
huijzen (2000). wastewater fiom eight municipai wastewater treatment works was sampled anti 
analysed. Hao (2001) made use of wastewater CharaCtenstics in his modeiiìng of the biologid 
nutrient removal process at Hardenberg. These values are all presented in table 4. The average 
of these values is in the Same order of magnitude as those in table 3. 

Table 4 ComrpnrUon of wpsmuter i@uent datafrom dgerent studia 

Referente 

Wastewater parameters 

(1) STOWA rapport 98-29 ( b a d  on figures h m  CBS) 
(2) Van Nieuwenhuijzen, (2000) 
(3) H a 0 9  (2000) 

Chemica1 oxygen demand (COD) 

Total nitrogen @Jw) 

Total phosphorus (Pw 

The average influent mineral load and chemica1 oxygen demand in wastewater presented in 
Table 3, is used further in this research. 

(l) 

gtm" 

Municipal wastewater contains heavy m&ls in concentrations that are generally above the 
limits regardhg wuse and human health. Table 5 presents average values fot influent and 
effluent concentrations. The activated sludge in wastewater treatment plants takes up large 
quanîities of heavy metals, thereby prohibiting the use of sludge as fertiliser. The figures 
presented below are partly measured (both influent and effluent values) and partly based OU 

an assumed uptake of metals in aetivated sludge. (CBS, 2000 '"l) 

600 

SS 
9 

Table 5 Hemy metui content ofwartewaterandaIudgefim dfferenl otighr 

(2) 

g/m3 

Most of the sewers in the Netherlands drain both domestic wastewater and rainfaU nuioff. 
Newly built areas, such as Lelystad, have separate drainage nehvorks for domestic wastewater 

(3) 

e/m' 
461 

43.7 
7.7 
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and rainwater nuioff. From table 5 it is clear that concentrations of Chromium, Nickel, Lead and 
Zinc in waste activafed sludge is much lower in Lelystad than in areas where combined 
wastewater is treated. Rainwater running over large areas of these metals dissolves them. 

Zinc ira wmsion proiwimn natenal oa steel suríaces such asro~fi. fenoes d lamppoas. Led in rauiwafer m a f f  mgwtes 
from Icaded RisL lead in toofs end passtbly leadcd water supply pipes (Roer, 1995). It is h clcar that Coppcr uiwastovarei h not 
relaicd to rainfall runoff. Mosi @f LhB drink water o i w  inside houses are made ofwmw, ofwhiah a smal1 m u m  diwlves b 

The amount of metals in daily human excreta is insignificant in relation to the daily metal bad 
absorbed in waste activated sludge. Metal loads in excreta range between zero and eight pa mil1 
of the amount in sludge. 

2.4 Comparison of municipal wastewater, dornecitíc wastewater and 
concentrated waste sources 

The concentrations in tables 4 and 5 represent the wastewater characteristics when reaching the 
wastewater treatment works. This water is, as was show in îhe previous paragraphs, composd 
of water from many different sources. The load and concentrations from these different sources 
are summarised in table 6. Urine is an important source of minerals (especially phosphonis, 
nitrogen and poíassium) It also contributes some of the chemical oxygen demand. Washing 
machines add îhe largest chemical oxygen demand to grey water. The total mineral load in 
washing machine effluent is unknown, but is expected to be low, when compared with minerals 
from human excreta and the total load in wastewater. 

Tabie 6 Mineral loadifrom wrrous domt ic  waste .SOUFC~P compared 10 composrtron ofmunrcipal werfmater and 
seawaler 

Urine has the highest mineral coneentrations among the considered liquids. When compad to 
sea water, phosphorus in urine has a much higher concentration, which is required for recovery. 
Cations such as magnesium and sodium can be recovered, as sak, from seawater. 



Different management of wastewater and separate wllecîion of waste at the vaious sources will 
result in a eomuletely different wastewater comoosition. Table 7 illustrates the eñWs of iwo 
altemative scekios-on wastewater compositio& Source separation of urine or urineand-faem 
will in general reduce the minera1 load in wastewater dramatically. 

The load of phosphorus in wastewater could be h o e d  by between 40 - 70% with separate 
urine and urine-and-faeces removal respectively. The loads of potassium and nitrogen could be 
reduced by between 70 - 85% and 80 - 90% with separate &e and urine-and-faeces removal 
respectively. The second scenario (separate collection of urineand-hes) in effect represen$ 
the sum of al1 grey water, indusîrial water and rainwater m o E  

Tabk 7 MiRemi loadrfrom diffeyent scenarbs of s011~e 8eporotlo1S, mnrpored with nnmicipal WwUstoMW and 
drinking w a w  

Wastewater: Wastewater: Drinkhg water 

separate urine& qualily nom 

5. Nomen uit het Waterleidingbesluit, VROM, 2000í13 

Human excreta contain almost no heavy metals (in relation to the load in wastewater) which 
make recovery of "clean" minerah h m  urine and faeces m m  attractive than from mixed 
municipal wastewater. 

Souree separation of urine andlor faeces will also reduce the sa l i ty  of wastewater effluent in 
general. The amount of potassium, for instance, in wastewater is above the limit for drinkhg - 
kater. The concentration of potassium in urine is even higher than that of seawater. The 
eoncentrations of chiorine and sulpbate in urine are less than that seawater, but still quite high. 
If urine were collected separately at the source, the wncentration of potassium in the remaining 
wastewater would droo to wel1 below the drinkhe water nom. The concentration of other 
minerals would also d;?crease, but the concentrati&s of many m i n d s  in conventional 
wastewater h c h  as Na, Ca, Mg and Cl) were already lower than the drinking water standard. 
Separate wfiection of urine and faeces &uld ais0 reduce the wncentration of chlorine in 
domestic wastewater by almost 40%. Source separation of urine and faeces could be attractive 
where recycling of wastewater is wnsidereú. 
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The three most important minerals in municipal wastewater are nitrogen, phosphonis and 
potassium. Considering different origins of minerals in wastewater, it becomes evident that 
these minerals origirigte mostly from human excreta, and in particular from urine. When bath 
urine and faeces are collected separately, more than 8û% of the minerals in wastewater could be 
reolaimed. Mineral concentrations in urine are 100 times higher than that of municipal 
wastewater. One fee16 intuitively that reclaiming minerals h m  such a concentfated waste 
product should be more víable than current practice whereby minerals are fust diluted 
(conventional sewers) before they are removed in treatment processes. 

This report wil1 focus on the possibilities to reclaim minerals fom urine and the effects that 
urine separation would have on advanced wastewater treatment processes. 

I 



3. PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES T 0  COLLECT AND TREAT 
URINE AND FAECES SEPARATELY 

Various pilot projects and research initiatives focus on altemative sanitation. The high 
concentration of nutrients in urine has led to special interest for separate collection of urine and 
faeces (refer Chapter 2 for average concentrations of nitrogen and phosphom in urine, faeces 
and wastewater). The motivation for urine separation and the application of urine technology 
differ between countries. T b  chapter gives an overview of different pilot- and research projects 
and otha initiatives in a few European countries and a few non-European countries. 

3.2 Switzerland 

3.2.1 EA WAG (Eidgendsskche AnstaltJiir Wassewersorgung, Abwasserreinigung 
und Gewässerschutz) 
The Swiss Federal Institute for Environmental Science and Technology (EAWAG) is located in 
ZUrich. EAWAG's task as the national research centre for water pollution umtrol is to ensure 
that: 

Concepts and technologies pertaining to the use of natura1 waters are continuously improved. 
Ecological, economical and social water interests are integrated. 

3.2.2 Fundamental research on alternative sanitation technology 
Within EAWAG, Novaquatis consists of a group of about ten researchm concerned with 
fundamental aspects of source separated sanitation. At the time of this report, no other group 
had such a dedicated and thorough investigation into the possibilities of source separation 
technology. The research within Novaquatis integrates different fields of research to gain 
knowledge of how to develop and implement new technology and avoid pitfalls. 

The Novaquatis group was visited in September 2000, and a report of this Msit is included in 
this document as Appendix 2. The main aspects of their research are highlighted below: 
Laboratory scale experimental work is canied out to develop technology to treat urine and 
recover phosphoms (and other minerals). 
Urine technology will be evaluated wmprehensively by modelling of two scenarios (urban - 
Witerthur and m l  - Basel) where the ultimate question is: Does urine separation technology 
constitute an overall improvement on current technology? 
Novaquatis assumes that al1 separately collected urine could be wed as fertiliser. Urine as 
ferti1ise.r could be effective, but there are many conditions to meet. These conditions include 
questions regarding hormones and phannaceutical end products retuming to land (endocrine 
disrupters), transport, crop requirements and social acceptante. These are al1 areas of interest 
and further research within Novaquatis. 
Wastewater regulations and wastewater treatment in Switzerland and the Netherlands differ 
(e.g., de-nitrification is not mandatoiy in Switzerland). However, these differences wil1 bewmie 
less in the future. Switzerland will have to reduce its total nitrogen emission to water by half 
within the next five years (Tagesanzeiger, 2001). Futthennore, dm to the relatively steep slopes, 
Swiss wastewater treatment works receive a peak flow in mornings with a peak load of 
ammonia7. 

Novaquatis can be visited on web their page '.O3. 
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. 3.2.3 Using existing infa,wwcture - dischargiwg urine at night 
One of the novel approaches of Novaquatis considm the use of existing sewers very early in the 
morning. Dwing the early hom, there is virtually no wastewater discharge. If one could store 
urine in a tank b l o w  the buildind until this time. urine can flow via existine. sewers. One 
could then co1lèc.t urine by divertKg it just beforelt reaches the treatment wo&, where it &uld 
be treated separately. One of the remaining problems is to detennine the effect that ammonia 
evaporation kould have, and how it can be prevented. 

3.2.4 Pilof pmjecis in Zurich and Basel 
A new buildimg project in Zurich includes a couple of residential units with No Mix toilets. 
Krafberk I was desigaed as a modern village to house 350 mie of whom 150 would wark on 
the-premises. RmideGs wil1 move in dnring-this summer. The toilets wil1 keep urine separate, 
which wil1 be stored in a tank. Farmers can then oollect the urine to use as fertiiiser. It could 
also be released at off-peak times to reduce shack loads of ammonia. K r a f d l  can be vi$ited 
on the internet '.w. 

A pilot project was started in Basel to examine the performance of the waswater treatment 
works when ammonia-nitrogen ( u ~ e )  is discharged to the treabnent works intermittently 
instead of in single peaks. 

3.2.5 Evaluation ofpublic opinion and consumers ' interest 
Novaquatis evaluated consumer attitudes through discussion sessions with laymen and an en- 
h e  educational computer programme. The "NoMix Tool" is informative about al1 aspectsbf 
urine technology, altemative sanitation and closing nutrient cycles. Although only availabk in 
Gennan, it is easy to undersîand and fun to explore! i"5. Novaquatis compiled a report afte4 
sessions with workhg group to detennine the comumer's opinion. The report should be 
available in July 2091. 

33 Germany 
Ralph ûtterpohl lectures at the Universily of Hamburg Hanimrg. He also works as consulthg 
engineer for Otterwasser '.06. A paper by Otterpohl on the design of source control sanitatim is 
availabfe on the internet: Otterpohl, R., Design of highiy efficient Source Contra1 Sanitation and 
practica1 Experieme, EURO-Summer School DESAR, Wageningen, June 18-23,2000, Tbe 
Netherlands This paper summarises his views on a l t e d v e  sanitation and his experience on 
urine separation. 

The paper introduces the concept of "Source control saniîation". Four lines of developme@ are 
discussed as alternatives to conventional end-of-pipe technology. The traditional sanitatim 
wnwpts lead to problems that have to be solved, instead of avoiding these problems altogether. 
According to Otterpohl, the conventional modem system of sewers with treatment plants p the 
end of the h e  are not only expensive, but fails to solve al1 pollution problems and is therefor 
not sustainable. New ideas for zero emissions include a shift away from "wastewater I 
management" to "resource management". There is no aprion' reason why (drinking) watet 
should be wed to remove (and dilute) domestic waste. If these "wastes" were considered 1 

resources, they d d  be removed and reclaimed by other means. 



The four linea of development discussed in the paper are: 

1. No mix toiiets and ~ravitv flow 
This wncept is susae for single houses and nuai settlements. Urine is wIIected 
separately (in a sorting toilet) and stored for agrinilbiral use. Faeces are flushed to one of 
G o  chkbérs of a w*ting tank. An example of this approach was demonstnited in the 
sanitary design during r e s t d o n  of a historie mil1 at Lambemdhle i.W. 

2. Vacuum toilets and vacuum transport to a bio-gas plant 
This system has been implemented in a new settlement (Flintenbreite) in Lub&!%, on the 
Baltic Sea in Germany. This settlement is not connecîed to the town's cenûal wastewater 
network. Instead a bio-gas plant digests h e s  anaerobically and u m  the products for 
fertiliser (solicis) and heating (Mo-gas). Grey water is treated in a wetland while 
rainwater is retained and inf~ltrated. The various wncepts implemented at Flintenbreite can 
be found on the intemet i.W. 

3. Low wet low maintenanee on-site systems 
This idea is very similar to the ñrst line of development. The most important dserence is 
that excreta should not necessarily have to be remwed with water. On-site treatment requires 
solar heating for wmposting and storage of urine. 

4. Upgrade existing wastewater infrastncture 
If urine and feeces were collected separately, existing infrastructure wuid be enhanced and 
its life could be pmlonged. Nutrient removal in enhanced biological nutrient removal plants 
would become obsolete when urine (and faeces) is wllected sepatately. û t tqoh l  als0 refers 
t0 Ltuson's idea (Novaquatis) to we  sewers to transport urine at night. 

Jutta Niederste-Hollenberg does research on new sanitation wncepts and modelling the mineral 
load at the origin. 

3.4 Scandinavian initiatives 

A number of ecologicai viliages were designed and wnstructed in Scandinavia in the previous 
decade. The tem "ecological village" is widely wed in public and in the media to describe a 
variety of different conoepts. In this report, "ecological" villages or houses are of interest, 
because they nearly always incorporate some form of altemative sanitation, which often 
includes wllecting urine 8eparately. Ecologicai villages have a few 0 t h  interesting features 
regading muse and recovery of different materials and energy, but it is not included in this 
report. 

Bjorsbyn ecalogical viliage 

Bjomsbyn was built in 1994,5km &om Lulea's city centre (Swgden). It consists 17 houses (57 
people) with urine separation toilets. Urine is collected and stored in tanks for behveen six and 
eight months. Famiers then wllect the urine to spray it on their grazing fields. Faeces flow info 
a septic tank, where sludge decomposes before being applied to grazing fields. Dwing the study 
period, Iess than half of the expected nutrients wexe recovered. Problems such as leakage, 
infíltration, toilet design and overall system design demeased the succes of this particular 
system. (Hanaeus, Hellstrom, Johansson, 1997) 

f 

r, 
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Understenshojden 

Understenshojden that is built inside Stockholm has 44 apartments with 160 inhabitants. Al1 
urine is separated at source fiom where it flows to w o  large collection tanks. Separated urine 
samples were measured in a study (Jönsson, 1997) and the actual mineral loads were close to 
the expected loads (5g N/p.d and 0.4g P/p.d were coliected and recovered on average). 1.342. of 
urine solution was collected per inhabitant and day (of which 0.342. was flush water). 

Locral organic farmers collect the stored urine and spray it on their fields. However, in the ukely 
event of ammonia evaporation during applieation to land, a great deal of nitrogen would bc lost. 
Furthermore, ammonia is toxic and contributes to acidification, which is not environmentally 
sensible. 

Separation toilets saved about 50% of toilet Bush water. Urea rapidly dissociated to ammonia 
and carbon dioxide and the pH increased to 9 (measured in storage tank). Contamination of 
separated urinc by faecal material was very small. (Jönsson, 1997) and was considered 
insignificant. It was also found that around 50% of al1 toilet visits occur at home. 

Munkesogaard 

Munkesogaard was built in Roskilde (Denmark) and consists 20 houses with urine separation 
toilets. Urine flows to a central tank where local farmers collect it to spray on their lands. 

3.4.2 Research irritiatives 
In contrast to the Novaquatis project, where there is a co-ordinated research agenda, a number 
of individuals (mostly Swedes) is concemed with aspects of urine separation technology. 

Source separated urine - nutrient and heavy metal wntent, water saving and faecal 
eontamination. Jönsson et a1 (1997) 

Findings fiom this study were discussed under 3.4.1 Ewlagical villages;_Un&rstenshojde~. 

Modelihg the sewage system - evaluating urine separation as a complementaty function to the 
conventional sewage system: Jönsson et al, 1998 

The study argues that separation of urine and its direct re-use as fertiliser is more energy 
efficient than the total of removing nutrients in treatment plants and production of industrip1 
fertiliser. Results indícate that urine separation leads to decreased eutrophic effects. It could be 
argued that the more advanced the wastewater treatment system is, the less advantagwus the 
effeets of urine separation might seem. 

On a local scale, there should be an increase in energy @el) consumption by trucks remoying 
urine. However, on a global scale, the total energy demand should be decreased. The energy 
saving associafed with the reduction in fd l i ser  use should more than wmpensate for tmlsport 
of urine. 
Nutrient management in sewerage systems: investigations of components and exergy analysis, 
Hellström (1998) Lulea University of Technology. I 

This PhD thesis pmsents results hom different expeximents to impmve nutrient 1 1  1" 
sewerage systems. A urine separation system in a village in northem Sweden was investigatcd. 
About half of the nukients contained in the urine was collected. An exergy analysis showcd that 
urine separation technology might be a better alternative to wnventional wastewater s y s W .  
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Exergy analysis is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 of íhis report. 

Analysis of wastewater systems, with respect to environmental impact and the use of resources, 
Karrman (1997) Chalmers University of Technology. 

This thesis argues that urine separation systems are favourable because of comparatively low 
w e  of natura1 resources and low degree of eutrophication. An environmental impact assesament 
was conducted for two towns to compare hypotheticaily what the impact of planned installations 
would be. The study showed that the exergy during operation would be lower for a separation 
system than for the conventional aiternative. This would have a smaller environmental impact 
than conventional sanitation. 

"Environmental systeas analysis" comprised using the ORWARE (ORganic WAsîe REsearch) 
software tool in combination with a life cycle analysis to mluate four scenario's of wastewater 
and solid waste management: 

conventional sanitation and wastewater treatmenc 
inigation of energy forests; 
liquid wmposting; 
urine separation. 

There is still a need to develop more energy efficient collection and treatment systems. Four 
proposed strategies for less environmental impact and less resource usage of wastewater 
management were developed during the study: 

handle nutrient nch flows separately h m  other waste flows; 
recycle nutrients and use ener@ efficiently; 
avoid contamination of wastewater flows; 
put unavoidable pollution to landfill. 

Field experiment at Stockholm on the fertilising value of source separated human urine. 
Carlander, Hoglund, Vinnds (1999) 

Tlus project has been ninning since 1996. Human urine is said to be a complete Wiliser with 
the composition of the macro-nutrients N:P:K hing approximately 11:1:2.5. Different field 
experiments d o w  r e m h e r s  to compare the fertiliiing effect of human urine to the effects of 
industrial fertiliser. (Sponsored by Stockholm Water Company and two housing companies). 

In 1997, the yield of the crop fertilised with urine was 75% of the crop yield obtained by 
industrial feztiliser. In 1998, the results were comparable. 

3.4.3 Pilot and laboratory scale projects 

Universeum: Goteborg 

A totally new concept was developed for handung the nutrient9 in human urine. Transformhg 
the nutrients of the urine into solid materials reduces transport cost dramaticaliy. On the 
addition of smal1 amounts of Mg0 to human urine, most of the phosphom (70-80%) and 
significant amounts of the potassim and nitrogen were precipitated. Crystaiíine stnrvite was the 
major component fomied, together with similar compounds. Nitrogen recovery wuld be 
improved to 85% by adsorption on natura1 wollastonite or zeolite to 85% (Lind et al, 20003. 
Struvite is a well-known slow release feztiliser. 
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3.4.4 Commercial enterprises 

Water Revival Systems (WRS) 

WRS w& with the design and construction of alternative wastewater and storm water systems, 
speoidising in urine sepmtion systems '.l0. 

VERNA, Ekologi och Miljkonsult 

VERNA provides consulting services within the field of ecological wastew& -t with 
recyc l i  technologies and is competent in urine- and black-water separation 'l1. 

"Solar City" is a new ecological housing project in the city of Linz. Urine diversion toiiets wiU 
collect urine separately. Constnicted wetlands would be wed for treatment of '"brown" and 
"grey" water. The project was preceded by a market study to evaluate various aspects of urine 
separetion and decentralised wastewater treatment. Little infomuition is (yet) available on the 
project. 

, I 1 ,  1 

< 
3.6 Mexico 
In Mexico 500h of the popuiation has no fonn of sanitation. Of ali municipal wastewater 
generated, only 13% is keated. Furthermore, due to improper pit latrines, ground water is 
poliuted in many areas. This leads to the spreading of gastro-intestinal infections, which is the 
second most common cause of child mortality. 

Conventional sanitation would require enormous quantitia of water. There are no water 
r e s o m s  available for large-scale development of water borne sanitation. 

Dry sanitation was combiied with source separated saniMon in Morelos, a state experiencing a 
population expiosion. These toiiets are a modificatim by Csar AUONS, based on the Vietnamese 
double vault toilet. The double-vault system consists of two chambers and a urine diverter. One 
chamber is used until two-thirds fuU, then sealed, and the otha chamber is used until two-thirds 
full. The fust chamber is then emptied of what has becme clean, dry humus. This is done 
through an easily acccssible door in the nar of the chamba '.l2. 

The Mexican modifieation includes a toilet Beat with h e l  for urine diversion. The main 
advantages of the complete system are: 

aquifers are protected, 
grey water is released into local mils to recharge groundwater; 

0 separated excrement tninsfonned info fertiliser and soil conditioner; 
o toilets are relatively inexpensive (IJS $ 18.00). 
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3.7 South Afnca 

altenia~vc~ to watei bom sewage &&ms. W e  developmeats ar; dl eoneenied with ! 

mQQíwihg a awfainable fm of sanitation to millions of& w 1 e  who has little or no a&em 

Thebsis level of siwitation in Soutb Africa w a ~  d&ned as ventilated rtnd imurovsd nit l&. 

aod co3istniction of pit latpines (e.g., IQ& non-mlmise dl water talde). 

'BW box" taiI& have been useQ in Wetnam Chii. Mexicg ead El Salvador. Faeces and W e  

3.8 North Amenca, Australia, New Zmlnnd 
'RwUnited States of America is home to Mine wmplicated systems îhat separate urine 
fiteceir &er hing mixed in tbe way mentional totleis do. Thwc m&& wem n& caas 
faatier. ûne afthcse m be seen 6n tb intemet 'l3. 

% l 

3.9 The Netherlands 
A few examgles of "wol~gj&l saniîaîiion" can be in &e NetherlanaS. Ttrese are 
i d i  edoptlng u =&in lifestyle, and some^include Urine separatjon tajlets. ûne w p l e  
is briefly d i  blow. 



1 Schutterstraat, Delft 

The house in 1 Schutterstraat was built during the middle of îhe 1990's by re-using old 
matexials. Wails camist of wooden frame reinforcements filled with a straw and loam mixture. 
The house in DeWs city centre is not connected fo the municipal wastewater netwok 

The toilet on the f3st floor allows &es to drop down a $haft to ground level. Kitchen waste 
and toilet paper is aiso dropped into fhis shak A ventilation fan, operated with a time switch, 
increases the rate of composting and diyi .  The toilet collecta urine separately, flushed with a 
smaU amount of water, which is then pumped with kitchen water and water fkom washbasins to 
a grease trap on the roof. Immediately downskeam of the grease trap is a smal1 and enclosed 
garden with pebbles and aquatic plants that died the previous winter. These plants take up an 
amount of nutrients in the yellowlgrey water. The effluent h m  the aquatic garden infiltrates 
into a sloped roof garden. The water percolates through the mil and then runs down to ground 
level via gutters and h u g h  three smal1 ponds. Water fkom the third little pond infiltrates into 
the mil. Table 8 indicates the water qualiíy measured h m  a spot sample. The concentrations 
can not be compared to normal wastewater effluení, because in the volumes of water produced 
are totaiiy different. 
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Phosphorus gp/m3 

Nitrogen total gNlm3 

COD s0dm3 

Pond 1 
18.2 

200 

<O 

Pond 2 
4.7 

10.5 

e0 

Pond 3 
2.3 

16 
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4. SEPARATE COLLECTION AND HANDLING OF URINE 

4.1 Toilets to aiiect urine ind faeces separately 
Coilecting and treating human excreta in Wo separate M o m  -urine and faeces - is not a new 
concept. Figure 4 shows a urinedivertuig porcelain toilet fiom 1880. This toilet is in a museum 
now, in the city of Skara, Sweden. 

Many of these toilets were built and installed to be operated with a 
bucket system. Human anatomy suggests that urine wuld be diverted 
to a bucket in front, while faeces are caught in a bucket at the back. 
From the point of view of sanitation and c o m m d  hygiene, it was a 
much better system than the failllig pit latrines of that time. 
Nevertheless, it didn't have a significant impact on modem sanitation 
Water bome sanitation, once installed in a city, was much more 
wnvenient and therefore an obvious choice by the end of the 
Meteenth century. By 1998, more than 2000 modern urine separation 
toiiets have been inatalled in Sweden (Haglund et al. 1998) following a 
new h e  of thought, based on diffemit criteria. Manufacturen of 
"separation" or "no-mix" toilets are now claiming that their promicts 
wneibute to sustainability by enabling us to we human urine as 
fertiliser, thereby closing part of the nutrient cycles. 

L 
Since the k t  'ho-mix" toüets were made., the success in wlkcthg F~g>rre 4 Mueum pieee 
two distinctly separate and undiluted waste producîa has improved a 
lot. Successful separate urine coliection depends on a number of i 

'r. *, 
different aspects, such as: L . -  , A 

0 efficiency and reliability of separation mechanism and minimal dilution of urine, 
mbwtness to blockages by solids (toilet paper, faeces, precipitates, etc); 
simplicity and durability of design (amount of moving parts, rnaterials of construction, etc); 
social acceptante of changes to well-lmown and wnvenient forms of sanitation. 

Public acceotance of new conceots in sanitation de~ends on its comoarison with conventional 
toilets. It fwiuires ~o~histicationin its comfort, e& in handling admodem design. Probably 
the most cmcial aspect in the acceptante of maration toilets is their technically fail-proof 
performance, w& the user almkt doesn't wtice the diîkences. The followi& se&ons &e 
s o m  insight into the development of modem no-mix toilets and some pitfalis that should be 
avoided in planning and designing urine separation systems. 

Wost Man ~cology'. '~ manufacbuzs two distinctly different systems for toilets with urine 
separation. The single flush system only uses water to remove whe, while faeces are composted 
on site. nie double flush system has two different flushing mechanism: ûne for urine (using 
much l a s  water) and one for faecee (wnventioaal). The toilets are made out of porcelah 

In the single flush system, urine is flushed, using approximately 0.2 litres of water with each 
we. Solids fa11 into a bin housed in an insulated container. Good ventilation is required to 
prevent odours, but ventilation requires energy. Natura1 ventilation (chimney draft) wuld be 
sufficient, but where a fan is required, the energy in the total cycle could be more than that of 
conventional wastewater treatment. The solid waste dries and aûer a w i g  period of six 
months, t& waste material can be bumed, or buried in the ground where it decomposes îürther. 
A standard bin (holding 80 litres) will need to be emptied every three months for nonna1 ftimily 
we. A fuIl bi weights between 10-12 kg, which makes handhg difficult. 
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The separation toilet type DS (B- 51, was a modifii?atioo of a reguh toilet. A low wall/was 
alaced inside thii toilet bowel to divert urine throunh three hofes into a setmmte drauias 
batem. Expedence with this toilet leamed that u- in dilidad apFimady five tin& &de& 
200). Furtbennore, not all urine is separakd, beeause som of it flows over the low wall. b s  
toilet is flwhed in tbe conventional way. An iiiiprovement an this toilet was the separatioq type 
ES @gure 6). The urine "catchment area" is rmieh larger and elevated to a higher level + 
separation is mare &cient. The system i11corporates two flUShing meehanisms. Urine is Birshed 
with approximately 0.2 litre and draina down a 50 mm dismeter pipe to a slorage tank. So$& 
are flushed with 3-5 litres of water l1k any standard toilet. Howwer, the urine d r a ' i g  
blocks h m  time to time. Toilet paper or o(her solids dropped in the h n t  wqwtment ( Zm 
for urine onlv) is not flwhed awav. When some of these solide enter the smal1 holes and &s, 



I Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 

The ROEDIGER No-mix toilet gives the impression of being a conventional toilet and it caa 
be used in the same way (figure 8). The only exception, as with al1 separation toilets, is that men 
have to sit during use. nie toilet is similar to other eeparation toilets with two separate outleb. 
Urine is draiaed through five holes on an elevated platform (poiited out by an amnv in figure 
8). A conventional outlet for faeces and paper is located in the back part of the bowl. The outlet 
for urine is special in its functioning, dire.cte.d by a movable plug. This plug is n m U y  closed 
(Step 1 of figure 9). While the toilet is in we, the toilet seat presses down onto a lever that pub 
the plug away fmm the holes. Urine can then flow into these h t  inlets (Sîep 2 of figure 9). By 
standing up, the plug closes the holes again and the toilet can be flushed (Sîep 3 of figure 9). 
The two park of the toilet bowl are unlure other separation toilets, not separated by a banier 
( lm  wall), and flush water would wash away tàeces and papex tbrough the rear d e t .  The 
system was desigoed to recover urine and water saving is nota prime wncern, which m l d  be a 
disadvantage. In contrast to the Dubbletten or separation toilet type ES. a single flwh 
mechanism is uaed for urine and faecal flushing. Hawever, due t0 the plug that closes during 
flwhing, urine m l d  be collected with almoat no dilution that wuld benent the recovery of 
minerals. This plug als0 preventa paper or faeces h m  entering and bloeking the urine outlet. 
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Modtw~sUiinzlEB, eepeeially intheUSA,rtremarkota8wtththeaúnafruiv 
waterandaretsomtally EanneotedbtheMgmalmmgesystem. Withoutanypi 
valves (for f l d  waterythe urinala are namntlly clitriper than eonventiional urinals. The i* 
insrdbtion Qiô wntinuing rhahmance of mfa11&~ urinain is slso a lot SimpIer. Col1 
urine separately and withaut my dilution wuld be acbiwe4 w& these urinaIs. 9 



velocities. From time to time, the s e a h t  liquid is replenished. Figure 14 shows a similar 
&&e for the WATERLESS urinal '.'O (shown in figure 10) where the drainpipe is in & 
centre of the cartridge. 

Figure 13 Odar irap 
mechanirrn l 

Figure 14 OdOWi irap 
mechanim I1 

Urinals for female use have already been masfiprodueed 50 years ago. One such example wae 
the "Sanisîand" '", mamifactured hy American Standarcl h m  1950 to 1973 when production 
stoppeú. The "Sanistand" had no re& advantage over conventional toilets, as it used equal flwh 
volumes and took up the Same m u n t  of floor space. Other attempts to introduce urinsls to 
lady's rooms were even l m  succe88ful, such as the "SheinaP' Recently, Sphinx in the 
Netherlands stafîed to produce urinals for ladies, the "Lady-P" (figure 15). This new design is 
mostly au attemptto reduce waiting time and long queues in places iike night-clubs. This urinal 
was however not designed to use Less flwhing water than n d  urinsls. Where sepmîe and 
undiluted urine collection is the priori@, it is doubtful whether these winah would be more 
effective than the separation toilets discussed above. However, it could be made to operate 
without weter. 

Men generally prefer to stand while urinating. Persuading men to sit down on the separation 
toilet (to urinate) has been problematic where the system was introduced to a wider public. 
Although this statement has not been investigated thoroughly (Hellstrüm and Johansson, 1999), 
waterless urinals for men could definitely be used effectively to collect urine separate and 
undiluted. 

4 3  Storage, handling and transport of separated urine 

4.3.1 Hydro&sis of urea 
In h s h  urine, nitrogen is mostly present in the form of ure& CO(NH2)z. Many micro-organisrns 
produce urease, an enzyme that catalyses the hydrolysis of urea (Alexander, 1977): 

Ammonium in an aqueow solution is always in equilibrium with dissolved ammonia, dependhg 
on the pH: . - v, 

m+ + OK f 3 NHj(ae) + Hz0 i6iqifi 

7 -:. 
The dissolved ammonia in kim is in equilibrium with gaseoua ammonia, depending OU '91 ' 
temperature and partial pressure above the liquid: 

- 1  
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Urea hydrolysis wil1 therefore increase the ammonia concentmtion and increase the pH. This 
wiil lead to ammonia evaporation if the temperature is high enough and where the solution is 
exposed to the atmosphere. Apart from the bad odour, ammonia lost to the atmosphere 
contributes to environmental problems (such as acid rain). 

Experience with urine separation systems in stock farming has shown that ammonia losses 
could be minimised by keeping the storage temperature low, having a low pH value and 
avoiding aeration ahove the liquid surface in the storage tank (Rodhe and Johansson, 1996). 

Low temperatures (below 10°C) reduce the growth of bacteria as wel1 as the hydrolysis of urea 
(Wolgast, 1993). However, urea is still slowly hydrolysed at temperatures just above fieezing 
point (Alexander, 1977). The effects of storage temperature (and other factors) on urea 
hydrolysis were also investigated hy Hanam et al (1996). The alkalinity of urine was used as an 
indicator of the concentration of hydroxide and ammonium ions. This indicates the extent of 
hydrolysis that took place in the solution. Urine samples that were stored at 5°C (original pH = 

6.11, underwent almost no hydrolysis in the first half of the experiment @H = 6.2 after 60 iiays). 
Once hydrolysis started, the conversion rate was constant @H = 7.8 at 120 days). Samples 
stored under similar conditions but at a temperature of 20°C showed a fast conversion within the 
first 25 days (pH = 8.7 at 25 days) and then rose to a h a l  pH = 9. Temperature also effects the 
equilibrium between dissolved and gaseous ammonia. Higher temperatures would shift the 
equilibrium towards the gaseous phase 

When 4% wastewater was added to the fresh urine samples, there was a relatively fast 
conversion of urea, even at T = 5'C. At higher temperatures (T = 20 - 25°C) the conversion to 
ammonium was very rapid with addition of 4% wastewater @H = 9 at 5 days). The increased 
hydrolysis rate is ascribed to the micro-organisms present in wastewater (Hanam el al, 1996). 

When urine was diluted with pure water, higher dilutions generally led to a higher ammonia 
conversion rate. Where urine was diluted, hydrolysis started earlier (after 25 days, compmd to 
60 for undiluted urine) and the final ammonium concentration was higher. Of the initia1 nihogen 
in the urine sample 25% was converted to ammonium in diluted urine, while 15% was 
converted in undiluted urine after 120 days. Where 4% wastewater was added to diluted urine, 
the conversion of urea to ammonium was almost complete: Atter 25 days, 90% of the nitmgen 
was converted to ammonium (Hanzus et al 1996). 

Further experiments showed that the addition of sulphuric acid delays the start of urea 
hydrolysis. At pH = 3, almost no conversion of urea to ~ ~ o i u m  occurred within 120 days in 
samples with 4% wastewater added. 

4.3.2 Storage and handling of urine 
"Eco-villages" have experimented with urine transport and storage. In most cases, urine was 
piped to flow under gravity into storage tanks. From these underground storage tanks, urine was 
pumped into tanker trucks and taken to farmlands. The material most often used for pipelines 
and storage tanks was uPVC. In urine separation systems where copper pipes were used, 
problems were experienced with precipitation which led to blockages and loss of minerals 
(Heilswm and Johansson, 1999). 

Urine storage should be aimed at preventing urease and ammonia evaporation. Ammonia wil1 be 
present in urine storage tanks where it could potentially evaporate. Ammonia evaporation must 
be prevented to: 

avoid odours from escaping; 
avoid adverse environmental effects caused by vaporised ammonia; 
reclaim as much as possible nitrogen in following processes. 
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Expasure to atmh9phere should be minimised where possible, and urine storage tanks should be 
kept wel1 closed. 

water in urine should be avoided as much as possible. This meam thaî as little as possible watei 
should be used in separation toilets and no water at al1 in urinals. Care should be taken to ensure 
that water doesn't leak into storage tanks. Where this has happend in pilot projects such as 
Bjönbyn, 90% of the nitrogen in urine storage tanks was present as ammonia. Much of this 
ammonia was lost due to evaporation and in many cases less than half of the expected arnouuts 
were collected (Hamm et al, 1997). In their review of Swedish urine separating systems" 
HellstrOm and Johansson (1999) mentioned ammonia concentrations of between 2500 a d  4500 
&/m3, measured in 15 different storage tanks h m  different pmjects. Fresh urine has a total 
nitrogen concentration of about 8000 g~/m'. Apart form problems of hydtolysis and ammonia 
evaporation, higher volumes ofwater would obviously reduce the urine storage capacity and 
increase the transport costs. 

The temperatures in the storage tank should he kept as low as possible. For this reason, most 
urine storage tanks are installed underground. 

The issues of hygiene and faecal contamination in urine are discussed in Chapter 6 of this 
report. 

4.3.3 Trawort  ofurine 
To some extent, the method by which separaîely collected urine would be transported depends 
on the choice of treatment or re-use technology. At least three transport methods are possible: 

e Urine could be stored locally or de-centrallyg in tanks fot the short term, h m  where it 
is transported to pastures by trucks for use as fertiliser (applied in Swedish plot pmjects, 
H a m s  et al, 1997). l ñ e  benefiîs thaî may be gained by collecting urine separately could be 
lost again if it was transported by trucks. Trucks consume much more fossil fuck than sewer 
systems, which he t ion  by means of gravity flow in combination with electrical pumps. 
Truck transport of a certain tiquid mass requires mund 50 times more energy than 
transportation of the Same liquid mass via sewer systems." Except for the environmental 
costs (wnsuming finite fossil hels and ernissions of soot particles, CO, C O 2  and NO,), the 
costs involued in operation and maintenance of trucks would in geneal be higher than 
mm. 

Urine could be stored in s d  household tanks temporarily, h m  where it could flow 
down existing sewers at night, whea there should normally be no other sewage (suggested at 
EAWAG, Larsen and Gujer, 1996). It is proposed that a pulse in the electricity disbdbution 
network could open a valve in the tanks, allowing stored urine to exit and flow into the 
sewer. The tanks furthest from the final wllection point would he opened and emptied first. 
As the urine flows down the syatem, more and more tanks almg the way are emptied to 
create a surge of urine flow. This surge of urine could then be diverted ûom a ~ollection 
point in the sewer to a central treatment plant. The success of this approach depends mainly 
on two conditions: 
The natura1 slope of sewers has to be steep enough to drain quickly, as most of the 
sewers in Switzerland are. In the Netherlauds for instance, sewers are much less steep and 
almost never completely cmpty. 



The risk of rain even@ at night wil1 have to be aswsed confnually. Most sewers in I 

S w i ~ ~ l a n d  are combinad, draining rmuiiciprul sewage as wen as stom water. This l& to 
smious ammonia emulstons a h r  rainfalis, even h m  wastewater treamient wo* wherb fhe 
capacity is toa l m  toireat these pulses. Whrreurine is transponed separately in tbe 
wmbined $ewer& a oontrol m e c l d m  would be needed to prevent t u k  transport durmg or 
immedis.te1y &c win even&. Wer pmblerns that this appniaeh must address are 
contaminatisn ofurîne by f m s  lee in aewers and tbe v o ~ t i o n  of ammonia in s&. 
Additional kmfits atising fom w rr~nspdsg  isritie witá combiied wastewakra swh u 
rtsduoed emksiofls during oombined sewer overflow6 a nonna1 ernissions of e&rine~ 
disrupter$", &mld alsb be investigated. 

Urine côuld flow direefly. from sP,painitia toilets to a local or de-centml treatliient 
fmility. If ane assumes that the niifnents preseot in urine could be removed on a local QI. d e  
mtral scaie, the remaining Liquid muld Row down n o m l  m e m  with cornbined rnu&ipai 
wgstewatwr. The dridrlad mm (autrien@ trsinsfontied inta ~ys te l s  or &dsorhed into 0 t h ~  
inateaials) can then b rernoved eitber with mmal household &ge, or with special l@cs 

mineral m ~ v e r y  is impoitanf. îln? combhed weight of al1 mine& present in is 
around 5% ofthe wight of urine (&er C h a w  2 af aiis report). In a pilot project at 
G@&org's Uaiwgeum fl, phosphotus is remmd &m separaîed urine by treating &e 
with magnesia to fonn atuvite. Ammonia k r a d  by adsorbing it in natura1 zeolim The 
gouiuiar salids prdwed are n~wbeing -d as fertEliser for different plants, while thq 
remaining liquid (-1 m l d  either be used for inigatien, a drained via existing sewm. 

4.4 €?n+& wiierrion nnd treatment of urine 

" Rcf.rChspartiof&iiropoii fora shodaucrvimv ofeombmed ~ w c r o d w a o d o m n c  disiuptenendBtha mia+pt?lUtant.. 



quantities of minerais that can potentially be rffilaiied. in such a case, the economy of scales 
would have the benefit over smaU uistaliations. However, some 0 t h  places S i  sport stadiums, 
can be described as having short peri& of peak-attendance and long periods of no-attendance. 
Where urine from these places is discharged int0 sewers in concentrated surges, wnvenäonal 
wastewater treatmeot plant5 could be overloaded h m  time to time. This wil1 lead to additionai 
emissíons. 
Most large buildings have a maintenance t&am or a janitor and cleanhg personnel. The 
operation and maintenance of decentral urine treatment wuld easily form part of the job 
description of such a team ar personnel. In wntmst, on a household level people would have to 
take pemod responsibility for new technology. This would either lead to some opposition or 
just simply to negligente. 

The main disadvanîage of focussing on public places is also related to the great fiux of people. 
People who are not edwated on the purpose and functioning of separation toilets are boud to 
use it inwrrectly or even misuse it. The survey being done by Novaquatis i"S regarding 
laymen's opiníons and objections to no-mix toíiets wuid give valmbie insight. 

Open au mass gatherings in the Netherlands occur mostly during spring or summer 
festivals. For the duration of these gatherings, temporary mobile toilets and urinais are 
installed. In 2000, Nijmegen attracted more than 1.2 million visitm dwing the five-day 
summer festivals that wincide with the fow-day march. Acwrding to the town wuncil, aU 
temporary toilets and urinals are connected directly to the municipai m e m  with flexíble 
hoses. Nijmegen has a population of around 150000, which means that the wastewater 
treatment plant would not be able to deal with the load in this period. If the urine could be 
collected separately, the load on the tmatment plant would be more normal and urine could 
be treated to reclaim minerals. in this case, the use of tnicks to transport urine might be 
justified. Other open-air festivals where many people are gathered in a smal1 area are music 
festivals and rock shows. The Dynamo and Pí Pop festivals were limited to a maximum of 
60 000 o e d e  and these shows continue for 3 &vs. with mam of the attendanta camuine. - .  - - 
The question would be whether people at a rock %OW or in a general festive mood are 
concerned about recycling mínerals and the function of"strange toilets'". Waterlas mimb - 
might be the perfecians&r. 

Hellstr6m and Kärnnan (1999) studied the variation of nitrogen and phosphorw in hhurine. 
Out of a group of ten test persons, it was measured that 75% of the urinary phosphorus exmtion 
and 67% of the wimy nitrogen excretion can be found in household urine. This would make 
residential areas the most viable startllie olace to colied urine seoarate1v. The Same studv 
showed that the timevatiation in uriGnutnent  concentratim-was a k s t  insignifica&. Only 
nitrogen has a higher wncentration in the morning (8500 gF4/m3 in the morning and 7250 gN/m3 - 
d& the day). ~owever, in studying the urine &p&tio~system of an"eoo-GllageV9 in 
Stockholm, the predicted amount of nutnents was exactly 50% of the total daily excretion 
(J(i1189on et al, 1997). The measured nulrients were between 15% and 20% lower îhan the 
predietecl amounts, due b smal1 inefficiencies. From these figures @wed on 160 persans), it 
would seem that public places and office buildings wuld be equaliy snitable to start coliecting 
source separated urine. 

Variations in daily urinary excretion could also vary between countnes and cultures. Should a 
pilot project be planned in the Netherlands, amounts of nutnents should als0 be meamued. 
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4.5 Faecal contamination in urine separntion systems 
Although separate collection and matment of urine could significantly benefit the aquatic 

I 
envíronment, the primary aim of sanitation remains prevention of diseases camed by bact&a 
present in human excreta, especially faeces. The health risks associated with separate collection 
(and recycling) of urine should be weighed against its possible environmental benefits. 

The possibility of faecal matter entering the urine bowl of source separating toilets is assumed 
to be small, but it can not be neglected. Faecal contamination was first studied by Jiinsson et al 
(1997) who analysed source separated urine for the presence of coprostanol, a faecal sterol 
produced when cholesterol is degraded (Nichols and Leeming, 1991). Contamination with 
faecal material was found to be low. 

The same group did more deiailed research on faecal contamination and microbial die-off in 
urine separating systems (Höglund el al, 1998). The main objectives of their investigation: were 
to: 

Quantify the presence of different groups of faecal indicator organisms 6om 1 1 different 
urine separating systems in Sweden. 
Estimate the die-off rates of these organisms and other pathogens with regard to temperahue, 
pH and concentration. 
Detmnine whether the found organisms emanated fiom the faecal material or were 
indigenous to the system. 
Quantify the load of faecal material in source separated urine based on measurements of 
faecal sterols. 

Escherichia coli (E.coli) were barely present in urine collection tanks, whereas faecal 
sueptococci occurred in large amounts. It was suggested that growth within the system 
occurred. Survival experiments indicated that higher pH in general reduced the number of 
organisms: At pH = 6 most of the organisms had a better survival than at pH = 9. Alkaline 
conditions accelerate the conversion of urea to ammonia or ammonium, which is toxic to most 
organisms. The concentrations of Salmonellaphages were constant with no reduction afte(50 
days, except at pH = 4.5, where the dieoff rate was higher. Lower temperature and urine 
dilution lead to longer survival of most organisms. 

Sundin er al (1999) further studied the degradation of f a m l  sterols in urine. Over periodsof 
118 days, wprostanol showed no significant degradation in experiments with either urine or 
urine tank sediments. This levels out variability between spot samples and makes risk 
assessments sensible as it can now be based on time integrated loads. Coptostmol is therefor a 
much better indicator of faecal wntamination than the traditionally excepted analyses of 
indicator organisms. 

Although contamination by faecal matter is not considered as a serious problem in s* 
urine collection, certain health risks can not be excluded. Experiments with salmonella species 
demonstraîed slow or no dieoff rates in urine colleetion tanks in neutral or alkaline eonditions. 
No-mix Toilets, although efficient, do not exclude faecal contamination of urine. Faecal 
contamination is usually detected by the presenee of E.coli. This method is not effective iil urine 
(E.coli diedm while tbe presence of faecal sterols give a better indication. 

Transport, storage and treatment of urine include some health risks. Faecal contamination nr 
micm-organisms indigenous to sanitary systems may occur in source separated urine. No 
referente to a microbial risk assessment done for urine collection and storage tanks could be 
found. 1 



4.6 Conclusions 
0 Commercial urine separation or %o-mix" toilets wem produced and installed successfully in 

the past decade. Waterless urinals wem h t  introduced to save water, but it wuld be applied 
to collect urine undiluted. The technology seems to be developing in the right d i i o n .  

0 Diution of urine should be prevented with separate collection, as the hydrolysis rate of urea 
to ammonia is proportional to the amount of dilution. Ammonia evaporation wuld lead to a 
loss of recoverable minerals, but could also lead to problems with odours and conosion. 
However, although the rate of urea hydrolysis can be slowed down it wil1 evenîudy m w .  
Acidincation (to psevent ammonia evaporation) is uuwanted, but partial nitriflcation would 
also lower the pH and prevent ammonia evaporation (Udext, 2001). 

Questions regarding urine transport have not yet been answered. In Swikerhd, Novaquatis 
considers the option to drain urine via existing sewers late at night (when supposedly there is 
no wmtewater). The benefits of urine separation probably wouldn't "pay" for trucktransport. 
Local or decentral treatment of urine seem to be a solution. The treated liquid could drain 
through sewers and the recovered minerals wuld be removed by trucks. 

0 Research and experience to date have shown that separate urine coliection, handling and 
storage are relatively safe to wmmunities or operators. Methods exist to determine the 
microbial risks of urine separation systems and to monitor wcwenee of h a l  
contamination. 
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5. IMPACTS OF SEPARATE URINE COLLECTION ON THE 
AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT 

5.1 Introduction 
Lower nutrient loads in wastewatei effluent would umüibute to prevent eutrophication and to 
improve surf- water quaiity in general. However, the total load of nutrienis routed h u g h  
sewers does not always reach the wastewater treatment works. In the Netherlands, &e most 
European wuntries, overflows h m  combined sewers add to the effect of eutrophication. 

Except for nitrogen and phosphoms, many other substances, such as micro-pollutants, d d  
have a negative impact on the aquaîic environment. Although not specifically designed to do m, 
some of these substances might be partly removed in wastewater keatment works. A substantiai 
part of the micro-pollutants, many of which are exaeted via urine, can be found in the effluent. 

Flush toilet8 and water bome sewage imprwed public health in cities immensely. Sanitation ha9 
become such an integrated part of modern ciíy life that very few people are conscious of its 
great importante. Diseases such as cholera don't occur in oities with good sanitary services. 
However, one should als0 consider whether or not the long-term consequences of existing 
technology are harmful. If the urban water cycle requires changes, the new alternatives should 
not pose new heaith risks. One such an alternative wuid be separate urine coliection. 

5.2 Micro-poliutants and endocrine disniptere 

5.2.1 Micro-pollutmts and endocrine disrupters in the aquatic environment 
Chapter 2 of this report highlighted urine as the body's main route for excretion of metabolic 
waste products and excess minerals. End products of ph-ceuticals and natura1 hormones 
found in wastewater are als0 believed to be largely excreted with urine (Larsen et al, 2001). 
Resmchers differ on the exact concentfations of these subatauces in wastewater, but it may 
typicaliy be in the order of micrograms or, in the case of eskogens, nanograms per litre (10- 
9glh). Changes in the hormonal balance of animals may occur at very low concentrations of 
endocrine disrupters, which might cause chronic effects after sustained exposure. Many 
hormones and end products of medicines and drugs are not removed in wastewater treatment 
processes. Signifícant amounts of these wmpounds reach rivers and sas, poliuting the 
environment and even drinking water, where surface water is wed as source (Beer, 1997). It is 
still mostly unlmown how these wmpounds intenict with organisms or ecosystems in the 
environment, and what the non-toxic concentraîions are. Research is being d e d  out with the 
aim to quantify the presence and effects of these substances. 

5.2.2 Occurrence of nahral andsynthetic homnes in wastewater md sur$ace water 
The endocrine system in auimals is a cofieotion of glands that secretes s- chemid ,  known 
as hormones. Hormones integrate the functiom of individual organs and the nervous- 
rernoductve and immune s&ms. Hormones exert th& effe& h u &  binding to soeci5c 
r&eptm, which then initia& a cham of biochemical events. ~ndocrine-dis*- are agents that 
interfere with honnone ñmctiom such as altering feexibmk loops involving the brain, pituitary, 
gonads, t h p i d  gland, or 0 t h  organs. Many o h e  substana& believed tÖ be related 
endocrine diS~ptioII, have been detected, measured and studied in waste- and surface water. 

The female hormone oestrogen, and an extended family of related compounds, are accumulaüng 
in effluents h m  sewage treatment works (Berg and Kuss, 1991). At the same time feminisation 
of male fish and hcmiaphrodite fish are attributed to the presencc of endocrine disrupters 
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(Purdom et al, 1994; Sumpter and Jobling, 1995). One of fhe prime suspects is the oral 
contraceptive piü (Sahlberg er al 1987). Oral contraceptives contain ethinyl oestradiol, a 
synthetic compound capable of oveniding the natural hormones that control women's 
reproductive cycles. This excess oestrogen, excreted along with the natural hormone in women's 
urine, fmds its way into rivers via treated wastewater effluent. 

Investigations in Germany, Brazil and Canada showed that relatively small loads of natural 
estrogens, metabolites and contraceptives were discharged with wastewater effluent. More than 
60% ofsome of these substances were removed in activated sludge systems (Ternes, 19998). 
The transformation of natura1 estrogens, contraceptives and estrial glucuronides in contact with 
activated sludge were studied using aerobic batch experiments (Ternes, 1999b). The 
experiments showed how diierent estrogens are transformed in wastewater treatment works. 
Whether the smaíl concentrations of estrogens encountered in G e m  rivers cause disruptions 
of the endocrine systm was questionable; as fish and other aquatic animals exhibit nahirany 
low concentratîons of some of those analysed substances. 

In the Netherlands Belfroid er al (1 999) developed an analytical procedure that enables routine 
analysis fot fout estrogenic hormones at concentrations below In&. Data from water samples 
collected at various locations in the Netherlands have shown that concentrations of (d tested) 
hormones were higher in municipal wastewater effluents than in industrial effluents (up t047 
ngA in municipal effluent in the case of estrone). 

On the other hand, Flemish rivers have higher estrogenic potency, when compared to treattd 
wastewater effluent (Witters et al, 2001). Extracts prepared lÎom 16 selected water samplw in 
Flemish rivers, municipal wastewater effluent and drinking water reservoirs were analysed for 
estrogenic adivity. Half of the samples wexe believed to contain micro-pollutants adverseiy 
effecting tbe reproduction success ofwildiiie. This had to be verified in vivo. 

5.2.3 Occurrence ofpharmaceutical endproduct. in wastewater andsurface water 
Pharmaceutieals found in wastewater effluent have induded lipid regulating drugs (e.g., 
phenazone and fenofbrate), analgesics (e.g., ibuprofen and diclofenac), chemotherapy drugs, 
beta-blocker heart drugs, epilepsy controlhg d&s, drugs fot contrast during scans; &&tics 
and antibioïícs. KUmmerer (2001) gave a recent overview of pharmaceutical drugs in the 
environment. 

In 1999 there was still no comprehensive data on the occumnce of antibiotics in wastewaler 
effluents. Antibiotic residues in the environment are suspected to induce resistances in bacterial 
strains. This pbenomenon could threaten public health if the present antidotes were no lon&r 
effective fot treating infections. In a study of the occumnce of 18 different antibiotics in 
various waters, concentrations ranged between 0.1 p& and 1.8 pg& depending on the type of 
antibiotic and water source. The median concentration in surface waters were generally o* 
order of magnitude lower than the median of treated wastewater effluent (Hirsch e? al, 1999). 
Hirsch concluded that potential risk for puMic health coukdn't be assessed yet, as too littleis 
known to propose causal relations between occurrence of resistaut bacteria and the 
concentrations of specifc antibiotics in aqueous environments. 

The same group of researchers investigated the presence of polar drug residues in waste-, 
surface- and drinking water (Stumpf et al, 1999). Composite samples were taken of raw 
wastewater, the maximum concentrations of 13 different dnigs were in the range of 1 p&A 
Removal of these drugs in activated sludge varied greatly, between 34% and 83%. 
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5.2.4 Effects of micro-pollukints on aquatic scosystm 
The sîudies mentioned above made it clear that micro-poitutants occur in varying concentratiom 
in swface waters. Furthermore, aquatic ecosysisms have shown signs of endocrine disniption. 
However, the pathways leading to endocrine disniption in organisms are, mechanistically seen, 
very complex. Some researchers are now trying to wravel the processes and agents causing 
e n d d e  dismption. One of the areas of research'at EAWAG is Environmental Mimbiology 
and M o l d a r  b-toxiwlogy. Projects within this sîudy group include topica such as: 

involvement of vanom hormone receptor5 in endocrine disruption in fish; 
Identification and characterisation of oestrogen-induced genes ia fih; 
Assessment of the endocrioe dis~pting potential of wastewater treatment pìants by 
(sub)ceilular and whole organism testing. 

This research is carried out in wIlaboration with the Novaquatis project ai EAWAG (Chapter 3 
of îhis report). The special effects of urinary excretion on endocrine dismption, as weit as the 
reduction of ew-toxicity in surface water (where wastewater ef f lwt  is discharged) due to 
separate urine wlleotion and treatment d l  be evsluated. 

Fish bioloOsts &o aim to translate the m e d  endmine dismutuin ootential to biolomcal 
effects o n h o l e  organisms. The GOMmunity Programme of Reskch\n ~nvironmentai 
Hormones and ENdocrine Di!3~~terS (COMPREHEND) is an initiative between Switzerland, 
France, Germany, Scandinavia, ËelgiÙm and the ~eth&lands to cooperate with research on 
endocrine dismpters in fisb (and the general aquatic environment). In the Netherlands, R E A  
(Rijksinstituut voor integraal Zoetwaterbeheer en Afvalwaterbehandeling) d l  assess the 
estrogenicity of representative sewage and industrial enluents in the Netherlands, Belgium and 
Gemany. This wiU include an analysis of existing long-term data for evidente of population 
channes associated with amsure of freshwater brem to estroeenic effluents. in the 
~et lk lands  REA will alsi chemicaüy analyse the livers h-exposed fish for hown 
estroaenic com~ounds (alkvlohenols and steroids). Sweden (IVU and Switzerland íEAWAG1 
will &devel& a ~oxiiity identification ~valuation metbod; "sing the combined a&mach of 
biologicai testing with traditional analytica1 chemistry as a generic technology for detecting 
endocrine diS~Dti0n. In the NetherlandS. RIVO-DL0 Uüiksinstituut voor Vis Ondenoek - 
wageningen uhve.rsity) will examine &d analyse long-tenn fisheries data (including 
i n f o d o n  on sex ratios, gonadosomatic indices, hepahomatic indices) for evidence of 
changes associated with a known history of exe to effluents. 

5.2.5 Micro-pollutants a d  urine fediser 
in addition to nuûients @J, P and K), plant8 might als0 take up micro-polh~fants where urine is 
wed as a fertiiiser. Micro-pollutants could possibly also return to the body via meat of animais 
that grazed on pastures fertilised with urine. The endocrine dismpting potential of untreated 
urine fertilir  on humam is s t a  unknown. The Novaquatis group at EAWAG is now assessing 
risks associated with micro-pollutants in urine and the risk that these micro-poitutants may he 
taken up by plants and enter the human food cycle. The risk wil1 be assessed in both the m 
product (urine) and in nactions h the different urine treatment schemes being developed. 
They aim to u l b t e l y  develop methods to use in assessment of the qualily of urine b a d  
fert i l i i  products. 

Micro-pollutants in wastewater are diluted 300 times in relation to the wucentration in urine. If 
urine were wllected separately. whether for use of fertiliser or not, micro-pohtants could be 
removed ikom urine much more efficiently than f i r n  wastewater. 
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5.3 Reduction in harmful emissions from combined sewer overflows 
The combination of storm water and wastewater wn-off in a single drain network has a 
historica1 rather than technological explanation. Sewers were initially constructed to drain 
rainwater wn-off. Later, with &e intriduction of flush toilets, existGg infrastructure (stom 
water drainage) was wed to drain wastewater toa, which is now treated at the end-of-thepipe. 
During or after rainstom, the flow rate in wmbined sewers exceeds the hydraulic capacity. 
When thi occurs, the mixture of storm- and wastewater flows over weirs and directly into' 
surface water. 

Mullis ei al (1997) conipared the impacts of dischargcs fiom two combined sewer overflows 
(CSOs) on urban watercourses in London. At thc onset of overflows, elevated concentrations of 
both phosphatc and total nitrogen were measured. The ammonia concentrations directly after 
CSOs increased up to around 25 g ~ / m 3  at both sites. Subquently pollutant levels feli bebw 
dry weather flow wacentrations as dilution and cxhaustion of supply dominates conditionv. In a 
similar study in France, the ammonia discharged to the Oise River was measured (Betrand- 
Krajewski et al, 1997). Up to 85% of total ammonia emissions resulted from CSOs during or 
directly a k r  rainstoms. In this case, ammonia removal optimisation (in the treatment woks) 
appeared to be less important in comparison to prcventing the occurrence of CSOs. 

Traditionally, engineers deal with the prohlem of combined sewer overflows (CSOs) by 
building retention basins. The volume of retention basins are still mostly determined by t& 
product of the catchment area and design precipitation: lha x lmm = 10m3. This is a simple 
solution for a complex problem, but ncither statistical nor deterministic models have been 
adequate in predicting CS0 emissions accurately. 

Data has been collected since 1982, on the oocurrence and magnitude of CSOs in the 
Netherlands. Veldkamp and Wiggers (1997) developed a statistical method based on this data. 
The model t r e e  the sewer nctwork, overflow weirs and wastewater treatment plants as a black 
box to predict ernissims. However, it could givc no insight into the behaviour of nutrients or 
other dissolved pollutmts in combined sewers. 

Gmm et al (1997) attempted to "disclose the underlying structure of systematic variations in the 
event mean concentrations of pollutants in combined sewers dwing rainfall events". Five 
combined sewer catchment areas were used in the study (three in the Netherlands and two in 
Denmark). Statistical analyses showed a similar distribution of events in three "event type 
groups", where the effluent concentrations were also divided amongst types (low, medium and 
high particulate and dissolved pollutant concentrations). It was suggested that modelling single 
sewer overtlow events could be improved by considering these differences. 

Holzer and Krebs (1998) showed in their model study that ammonium pcak concentratiom in 
rivers due to CSOs result largely fiom the washout effect in the main sewer at the onset of rain 
events. They modelled the effect of 25 rain events on a total wastewater system (near Zurieh) to 
distinguish between the ammonium load flom the wastewater treatment plant and from CSOs. It 
was assumed that storm water in pipes f o m  a wave, wneentrating pollutants already present in 
sewers, so that thc fiwt overflow of wmbined scwage is not diluted. This only holds where 
sewers have stcep slopes. Ruan (1999) developed a model for the Netherlands, based on data 
from the nation wide research programme (NWRW, 1989). The model was based on the 
traditional assumption that sediments accumulate on hardened surfaces and in sewer networks 
during dry-weather periods. During rain wents, the surface sediments enter sewers and mix 
with re-suspended solids. Although the CS0 dischwgm (flow rates) fiom different rain events 
were modelled effectively, model predidions for pollutant cmissions due to CSOs did not 
reflect measurements. 

I 
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Apart from the combined sewer overflows, emissions due to d d  efficiency of wastewater 
treatment works during rainstom should als0 be considered. Increased flow rates with a diluted 
nutrient concentration (equalling the total daily load) in-e the effluent ammonium and total 
nitrogen concentrations. Emptying retention basins back into sewers after storm a h  increases 
the effluent wncentration from treatment works. due to the i n d  flow rate and the effective 
increase in "8tOmi" duration. Rauch and  arr re& (1997) urged the need fora total system 
evaluation. Water poliution is caused by emissions from both CSOs and wastewater treatment 
works. ~ e ~ l e e t i n b ~  of the compon&ts gives a wrong "pression, such as positive effects of 
retention basins that could be overestimated. 

Several pollutant stosage, transport and emission mechanisms have been postuiated, but 
variations in pollution wncentrations, following &om seemingly sunilar wnditiws, remaui 
mostlv unexdained. However. most of the nitrÖ~en and ohosÜhais. and m e  of the micro- 
poìiutkts in-wastewater 0riginate from urine, &d therefore e&ssi& of these substances to 
surface waters diiectly relate to urine. Effects of separate urine collection on the performance of 
wastewater treatmeniworks under dry weather wnditions, is discussed in detail h Chapter 6. 

At present, various methods are proposed for reducing the occu~~ence of CSOs. The approach 
even varies within wuntries. One such approach is that of the municipality of Nijmegen. A 
target has been set to separate 4% of the storm water drainage from wastewater in 2015, 
estimated at í? 4 miliion. Modem cities, such as Lelystad, have constructed stom and 
wastewater drainage systems separately from the start. It is impossible to say if this solutiou 
would become common practice in the Netherlands, and if so, what the tllnescale of such 
projects would be. 

5.4 Conelusions 
Wastewater treatment works are not designed to remove micro-poiiutants (natural- and synthetic 
hormones and phamiaceutical end products) uuder normal conditions. Although measurements 
indicate increasing micro-pollutant concentrations in surface waters, the quantity and effect of 
micro-~ollutants are not vet fullv understood. Studies on aauatic ecosvstems have also indicated 
the o&unence of endoc&e dishption. Although the relatik is not cl&, micro-poiiutants are 
believed to cause endocrine disniption, which might als0 be responsible for m e  chronic - 
illnesses and disorders amongst h l e .  

The most of the micro-poiiutants in municipal wastewater originate in human urine. Micro- 
poiiutants curreutly discharged inîo surfwe. waters would be reduced if urine were collected and 
îreated separately. However, there are also unanswered questions regarding the effect of the 
micro-pollutants on human and animal health where urine is wed as fertiliser. 
Sewer systems do not ensure that municipal wastewater always reach the treatment works. 
During intensive rain events, nutrients and micro-poiiutants are discharged d i i l y  into surface 
water with wmbined sewer overflows. The higher flow rate followina min events also reduce 
the efficiency of biologica1 uutrieut removal &d increase the nutrientload in the wastewater 
effluent. Both statistical and det&c models fail to accurately predict N and P emissions 
due to c o m b i  sewer overflows. The variety of factors seem8 tÖdeny the notion of "an 
underlying structure'' accoiding to which wmbiied sewer overflow emissions wuld be 
modelled. 

Some authorities wnstn>ct new pipe networks that wil1 drain stom water separately &om 
domestic wastewater to reduce the effects of combined sewer overflows. If the political 
decision is taken to allow no wmbined sewer overflows (either by increasing basin capacity or 
separate stom water sewers) the effect of urine on combined sewer overflow emissions 
becomes irrelevant. 
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Urine in wastewater is belimed to have an effect on combined sewer overflows emissions, 
micro-pollutants in the aquatic environments and the quality of surface water. These emissions 
and their effects have not (or can not) be modelled or quantified yet. 



6. EFFECTS OF URINE SEPARATION ON BIOLOGICAL 
NUTRIENT REMOVAL PROCESSES 

Nitrogen (N) and phosphonis (P) emitted into surface waters cause problems such as 
eutroíïcation (Portielje, 1998 and Hosper, 1998). niroughout the world, wastewater treatment 
plants are constructed or upgraded to remove more N and P in order to meet stricter effluent 
standards. Chapter 2 of this report pointed out that urine is the greatest sowce of N and P in 
municipal wastewater. 

Experience &om ecological villages in Sweden shows that urine can be collecte- separately 
(refer Chapter 3). The first attempts to collect urine separately were mostly pilot projects and 
experiments. The efficiency of urine separatim systems is expected to improve as more of these 
projects are commissioned and operated. 

Growing bactena require nuûients (N and P). The nitrogen content of bactena is approximately 
0.1 gN1gVSS and the phosphonis content is 0.03 gP/gVSS (Ekama and Marais, 1984). This 
means that for wastewater with an infiuent C0D:N:P ratio of approximately 100:5:1, almost all 
the nitrogen and phosphom wil1 be used for cel1 growth. The amount of nitrogen and 
phosphonis in municipal wastewater exceeds this ratio and treatment must therefore include 
biological Ntrificatioddenitrification and excess phosphom removal. If urine would be 
collected separately, the iritluent nutrient load could be reduced to match the c e U  growth 
requirement. For wastewater containing little or no urine, wastewater treatment processes would 
be simplet, reactors would be smaller and the effluent quality would be better (Lanen, 1999). 

This chapter theoreticaliy evaluates the effects that separate urine coliection could have on 
municipal wastewater and centralised biological nutrient removal processes. The effect of urine 
separation cm best be valued when compared to non-separated (mixed) wastewater. Initially, 
the possibility of reachhg a future effluent quality of N, = 2.2 dm3 and Pd = 0.15 dm3 by 
collecting urine separately, was considered. However, this futute standard is not viable with 
available technology. New treatment processes must be proposed before such a comparison 
wuld be realistic. The scope of this project did not aUow for new process development and it 
was decided to study only the effects that urine separation could have on existing processes. 

Where biological nutrient removal is not yet optimised, a decrease in the influent nutrient load 
wil1 also decrease the final effluent load. However, if the benefit of separate urine collection is 
insignificant for advanced treatment processes, future investment should tather be in better 
treatment process than in urine separation technology. If it can be shown that advanced 
treatmentprocesses could benefit flom separate urine collection, then processes with lower 
removal efficiencies (e.g. includiig chemical P-temoval) would benefit even more from urine 
separation. Most advanced wastewater treatment works operate according to variants of the 
modified UCT process. For this study we chose the ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ r o c e s s  (BiologicaVCbemical 
Phosvhom and Niboaen removal) as referente vrocess. This vrocess is used in a number of 

in the ~etherla'ds and prod;ces good effluent (N < 10 gN1m3 and P < 0.5 @/m3). 
The poasible effects of urine separation on the simplest activated sludge process - an aerated 
biolögical reactor with sludge r&rn only - was als0 investigated. 
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Only the activated sludge proeesses were considered in these evaluations. Other processes, such 
as sludge treatment etc., were not wnsidered. lt was assumed that nutrient-rich side streams 
could be treated with existing processes (such as Sharon Anammox for N-removal or stnivite 
precipitation for P-removal). Furthermore, implications of urine treatment (once it is 
were also not considered here. Treatment processes for wncenîrated waste streams are 
diussed in more detail in Chapter 7 of this report. 

6.2 Descripiion of theoretica1 set-up and computer model 

6.2.1 Modelling the ~ ~ ~ S @ ~ r o c e s s  at Hardenberg wastewater treatmenr works 
In this study, the BCFS" process at Hardenberg wastewater beatment works was used as a basis 
of comparison for different scenarios, because a well-calibrated model was already available. 

Hao et al (2001) modelled the BCFS" process by combining the metabolically stnictured bio-P 
removal model (Smolders el al, 1994, Kuba er al, 1996 and Mdei tner  el al, 1997) with par& 
of the activated sludge model ASM2d for COD and N -val (Henze ei al, 1999). This model 
has been used to simulate several full-seale processes sucmsfully (van Veldhuizen ef al, 1999, 
Brdjanovic ef al, 2000 and Meijer el al, 2001). We used the computer software package 
AQUASIM 2.0 (Reichert, 1998) to implement the dynamic simulation of the BCFS" pmc&. 

Figure 16 is a schematic representation of the BCFS" p c e s s  at Hardenberg. The process 
comprises fom in-line biologica1 reactors with a contact tank between the anaerobic and airoxic 
zone. The total volume of the five wmpartments is 10 000 m3. A secondary senling tank @ 800 
m3) downstrearn of the final aeration basin completes the process. Three pumps return mi& 
liquor to different reactors and senled sludge is returned at a ratio of 1: 1.2. Waste activat4 
sludge is withdrawn fmm the claritíer underfiow. 

I 

The effect of urine separation on a simple bio-reactor was als0 simulated with this model by 
simply omining al1 zones and r e m  flows except fot the aembic zone and clarifier undedow 
return. 

6.2.2 Influnt aand efluent characteristics and using the calibrared model 
The average Dutch iduent characteristics accepted for this síudy (refer Chapter 2) differ h m  
the actual wastewater in Hardenberg. Meijer et cil(2001) calibrated the modelled treatmedt plant 
under influent values as shown in table 9. The current average wastewater discharge to 
Hardenberg (8 500 m3/d) is less than the design flow rate. At the current flow rate, the tot81 
uitrogen effluent concentration is much lower (NW-n is approximately 3.5 g~ /m3)  thaa the 
effluent standard of 10 g~ /m3.  

l 
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The maximised inflow rate, 13 500 m3/d with average Dutch iduent concentrations, was 
determined by iteration for this study. Upto this inîlow, the efîluenî ammonium concentration 
was i i i t ed  by in-ing the dissolved oxygen concentration in the mixed reactor from 0.5 
dm3 to 2 g/m3 (sacrificing denitrifícation oapacity for nitrification capacity). Por inîlow rates 
above 13 500 m3/d, the nitrification capacity is too low to maintain the d u e n t  ammonium 
concentration below 1 #/m3. Al1 other simulations and comparisons at different percentages of 
urine separation were based on this maximum flow rate and influent values. None of the return 
flow rates was changed when the inîluent was increased to the simulated maximum (13 500rn~) 
or with different urine separation scenarios. 

Toble 9: Iryiuenf charoctenSffcs, ocacnial efiueni concenhanionr ond simlalad@uent conceniroIiionr at mavirniped 
jlow rofe 

6.2.3 Sludge age and solidi concentration 
In d simulations of the BCFS" process the total suspended solids concentration (TSS) was @t 
constant at 5 000 dm3. In practice, sludge age controis the TSS. In the sirnuiations, the sludge 
age was adjusted by itmtion until a TSS of 5 000 dm3 was reached. The sludge volume index 
of existing BCFS' processes is below 120 d g .  It was assumed that the siudge wil1 separate 
and settle weil in the secondary settling tank. 

Simulations of the process with a pure aerobic reactor were done for low sludge ages (between 
one and six days). It was investigated whether growing back& would utilise al1 available 
nutrients at low sludge ages (high production of gludge mass). Por these pre-selected sludge 
ages, the TSS varied from 1 100 dm3 t0 4800 dm3 respectively. 

Parameter 

6.2.4 Temperature 
A constant temperature of lZ°C was used for al1 sirnulations of the BCFS" process. Effects of 
different sludge ages of the completely aerobic reactor were alm evaluated at 12% 

Unit 

In a second set of simulations, the effect of temperahue on the completely aerobic reactor was 
investigated at a constant sludge age of two days. Tempenitures used in the simulations included 
8,12,16 and 20°C. 

Actual influent 
Hardenberg 

63 Effects of separate nnne coUedion on b h e n t  characteristlcr 

Simulated 
effluent for 

Actual effluent 
Hardenberg 

6.3.1 Modelling urine separation 
If urine sepanition technology were implemented in the Netheriands. it would be phased in over 
decades. Different scenarios were &W to study the effects of partial urine separation on 
wastewater and the nutrient removal process. 

Average 
Dutch influent 
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The effects of urine separation were first studied for 5%. 100?,33%, 50% and 100% urine ' 

ssparation. The separation percentage indicates the percentage of the total urine production that 
did not reach the wastewater treatment works, irrespective of the mans employed. 

It seemed that small separation percentages (5% and 10%) would have no real effect on thc 
treatment process. Non-linear phenomena occurred at high separation percentages and the pnge 
between 80% and 1Wh urine separation was investigated in more detail. Consequently, q s t  of 
the simulations were done for separation percentages of O%, 25%, 50%, 75%, W%, 90%. 95% 
and 100%. 

6.3.2 Rahetion in wastewater volume 
Urine contributes only a small volume to the total wastewater volume. However, the water used 
to flush urine is a significant fraction of the toîal. In this study, total urine flush water was 
assumed to be 35 Up.d including toilet visits away h m  home, based on measurements in 
Stockholm (JOnsson ef al, 1997). It was further assumed that if 10Wh urine separation could be 
achieved, wastewater discharge to the treatment works could be reduced by 36.25 Up.d 
(including 1.25hlp.d urine). Wastewater volume reductions at al1 other percentages of urine 
sepatation are considered linear. 

6.3.3 Reduetion in COD load 
A concentration of COD, = 537 dm3 was assumed (refer Chapter 2). The COD fractions were 
divided into different model components aocording to the STOWA method (1996) as shown in 
Table 10. 

Separate collection of urine wil1 lead to a small decrease in the COD load discharged to 
wastewater treatment works. Experiments with activated sludge showed that about 85-900. of 
the COD in diluted and stored urine is biodegradable and the rest is inert (Udert, 2000). B.sed 
on measurements from the Same experiments, the COD load in urine was assumed to be 12 
gCOD1p.d (the toîal load in municipal wastewater is 161 gC0Dfp.d). It was further assumed 
that the COD in urine is divided according to the following d o :  Ì 

Ta& 10: Influem CODfroezians (g/&) of raw wasreuafer 

SF 0.88*12g/p.d and S, = 0.12*12glp.d. 

Soluble 
acetate 

s. 
64 

The product of the total urine COD load and separation percentage was subîracted from tbe 
COD, load. The fractional COD loads for the different urine sepamtion percentages wed 
divided by the flow rate to yield the average COD concentrations. 
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6.3.4 Reduction in nitrogen load 
Nitrogen in urine is mainly present as ma, CO(NH&. This soluble compound rapidly 
hydrolyses to N&+, and HCO;. Addition of wastewater to pure urine signincantly increases the 
decompition rate of urea (HelsMlm et al, 1999). Most of the sewers in the Netherlands are flat 
and retain wastewater for some time during which urea dissociates. It was assumed that ail the 
nitrogen in urine would reach the wastewater treatment worh as ammonium. 

It was assumed that 12 gN1p.d (out of 15 gN1p.d in wastewater) is excreted via urine. The 
influent mluble ammonium concentration (S-NH4) is then 40 gN/m3 at zero urine separation. 
This m e m  that 80% of the nittogen in wastewater originate h m  urine and that at complete 
urine separation, the total nitrogen ifluent concentration drops h m  50 gN/m3 to 10 gF4/m3. 
The different nitrogen h t i o n s  &om sources other than urine, was divided as shown in table 1 1. 
The default value was used for i-NXï, while the other hctions were lowered slightly to yield a 
sum equal to 10 gNlm3 (20% of total) that is not ammonium. 

Table 11:N-Content o f d i m t  intfuentfractions (g N/g COD) of row warfewater 

The nitrogen load related to a u e n t  COD load (table 11) was not changed for increasing urine 
separation. Only the influent ammonium concentration (S-NH4,J was reduced with increasing 
percentages of urine separation. The products of the total nitrogen load excreîed via urine and 
the separation percentages were subtnicted from the total nitrogen load at zero urine separation. 
The concentrations of influent ammonium and total nitrogen were determined with the reduced 
flow rates (&e to flush water saving) for different separation percentages. The concentration of 
S-NH4in varies linearly between 40 gN/m3 and zero g ~ / r n ~ ,  for no separation and 100% 
separation respectively. . 

Acetate 

iNSA 

6.3.5 Reduction inphosphorus load 
All the phospbates in the influent were assumed soluble. This m e m  the variables -SF, i-PSI, 
i PXi and i PXS were ail set to zero durine the sirnulations. The inflow concentration of 
-04 wasW119assumed 8 @lm3 in wastewatekth zero urine separation and the phosphom load 
from urine 1gPh.d. The uroducts of the total ~hos~horus load excreted via urine and the 

Ferrnentable 
substrates 
i-NSF 

separation pt&ntages &re subtracted h m  &e t& phosphorus load at zen> urine separation. 
The influent phosphate concentrations were determined with the reduced flow rates ( h e  to 
flush water saving) for different separation percentages. At 100% urine separation, the total 
influent phosphom concentration is 5.3 g~/m3. Al1 other concentrations were considemi linear 
with the urine separation efficiency. 

i IC 
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6.4 Effects of urine separation on treatment of raw wastewater 
The ootimised orocess model was wed to evaluate the effects of different innuent values as 

Inert soluble 
rnaterial 
i-NS1 

sho& in ~pp&dix 3 for raw sewage. Recycle flow rates were equal to those shown in figrire 
16. At a sludge retention time (SRT) of 13.5 days, the shulated total susuended solids 
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This model was wed to sirnulate different urine separation scenarios by changing the inflatent 
concentrations. The SRT had to be reduced to maintain X, at 5 000 g/m3 (from 13.5 days at 
zero separation to 12 days at 100% separation). The flow rate refers to the zero separation 
scenario. The most important results from the simulations are presented in figure 17. 

O 20 40 60 80 100 
Unne separation (% of total) 

Figure 17: Effe@& ofurineseparolion pn N remowl in ndvaReed UCT-Iype waftewaler Woimenip>y~wes 

I 
The effluent ammonium wncentration (NH4'_&) seems to increase with increasing urine 
separaîion (which mans a reduotion in the influent ammonium load). This is ascribed to &e 
decrease in the autotrophic bacteria population (nitrifiers) that depends on ammonium as 
subtrate. Ernuent nitrate wncentration (NO3 <E) decreases with increas urine separation. At 'Y zero separation, N@ ,n> 5 &m3, while at 50% separation NO-= 1 glm . The denitrification 
potential af a treabnent plant is proportional to the influent biodegradable COD concentraüon. 
A decrease in the ammonium load at a near constant COD load increases the CODITKN ratio. 
Relatively more nitrate ean be denitrified with increasing urine separation efficiency, hut at the 
same time less nitrate is produced. While NO3  decre re as es non-linearly, the amount of 
dinitmgen gas produced decreases linearly wit% increasing urine separation. The decrease in 
nitrification shapes the profile of the N, m with increasing urine separation. 

The total nitrogen in the effluent (N, .n) decreases with increasing percentages of urine 
separation. Nt, ar is the sum of ammonium, nitrate and nitmgen conîained in suspended solids 
(not settled in &e clarifier). This explains why NW .E= 0.7 dm3 at 100% urine separatioo. while 
effluent concentrations of ammonium and nitrate ak zero at this leveL An interesthg point is 
that the model predicts Nm,n= 3.2 dm3 at 50% urine separation. This is the current effluent 
concentration at Hardenberg, at a much lower influent load (8 500 m3/d at cwrent wmpafed to 
13 500 m3/d in the model). This suggests that the capacity of a wastewater treatment plant cm 
be i n m e d  by 60% (not hydraulically) with 50% urine separation, while maintaining the same 
effluent quality. One observes a substantial decrease in N, a with urine separation up to 50%. 
The decrease is less obvious for urine separation eficienciës above 50%. 

Virtually al1 phosphate had already been removed in the case of zero urine separation. No 
change was expected in the effluent phosphate wncentration and this was confumed by tâe 
simulations of increasing urine separation. The only effect wil1 be a lower P-wntent of the 
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sludge. However, this is only tnie for biological excess phosphonis remval. d o n  6.1 1 o T 4 .  !i :,( , - 
this chapîer deals witb chemicai phosphorus removal. .. " t*. 

The complete spreadsheet with nutrient loads and concentrations for diierent urine sepluation ' 
scenarios is amtched as Appendix 3 of this report. 

6.5 Effects of urine eeparation on treatment of W e d  wastewater 
The main advanCage of pseítüng is the reduction of infiuent COD, swing energy due to 
reduced aeration quirement. However, removing COD h m  the iduent by pre-settUng 
reduces the deniitrifcation capacity in generai. With a reduction in the total iduent nitrogen 
(urine apration), the deniitrifcation capacity need not be as high. The w m b i i  e f f e  of 
urine scparation and pre-settiing were therefore simuiated. 

It was assumed that Wh of the particulate COD wuld be removed in a primary sealing tank. 
niis was modelled by multiplying X-S and X-I by a factor of 0.4. 

The flow rates, total suspended muds concentration, aeration capacity, tempmmire etc., were 
kept equal t0 that of the model without p r e - d g .  The sludge age was increesed t0 30 days in 
order t0 maintah L = 5 000 &. Reductions in the influent loads due t0 ,&e sepa@i~ 
were determined as described in the previous d o n s .  - <. ,,L. 

Q-in = 13500 m3/d 

AerR3 = 2 go2/m3 

xtcs = 5000 glm3 

Remove 80% of X-S + X-I 

40 60 
Urine separation (% of total) 

- K - Aut 
(N.T.S.) 

'\J71 
The reduction in the infiuent COD concentration increases the nitnfication ca~acitv. The .., 
increased sludge age w d d  also increase the nitnfication capacity. The &&t &um 
c o n d o n  is M o r e  lower than in the case of raw wastewater. 

A reduction in denitciûmtion capacity is predicted for treatoient of prssettled wastewater. 
~canbeseenbycomparingtheN,~forzerourineseparationnOmfigure l7andñgnre 18. 
N,-& = 6.7 dm3 with raw wastewater,-while Nm-&= 8.7 dm3 with wastewater, 
which is still within the a u e n t  standard. Except for the profle's gradient, the Nm - =fox pre- 
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settled wastewater show the same general pattem as for raw wastewater. At 50041 urine 
separation, N- for settled wastewater is equal to the Nm .n for raw wastewater, A wmparison 
between figures 17 and 18 shows that, although the denihifícation capacity is reduced with p re  
s e t t l i i  the N,, a h.om pmsettled wastewater is lower than the N, ,R fkom raw wastewater 
for urine separation p a t e r  than 50%. 

6.6 Effeets of urine separation on treaîment of pre-precipitated wastewata 
Normal primary sedimentation of wastewater remwes most particles with a nominal size of 
more than 65 p. Particles with a nominal size of more t b  65 p wil1 settle d i i l y ,  wbile 
smaller particles (down to approximately 25 j~m) have to be entrapped in fl-, before they can 
be removed. With pre-ptecipitation, 90% of the GOD,, can potentially be removed by addition 
of high weight cationic organic polymers (Mels and van Nieuwenhuijzen, 2001). 

Removing the CODM fram the influent with cationíc otganic polymer was modelled by 
multiplying the influent load of X-I and X-S with a factor of 0.1. The effects of urine 
separation on preprecipitated wastewater treatment were simulated in the Same way as 
described in the sections above. The TSS concentration of the activated sludge process w@ 
maintained at 5 000 glm', but at nich a low COD load, the sludge age had to be increasedto 90 
days. This mans that the portion of dead cel1 matter ia the sludge would be higher than &d 
Figure 19 illustrates the most important effects of urine separation on wastewater treatmeat after 
pre-precipiîation. 

-n = 13500 m3/d 
r 

AerR3 = 2 902/m3 

Xtss = 5000 g/m3 

Remove 90% of X-S + X-I : 

- U- Aut 

-m-&i 

N O W  

-NH- - -N2-1Wkg 

4- Ptot-aff 

+ C0D-M 

- CODlim 

O 20 40 60 80 1 O0 
Urine separation (% of total) 

Figure 19: Efeeu qfurine seporatwn andprsprec@ta~ion on N d  P WI>WW/ in advanred UCT-tyae w~uliwnter 
Ireannentpmmes 

The total nikogen concentration in the effluent (N, = 11 &m3) for the zero separation s b o  
is above the allawed limit. The high nitrate concentration (Na = 10.5 dm3) results from 
insufficient denitrification due to the absence of an electron donor (COD removed h m  
iduent) in the anoxic m e .  With increasing urine separation, the total nitrogen concenûation in 
the effluent is greatly reduced. At 50% urine separation, Nm < 4 &. The dect  of urine 
separation of more than 600h on the nitrogen effluent concenûaîion is tess obvious. The 
autotrophic population is larger than in the case of raw or d e d  wastewater treabnent. ï ñ e  
nitrifying bactena remove virtually al1 the influent ammonium as wel1 as ammonium released 
h.om deati cel1 matter. 
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1 - 1 3  

Biologica1 excess phosphate -val is not eff==ve at zero and low urine aeparation . - A 
percentages (Pd = 2.6 g p/m3 with zero separation). Although the amouot of phosphate 

.l 
accumulatiag organisms (PAOS) in the sludge was almost equal to that of the proce88 for 'v. . 
treabnent conditiom for raw or settled wastewater, the arnouut of phosphorus removed flom II 

wastewater is ultimately dependent on the sludge age. An increase in the phosphon~ -val 
was observed for simulations with sludge age of 70 days, due to higher eludge withdrawal rate. 

' li 

"r 
At higher urine ~eparation percentages, the phosphorus removal remains the Same, but n lower 
infiuent load also leads to a lower effluent concentration. 

At high Bepatation percentages (mund 90%), nitrogen availabiity beoomes limithg for bio- 
mass inoduction. At 1 W ?  urine seDaratioa the nutnents are inwinlcient to build cel1 mass, 
lead& to increased effluent cmce&tiom of chemical oxygen demand and phosphaui. 

6.7 Increaseä denitriñcation capacity . . In the pievious sections, the dissolved oxygen concentration in reactor 3 was mtuntained at 2 8 

godm . However, ngureS 18 and 19 made clear that the ammonia effiuent concentration for - 

settled and preprecipitated wastewater is lower than that of raw wastewater, &e to the relatwe 
increase in nitnfication capaci!y. The dissolved oxygen conoenbraton in reach 3 could 
therefore be lowered to 0,s -m3. The "mixed comparhnent" (neither fdly aerobic, nor . 
anaerobic) would increase the denitnncation capacity of the w& and the total niüogen ' 

effiuent concentration would decrease. Figure 20 shows the effe& of urine separation and 
different dissolved oxygen wncentrations in reactor 3 on the total nitrogen effluent 
concentration. 

O 20 40 60 80 100 

Urine separatbn (% of total) 

--Settledw- 
water (0.5) 

- - - Prepredp. w- 
water (0.5) 

--- Settled w- 
water (2.0) 
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Although the increased denitrification lowers the nitmgen effluent wncentration, separate urine 
wllection could reduce the effluent concentration even further to behveen 2 and 3 g ~ d m !  at 
amund 50 - 60% urine separation (refer oval in figure 20). There is again no real differen~ in 
nitrogen removal performance for separation efficiencies above M)%, regardlas of 
denitrification capacity. 

6.8 Effeets of urine separation on oxygen consiimption in treatment procesm 
I 

Stoichiometrically the oxygen requirement for niûification is 4.57 godgN. When denitritlcation 
is complete, 2.86 @JgN cm be reeevered relative to COD oxidation. However, when tha 
ammonium influent load is reduced (Ihrough urine separation) íhe nitrification requiremeqt is 
also reduced. Therefore, for each gram of ammonia collected separately, 1.71 gram of thetotal 
oxygen demand could be saved. Figure 21 illustrates the effect of urine separation on the I 

oxygen demand of an advanced modified UCT-type process. 

The saving in oxygen consumption at 50% urine separation is around 25%. Sirnulations showed 
no significant difference in oxygen consumption for the mixed zone of the BcFS" proces 
maintained at 0.5 or 2.0 @dm3. The sudden drop in oxygen consumption at 1 W ?  separation is 
due to nutrient limitation and reduced subsûate KOD) oxidation. The~roduction of waste 
activated sludge (WAS) is nearly constant for A h  &nado at differeni separation percentages. 
The slight increase in WAS awoduction with increased urine separation results from decre(sing 
sludgeage to maintain a w&tant X-TSS concentration. 

- 

0.10 , 
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6.9 Potential increase h methane production and decrease in energy 
consumption 

Methane ( C a )  can be produced h m  settled primary sludge. Anaerobic sludge digestion and 
methane production cm potentially supply al1 energy required for wastewater treatment @ao et 
al, 2001). It is assumed that methanogenie baetena couvert 0.25 gCH4lgCOD of the 
biodegmdable COD fraction. Energy conversion is assumed to be 20 MJkg methane gas (van 
Loosdrecht et al, 1997). Baseú on the COD removal ftom settling or pre-precipitation, between 
210 Wp.d and 320 kJ1p.d can be gen& through methane production. Figure 22 shows the 
potential energy production h m  settled and pre-precipitated prllnary sludge as 0.058 kWh1p.d 
and 0.088 kWh1p.d respectively. 

Urine separation (% of total) 

Figure 22;Emrgv commption andptential energyproducffon in advanad UCT-ppeprocesses 

Another advantage of prllnary sedimentation is the direct removal of COD,, that would 
otherwise increase. the aeration requimnent. Most of the energy consumed in wastewater 
treatment is due to aeration. The energy oomumption o f  aeration is assumed 1.8 UTkgOz 
(T~bobanoglous. 1991). 

Although many still believe that primary sedimentation reduces the denitrification capacity, 
section 6.7 showed that this is not the case for advanced biological nutrient removal procsases. 
Separate urine collection wuld deorease the nitrogen effluent w11c8ntration even fuither. With 
urine sparatiion, low ernuent concentrations of nitrate and ammonia could be rnaintained while 
a large m u n t  of the COD Ioad could be removed, either with pre-&tihg or with pre- 
precipitation. It is clear h m  figure 22 that urine separation wuld lead to an overall energy 
saving in wastewater treatment. 
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6.10 Possibilities of nitrogen removal with sludge produetion only 

If al1 the nutrients present in wastewater would be required for cel1 growth, excess biological 
nutrient removal would no longer be necessary. The effects of wine separation were evalwted 
fot a simple biological reactor consisthg of a pure aerobic zone with a clarifier and r e m  flow 
to the inlet. Urine separation and changes to the influenl charactenstics were modelled in 
exactly the Same way as for simulation of the BCFS' process. 1 

Urine separation (% of total) 

Figuw 22: .&?h ofurine separarion ondsludge oge (SR0 on niirogen upioke in sludge ar IPC 

The simulation was done for very short sludge ages to increase the sludge produdion. Figure 23 
illustrates the effects of urine separation and different sludge ages on the total nitrogen effluent 
concentration. Some biological nitrogen removal seem to oceur at sludge ages of 6 days and 
higher. Nitrification probably occurs in the aerobic zone and some denitrification in the sludge 
oompartment of the clarifier. With short sludge ages, complete nitrogen removai through sludge 
withdrawal would oniy be possible at around 80% - 90.36 urine separation. However, at the same 
time, the nutrient concentrations would then be limiting for suficient sludge production, 
resulting in a sharp increase in the effluent COD concentration. 
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Figure 24 illustrates the effect of different temperatures on nitrogenupiake by sludge at SRT = 
2d. It seems that different temperatures would have liffle effect on the bio- mass uptaks qf 
nitrogen. - 

O 20 40 60 80 100 

Urine separaiion (% of total) 

Figure 24:Effem of tempemlure on nitrogen upl& in sludge ai SRT = 2d 

The relative influenee of the nitrogen inîìuent flactionation on N-uptake by active sludge was 
al60 investigated. Tchobanoglous (1991) mentioned an activated sludge nitrogen content of 
between 2.5% and 5% of the total solids. The default valuesused in this study (refer table 11) 
results in a model prediction of approximately 5% nitrogen uptake. 

However, these values are variable and the effect of an even higher sludge content was 
evaluated by increasing the N-content of inert particulate COD. RoughIy, 50% of the total soli& 
in waste activated sludge (simulated in this study) consist of inert matter. Table 12 shows how 
defauit values for nitrogen content of different wastewater M o n s  (table 1 1) were changed, 
while the sum of the total nitrogen frsctions not including ammonia remained at 10 g/m3. 

Figure 25 shows that the predicted percentage of urine separation, at which nitrogen would be 
completely removed by sludge growth, is not too sensitive to variations in nitrogen inüuent 
flactionation. With approximately 55% urine sepatation, the effluent limit of 10 @/m3 oould be 
reached. One should keep in mind that the Na e and the ammonium effluent concentratiom are 
virtuaüy the Same in this case. With approximätely 70% urine separation, an effluent 
concentration of 5 @/m3 d d  be reached. 

Table J2:N-Content of dflerenf i&uen1fracIiom (@/gCOD) of mw wmtewoter with mimum inerteoncenIraiion 
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Figure 25.Effe of fnfluent fraclionarion on niimgen removal ai different urine ~eporoi~on pereeninges ISRT = 2d 
'md T = /PC) 

As expected, no biologica1 excess phosphorus removal occurred in these sirnulations. Nitrogen 
removal with sludge production only (at around 50%) would have to include some form of 
chemical phospho~s removal. 

6.1 1 Chemical phosphorus removal and urine separation 
The disadvantages of chemical P-remoral from wastewater include ineficient metal we, 
dificult sludge dewatering, low pH toxicity and metal leakage into effluent. The chemicais used 
for phosphonis removal include metal salts and lime. The effect of urine separation on the use 
of fenic chloride (FeC13) can be determined from the stoichiomeûy of phosphoms precipiîation: 

In many cases an unwanted by-product also forms: 

Fe '++ 3 OH- Fe(OH), 

Based on these w o  equations, two moles Fe " are required for the precipitation of one mde P. 
However, in practice the ratio is somewhat higher and depends on the required level of 
phosphorus removal. For 95% P-removal, Tchobanoglous (1991) recommends a molar ratio of 
Fe:P = 3: 1. Chemical pre-precipitation is also widely applied in the Netherlands. STOWA 
(1996) reported that on average, I5 g~e3t/m3,~,, is dosed for phosphonis precipitation. Por a 
removal efficiency between 60% and 80%, the average molar ratio for metal dosing was Fe:P = 
0.9:1 .O. 

Based on the influent data and nutrient concentrations in urine used in this study, and an 
assumed ratio of Fe:P = I ,  table 13 illustrates the reduction in femc chloride use wifh increasing 
urine separation. The masses presented in table 13 are based on the atomic mass of elemeûts 
only. It was assumed that the precipitate consisted of 80% femc phosphate and 20% femc 
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hydroxide. ûniy dned matter was considered and no substances 0 t h  than ferric phosphate or 
ferric hydroxide were taken int0 account. 

Tuble 13: Effëct of urine sepumiion on phosphow wecf~>it~~Iion with f& chlori& 

The reduction in ferric chloride and the mass of chemica1 sludge produced daily is linear with 
inereasing urine sepmtion. Although phosphom would still have to be precipitated from urine 
(requiring some metai sak), the disadvantages of chemica1 P-removal from wastewater may be 
prevented 
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6.12 Concliisions and suggestions 
1. With 50% of al1 urine collected separately, the BCFS" prooess requires between 20% and 

30% less oxygen than in the zero separation scenario. Urine separation decrease the 
requirement for denitrification and more aeration energy could be saved through settling or 
pre-precipitation, without an increase in effiwnt concentrations. 

2. The Dutch population is still increasing, lading to an increased wastewater production. If 
50% or more of the urine from new urban developmeuts were collected separately, grey 
water (or even grey- and black water) could be treated in existing wastewater treattnent 
plants, without upgrading the biologica1 reactor. However, it would probably require 
improvement of the hydraulic capacity of the treattnent works. 

3. Urine separation could reduce the total nitrogen concenhtion in the effluent of advanced 
wastewater treatment processes, such as the BCFS' processes. The improvement in e ñ h n t  
quality wil1 be even more substantial in less advanced treatment processes. Urine separation 
could make very low effluent concentrations possible in future. Total nitrogen effluent' 
concentrations of 2.2 g ~ / m '  could be possible with senled or pre-precipitated wastewater 
where more than 50% of al1 urine was collected separately. 

4. Advanced wastewater treatment processes (such as the BCFS" process) remove most 
nuîrients very wel1 and are m t  optimal to remove nutrients at more than 60% urine 
separation eficiency. The effluent concentration of nitrogen ahd ammonium would 
decresse greatly up to around 60% urine separation efficiency. 

5. A reduction in influent nutrients could reduce the size of future wastewater treatment works. 
Complete nitrification requires suficient sludge age and aeration capacity (both factors 
increasing reactor size). If al1 nutrients were consumed in cel1 metabolism, very smal1 
treattnent works, with low sludge ages (0.8 - 2 days), could be possible. Simulation renilts 
sueeest that with between 50% and 60% senarate urine collection, a urocess could be 
operated to achieve N,,n 10 g~lm' .  



7. RECOVERING MINERALS FROM WASTEWATER AND 
URINE 

Most of the inorganic nufrients present in wastewater, such as N, P, K, S, Mg, Ca, Fe, Na and Cl 
are required for microbial cel1 synthesis (Tchobanoglous, 1991). Waste activated sludge 
therefore presents a source of minerais, but it alm contains heavy metals. Around 25% of the 
total heavy meîal load in w e a t e r  (including Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Zn and As) is 
discharged with the effluent and 75% is absorhed andbr adsorbed bv the slud~e mass (RIVM. 
2001). These percentages differ greatly between individuai treatmeni works. Äccumulkon of 
heavy metah could occur in the food chain if sludge were wed as fertiliser. Preventive and 
expekive quality control procedures were implem-ented and consequently, most of the waste 
sludge is now bherated. In 1998, 14 kt (as dried matter) was treated in composthg facilities, 
101 kt was dumped and 162 kt was incinerated in the Netherlands (RIVM, 2001). bsearchers 
in japan and Sweden found that it is technically possible to recover phosphoms h m  incherated 
sludge ash (Matsuo, 1995; Karlsson, 2001; Hnltman et al, 2001 and Jozuka, 2001). These 
techniques are not considered further in this report. 

During anaerobic sludge digestion, considerable amounts of ammonia and phosphate are 
released. Liquor fiom various digested sludge dewatering processes thrrefore has a high 
mineral concentration. STOWA already evaluated techniques to remove w recover ammonia 
fiom concentrated wastewater (STOWA 1995-08, STOWA 1995-09, STOWA 1995-1 1, 
STOWA 1995-12 and STOWA 1996-01). 

Due to incieased pH and mineral concentrations, various phosphate salts easily precipitate in 
side m a m  procesm and pipelmes. This natural pmcess could be used to r m e r  phosphate 
under controlled conditions. Effluent fiom the anaerobic zone of UCT-type pmesses al80 
contains high phosphate concentrations. This stream could be used for calcium phosphate w 
süuvite recovery. A m m  detailed description of the "phosphate stripper" in the anaerobic zone 
of a modified UCT type process was given by Brandse and van Loasdrecht (2001). 

This chapter gives a short account of existiug techniques to recover ammonium and phosphate 
fiom aqueous waste s t r em.  These techniques could be applied to develop pmce.sm for 
mineral removal and recovery k m  urine. 

7.2 Recovery of ammonia from solution 

7.2.1 Zon exchange and ammonia aakorption 
Ion exchange is a technique where a specific ion (normally in low concentration) replaces 
another ion in a resin or minaal bed. In recovering ammonium, other cations are therefore 
always introduced into the effluent. The "Coupled column9" technique consists of three 
columns filled with acid resin, where counter c m t s  of a regenerant (36% nitric acid) 
exchange i m  with wastewater. Higher alkalinity (pH > 9) and higher infiuent ammonia 
concentration was found to increase the capacity of the resins and the ion exchange efficiency. 
Ammonia can be recovered h m  industnal wastemterp containing ammonia concentrations of 
between 0.34 kg!m3 and 3.5 kg/m3. An experimental set-up proved t& this process couid 
concentrate NIL>N03 to between 50 and 65 kg~/m3 (Buday, 1994). This concentration, which is 
sufficient f a  utilisation in the production of granulated or liquid nitrogen fertilisers, had als0 
been achieved in a f u l 1 4 e  plant. 
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lowever. nitric acid is normallv ora . . - buming ammonia and it therefore seem more 
efficìent to recover ammonia through more direct techniques. 

Van der Gaag (1987) studied the phenomena of crystalline aluminosilicates (zeolites) actiug as a 
"molecular sieves" to adsorb ammonia, air, hydrogen, carbon hydrogen sulphide and disul$hide. 
Ammonium adsorption in zeolites is in îäct a special case of ion exchange. Special types of 
zeolites can be synthesised to optimise the adsorption of ammonia. 

Lind et al (1999) investigated the possibilities of recovering ammonia from "fresh" and 
synthefic urine. A combination of two processes, stnivite aystallisation and ammonia 
adsorption, was developed. It was possible to recover the majority of nutrients in urine as solids. 
By adding MgO, the alkalinity increased to pH =l0 and stnivite precipitated as the main 
component, with smaller quantities of newberyite, bnicite and epsonite. By mixing the 
remaining urine with natural zwlites (especially clinoptilolite), up to 80% of the total ammonia 
load was removed by adsorption. Ammonia-clinoptilolite mixed with apatite is a good slow 
release fertiliser. Stmvite and ammonia-clinoptilolite may have the Same fertilising prop&es, 
which ia now being investigated by the Same group. This combination of techniques could be 
very useful for recovering both nitrogen-ammonia and phosphonis from urine. A pilot 
installation is operating at an intenctive science museum, the Universeum in Goteborg. 

Ion exchange and adsorption are both techniques to concentrate an ammonium solution. It is in 
many cases used as a primaty proces step before stripping. 

7.2.2 Ammonia volatilisation and stripping 
Ammonia molecules in solution are always in equilibrium with ammonium and hydroxide iow. 
An increase in pH andlor temperature displace the equilibrium to the right (according to the 
equation below) and increase the evapomtion of ammonia gas. i 
NH: + OH- NH3 f + H20 

Chapter 4 of this report gave a simplified description of m a  hydrolysis and ammonia 
I 

volatilisation. A more detailed description of ammonia volatilisation and evaporation and the 
dvnamics in relation to OH and temoerature is aiven in STOWA (1995-12). Ammonia , - 
volatilisation and evapomtion are natura1 processes occming in solutions with high 
concentrations. Shilton (1996). for example. invmtigated the significante of these mechanisms 
in ponds treaîing piggery wastewater and found tbaia large amÖunt of ammonia (up to 8 
g ~ ~ m 3 . d )  was removed by natural evaporation. 

The proces illustrated in figure 26 consists of a stripper column through which ammonium rich 
liquid flows against a counter air stream. Due to the inaeased surface area, ammonia is 
transferred from the liquid phase int0 the air. The spent air is then forced through an absorber 
whete ammonia is diisolved in a strong sulphuric acid solution. The air was recycled back into 
the stripper, and the ammonia salt solution was drained from the absorber. Instead of air, &am 
can also be used in strippen. Ammonia is ten transferred from the liquid phase into the vspour. 
By condensing the steamlammonia mix, a highly concentrated ammonia solution can be fermed. 



Spent air 

M 
Blower 

Wastewater Treated effluent 

Acid 

4 
1 
Ammonium salt solution 

Figure 26 Reemering mmoniafiom solulion by air stripping md acid absotption 

Supernatant and centrate (the flow h m  centrifugation processes) from anaerobic digesters 
contain high concentrations of ammonium. Kathesis et al (1998) collected centrate ftom eight - 
different wastewater treatment works, had average TKN cÒnc&trations varying &om 560 
gNlm3 up to 1800 g~/m3.  The TKN concentration was as high as 3000 @lm3 in isolated cases. 
Ammonium accounted for around 75% of the TKN. The effects of temperature and pH on the 
effectiveness of ammonia stripping were evaluated. It was shown that for six different 
temperahues (between 23'C and 75°C) a pH value exists beyond which a further increase in pH 
has little effect on the removal efficiency. These pH values at 23°C and 7S°C were 1 1 and 9.5 
respectively. Ammonia removal efficiencies were 45% and 95% respeotively. 

A pilot s t e m  stripping installation was built at the wastewater treatment plant Amsterdam-Oost 
(STOWA, 95-1 1). Ammonium was stripped from the sludge centrate at 92OC (after heating with 
steam) and pH = 11 (after addition of lime). The ammonia gas mix was condensed and rectified 
to yield a constant 25% ammonium-solution. An average kmoval efficiency of 87% was 
achieved, irrespective of concentrations between 500 and 2000 @J/m3. The cost efficiency of 
ammonia stripping was found to increase with i n c r e d  load (kgN/d). The work by Kathesis er 
al (1998) suggests tbat the same removal efficiency could have been achieved at much lower 
pH. 

Different fillings and flow dividers can be used in stripping columns. Specific mass transfer 
coefficients depend on the type of filling, but at different loading rates, the effect that a specific 
tvoe of filline has on mass transfer also differs. The relation between efficiencv and the sim of a 
s%pping inshlation was investigated by Schomaker el al (1984). Apart from Lperature, pH 
and ammonia concentration, the specific design of the installation also effects the efficiency of 
ammonia stripping. 

The choice of a specific ammonia stripping process depends on the available resources or 
installations. For instance. where steam is alreadv available h m  another m e s s .  steam 
stripping would probably be a favourable option: On the other hand, s t eA generkon and 
stripping demand much more energy than air stripping. Temperature, wncentration and pH of 
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7.3.2 Calcium phosphate clystallisatwn 
Calcium phosphate preeipitates h m  solution under certain conditions. Solubiity is a meesure 
of ion concentrations in a liauid. When an ideal solution becomes saairated with its comrxnient 
ion% pipitation can conmknce. Wastewater has significant ion associations (due to high ionic 
8trennm) and the flee ion concentrations wntributing to saûuaîion will be lower than the total 
ion &&tration. Supersauration of the liquid is n&sary for precipitation to ocnu and the 
measure of supersaturaton BCCOUII~~ for the efficiency of precipitation (Song et al, 2001). 
Koutsoulcos (2001) described supasaturation as the quotient of the ion acîivity product and 
themiodynamic solubiity product. Calcium phosphate crystals wodd grow in a supersaturated 
solution only when the newly fonued nuclei e x c d  a critical size. Homogemus nucleation 
occurs when individual crystailites p w  spontsneously from solution. Heterogeneow 
nucleation describes the process whereby crystailites aggregate on existing surfacea. 
Heîemgeneow nucleation requires leas energy and is more likely in wastewater treatment 
environmenui with large surface areas, such as suspendeai particles or pipe walls. 

Calcium ohmhate seems to b i t  in arnomhous stnictures around seed d, rather than 
in cry&. growth ( f o I l k g  initia1 &cleation) takes place in meral steps, of which 
neither the diemical nor the physid parameters are fully understood. The chemisûy is made 
more complex bacause c a l ~ i Ü & ~ h ~ h a t e  is not one mdecule but potentiaily a number of 
different wmpounds with different hydration complexes (calcium hydroxylaptite, didcium 
phosphate dihydrate, octacalcium phosphate, and tricalcium phosphate). Kuietic forces 
determine the nature of the solid deposite fonned dwing the precipitation process, more so t b  
equilibrium considerations. The most stable lbm@mmic condition may therefm not be 
reached immedistely. Les6 stable p k  may precipitate initially, precipitation msy not happen 
at dl, or mi until an appropriaîe "higger" (e.g. seeding) becomes available. A solution 
departhg fomi equilibrium @y a change in pH, temperabire or concentration) is boud to return 
to thie state by precipitation of the exmw solute. The infiuence of temperabire and pH on 
hydroxyiapatite precipitation was investigated by Zoltek (1974) who demonstrsted that 
supersaturation may be achiwed by simply increasing the pH. Song ef al (2001) found 
experimentallythatbothanincreaseinthepHandanincreaseintheWratio, favourthe 
pipitation efficiency and precipitation rate of calcium phosphate. Howwer, the precipitated 
ohast wiU most l b l v  wentuallv transform into the more stable hvdroxylauatite (Kibalczyc, 
i989). However, for&osPhate &t solutions, supersaturated solutiais &ti be stable for 
~mtically innnite periods. The rate of crystallisation in pure calcium phosphate solutions was 

Wha, k, = c r y w i o n  rate constant, qs )  = fuaction of the number of 
available crystal growth sites, a = reiative super-satunttion and n = apparent order of crystai 
growthpn>cess. 

In wastewater, the calcium phosphate pipitation rate also depends on the wncenûations of 
phosphate, calcium, the pH, the temperature and the presence of 0th- ions (organk and 
inorganic). Impunties such as inorganic iona and ionised organic meterial reduce the growth rate 
of crystals. A number of ions, such as carbonate and magnesium, are known to act as inhibitors 
to calcium phosphate pipitation by forming a 8urface complex on the crystal and blocking 
furuier precipitation (Abbona et al, 1990). Natural amino acids with hydrophobic non-polar 
group inhibit calcium phosphate gmvîh, blocicing active growth sites, and relates to the 
adsorption sfnnity of each amino acid to the crystal surface (Koutsopodos et al, 2000). In an 
experiment by Koutsoukos (2001), the rate of calcium phosphate precipitation was studied in 
the presence and in the absence of ionised organic molecules. Even at low concentrations of 
organic im, the crystal growth was limited due to blocicing of active growth sites. 
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The Geestmerambacht wastewater treatment wo& include a DHV crystalactor@ process b 
remove phosphate from the anaerobic zone's return flow (figure 27). Phosphate-rich watq is 
pumped up through a fluidised bed of sand grains. The praience of carbonate requires a de- 
gassifier to remove COt with addition of HzS04, redwmg the pH to around 3. Efficient qlcium 
phosphate crystallisation requires pH 9, which necessitates NaOH addition. By adding of 
lime (Ca(0H)IJ and controlling aikaiinity, calcium phosphate crystallises on nuclei. ~ryst& 
that rcach a ceitain size, settle in the reactor and ean be removed. The dried product contabis 
almost oo water and is vimially identical to roek apatite. Three of these installations have been 
built in the NetherlandS. The f& ~ ~ s t a l a c t o r ~  installation was a pilot plant at the Westlork 
wastewater treatment plant (l2 000 pe). It treated wastewater effluent where the influent had a 
phosphonis concentration of around 20 gP/m3. Discontinuation of phosphate addition to 
detergents has been blamed fot the closure of this installation. 

The second installation was built at Heemsîede (35,000 pe) and the third at Geesmerambacht 
(230,000 pe) which has been operational since 1994. The calcium phosphate C r y s t a l a d  plant 
at Geestmerambacht produces 200 - 300 tonneslyear of phosphate pellets (13% P). 

The crystalactor* proces has not become . 

popular due to carbon dioxide stripping, t&e 
high operational pH to achieve 
precipitation, wmplexity of the process, the 
overdosing of calcium ions and investment 
wsts is still not favourable. More research 
topics regarding calcium phosphate 
precipitation were summarised by Valsami- 
Jones (2001). Reactor design has ai1 been 
centred on fluidised bed reactors, but it is 
not clear whether or why this is the most 
efficient technique of phosphate 
precipitation. 

I 

7.3.3 Shrvite crystallisation 
Struvite (magnesium ammonium phosphate) was discovered in Hamburg in 1846. In conkast to 
calcium phosphate, sûuvite precipitaies naíually in wastewater treatment installations. In a 
solution where both Mg and Ca ions are present, nearly aii phosphate wil1 precipitate as struvite 
(WR Grace & Co, 1969). ïñis is mostly true fot wastewater and leads to problems such as 
scaiing and p i p  blockages. Rawn (1939) discovered sûuvite crystals in supernatant pipehes. 
Borgerding (1 972) described struvite crystal gr& in a pipelie reducing the diameter tiom 
twelve to six inches. Manv other wastewater treatment works exve-ríenced the Same vrobkm 
(Mohajit et al, 1989, pikan et al, 1991, Webb and Ho, 1992, &is ef al, 1994). ?he Slough 
wastewater treatment plant in England experienced problems with sûuvite scaling in centrifugal 
pumps used for centrak pumping. ~ u m g h a d  to be decommissioned regularly tochisel and chip 
away struvite scales (Williams, 1999). Sûuvite bas never been a wmmon problern in Dutch 
wastewater treatment worlrs due to difTerences in the pH and chemica1 constitution of 
wastewater. However, accumulated sûuvite crystals have been found dwing excavations in 
Amsterdam. These struvite deposits date from the 13" cenhiry. where it formed in pit latiaies 
(Wevers et al, 1981 and K m  e! al, 1983). According to Schuiüng and Anrade (1999), "$nature 
ean do it, we can also try it." 
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The precipitation is analogous to that of calcium phosphate. Crystal growth folbws the 
fomiation of smal1 nuclei when the solubility product of the solution is exceeded. An important 
diierence fiom calcium ohomhate is that stnrvite nucleation usualiv ocnus homo(~eneous1v. 
Sûuvite pmipitation is &la& to the solution's pH, temperature m ~ o n  and the 

- 
presence of 0 t h  ions (such as calcium). Momberg and Oellennan (1992) ehowed that the 
Üucleation rate was red& from a few days at 7 to just 1 hour at pH = 8.5. The increase 
in pH is 110miaUy done with addition of chemicals Mg(0W andlor NaOH. Tb level of 
supereaturation (of phosphate, magnesium and ammonium) &ecte both nuúeation and 
crystallisation rates. Ohlinger et al (1998) ehowed that the rate of shuvite d e  acoumuliition 
Uicreaaed from 6 g/m2.d to 48 &.d when the level of supersahuation was doubled. Ohlinger et 
al (1999) also showed a Linear relation between mixing rate and rate of sûuvite uystallisation. 

A few wastewater treatment w& in Japan m e r  stnrvite from different streame. Ueno and 
Fujii (2001) Summansed the operdon of the Unitika proces6 three yeare after commiss iw.  
in this process, dewatering liquid h m  anaerobic sludge digestion is fed hîo a fluidised bed 
reactor with Mg(0H)z in a Mg:P ratio of 1:l and NaOH to inaease the pH to between 8.2 and 
8.8. The iduent phosphate c o n d o n  is around 44 @/m3 and after stnivite is precipitated, 
the effluent concentration is around 5 @/m3. The sûuvite ha8 a phosphate eontent of 30% 
(PzO,) and around 500 kg.d of stnivite is produced on average. A similar process is used by 
Kurita Water industries (ishiduka et al 1998). Changes to this process were descnbed by Mitani 
et al (2001) to recover struvite h m  lower wncentrations. One of the main differencea is that 
the hvdraulic retention time in the fluidised hed reactor must be increased to ailow sunicient 
cry& growth. Seed matenal was also required to form sûuvite particles. Inatcad of Mg(OH)2, 
the more wluble MgCl was wed for addition of magnesium ions. Addition of chlorine increases 
the saiinity of water: which should be prevente. wh& possible. 

The Brisbane city council evaluated struvite recovery h m  side streams as an option to deaease 
efniient phosphate concentration. The struvite grah size was proportional t0 the infiuent 
phosphorus concentration and the sûuvite particle retention time in the reactor b a d  on the 
Unitika p m s  (von MUnch and Barr, 2001). 

It has been shown that stmvite can be precipitated under controlled conditions without the 
addition of any chemicals. Baüistoni ei al (1997) removed 80% of the phosphorus form 
dewatering liquid with a high Mg:P ratio of 3.7:l. The pH was nsen to mund 8.5 by ageing the 
liquor and removing CO2 by air Stripping. This wo& was further developed and a full-scale 
fluidised hed reactor is now opemüng in Treviso, Italy. Up to 85% P-removal fomi dewatering 
liquid is attained in an 85 000 pe wastewater treatment wo*, using only d o n  to in- 

The contínuously stirred tank reactor at 
Putten produce8 potassim sûuvite 
(Mgi@O4.6H@) from caif manure. The fúst 
step of the treatment process is conventional 
biological nutrient remval. The liquid caif 
manure is not diluted as with municipal 
wastewater and after nitnncation and 
denitriîïcation, the effluent contains little 
ammonia, but ~ t i u  W O W ~  300 @lm3.  fte er 
&g, the phosphate nch sinuent is tnatcd 
with magnesia (M@) to form struvite in a 
series of three tanks (figure 28). Mechanica1 
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mixas~soli&insuspansion,&tbeti~tobáng~in~with~~~leiand ! 
digaioave M@ whieb is &er pooriy mluble. The djoaolving MgO inwases aUEalinity to H - 
8.5 - P, whm smnilte ..D fo precípitate (Schuiliog ud Aodtada:, 1999). The number af& 
of tbe areie dctemi'ied based on Iahratory experimena. H~WBW, in &e prototype 
installation. dep~hata t ion  talces onlg 30 minutes t0 be e(18~lltially wnplete, makiag +last 
hnra tanles .slmoffabprol& @erho&, 2QQlr T b  c W 8 d  efflu6nL mCaio11 betw~m 15 g l ? # ~ ~  
and 010 @/m3 @B% ,01~mwl &oiency). AppmdmteIy 125 kg P is movered per &J TMB is 
oae of &e ody teelui'iues to mmver patassiurn. Mhoqgh ptadum rsmoval m reca>ver$ is not 
a pridty in wstawstta treatment, ft Is a valuable feñibr eamponent. 



7.4 Conclnsions 
Ammonia can be recovered &om solution by a number of techniques. A promising technique 
is ammonia stripping with either air or steam. Higher ammonia concentrations, tiquid pH and 
temperature lead to more e@cient stripping. Ion exchange reactions could be wed to recover 
ammonia, but some other mineral is also introduced (and lost). Moreover, the ammonia 
pxoduct bas a lower ammonia wnceníration. 

Phosphate can be recovered &om solution as variow precipitates. The fundamental 
physicalíchemical reaotion conditiom of phosphate aystallisation, such as solubiiity phases 
of different phosphates, supersaairaton conditions and preaence of other materials, are not 
yet well ~ndeiSt00d and an area for further research. 

Calcium phosphate can be reavered &om wstewater. inataliations to recover calcium 
phosphate are expensive (high investment wst) and the complex process makes operation 
and maintenance wsts high. Prerequisites for good calcium phosphate precipitation are 
supersaturation of calcium and phosphate, a seed matetial to trigger nucleation and absence 
of other ions. Therefore, a complex systems is necessary where pH is lowered to mund 3 (to 
remove carbon dioxide) and then in& to around 9 (to cause supersaíuration). The 
energy demand of keeping the seedig material in suspension is als0 quite high. 'Be capital 
wst, chemical dosmg and energy demand makes recovered calcium phosphate an expensive 
raw matexial. 

Magnesium ammonium/potassium phosphate (stnivite) precipitation is a simple process in 
compatison to calcium phosphate precipitation. Stmvite is a fonn of kidnev stone and occurs 
n&Ily in s ~ ~ e r n a t a n ~ ~ i ~ 1 i n e s . ~ ~ o n ~ ~ e d  stnivite recovery h m  digesk supernatant, 
anaerobic return flow and ftom urine has been done successfilly. Altho@ Mg0 is less 
soluble îhan MgCI, dissolved Mg0 increases the pH, while the we  of MgCI requires 
additional NaOH. This wil1 not only increase the pH, but wil1 ai80 increase the effluent 
salinity. 

Experíence with existing installations shows that higher mineral wncentrations make 
recovery more efficient and reduce costs such as energy requirements and chemical dosing. 

Urine is a concenîrated mineral solution, even when wmpared to some industrial waste 
streams. The volume of liquid to be treated is therefore only a fraotion of most other waste 
tiquid with the Same mineral load. The requirement for storage tanks, piping installations, 
pumping eapacity and treatment costs wuld therefore be less îhan the requirements for 
mineral recovery h m  supemarant, for instance. 
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8. EVALUATING THE RECOVERY AND RECYCLING OF 
MINERALS FROM WASTE PRODUCTS 

8.1 Introduction 
This chapter briefly desdbes indusîrial processes and compares the energy requirement to that 
of recovery processes. Where more energy is consumed in mineral recovery than in minerai 
production and refinement h m  renewable sources, the recovery can ceNiinly not be considered 
sustainable. In the general introduction to this report, it was argued that recovery of minerals is a 
prerequisite for sustainability. The previous chapter showed that mineral recovery h m  
wastewater is technically possible. Furthermore, it seemed that an inverse relationship exists 
between the concentdon of the minerals and the amount of energy required in the recovsry 
process. The recovery of minerals (finite resource8) can only be realised by consumption of 
energy (another fmite resource). 

The total energy of any system and its sunoundings is always conserve.. Energy cm neither be 
created nor destroyed, but can only change ftom one form to another. The change in Gibbs ftee 
energy (dG) equals the heat flow (dH) minus the produot of the absolute temperatwe of the 
system O and the change in enimpy (dS): dG = dH- TdS. Furthermore, the second law of . 
thermodynamics siates "The entrop change for any system a d  its surrd ings ,  ispositive 
and approaches a limiting value of zero for anyprocess that approaches reversibility. " This 
m e m  dS > O. As the entropy of a system increases, the amount of useful energy decreases. 
Although energy cm not be los$ the qua& ofenergy can be lost. The quality of energy can be 
measured as the capacity for dohg work. Szargut et al (1988) explains the concept and 
application of exergy as the capacity for doing w o k  Matenals (chemical compounds) als0 
contain exergy. "Exerw b the amount of workobtainable when some maner is broughf to a 
state of thennodymmic equilibrium with the common components of the naturaIsurrounàings 
by tneans of a reversibleprocess." The exergy contained in minerais represents milienia's stored 
solar energy that shaped the earth and formed complex chemical compounds. 

The most common and least reactive elements and substances in the atmosphere, the sea and the 
earth's crust are denned as the reference state. Each other element or substance then has an 
exergy value related to that reference state. For instance, the foliowing reference species and 
reactions determine the standard chemical exergy of carbon and phosphom: 

In this framework, the sîandard chemical exergy of pure carbon is 410 kJ/mol and of pure 
phosphonis 863kJtmol. The standard chemica1 exergy of these wmpounds in their reference 
state (CO2 and Ca3(PO&) is zero. The reference state of nitrogen is NI (O iüfmol), while the 
standard chemicai exergy of ammonia is 338 kJimol(20 !dgNH,). The practical implication of 
these definitions is that their standard chemical exergy is the amount of shaft work or electncal 
energy necessary to produce a specific substance from matetials with zero exergy. It is therefore 
a naaual fact that ammonia can not be produced with less than 20 IdlgNH3 in any way. Whem 
minerals are removed from wastewater and disposed of, an amount of useful energy is therefore 
lost. Recovery of minerals a h  repcesmts a recovery of energy. 
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1 Dilution of minerals (e.g. due to flushing water or rain water) also destmys some exergy, as 
energy would be required to rewncentrate the minerals. The Gibb's free energy of mixing is 
represented by the following equation: 

Where R = the universal constant (8.314 J/mol.K), T = temperature (298 K), N, = the number of 
moles of one of the substances, either ammonia or water, N = the total number of moles. 

This amount of energy is destroyed upon diluting, which is an heversible process. Howeuer, 
this loss is insignificant in comparison to the energy consumption of industrial ammonia 
piduction. The dfect of losses occumng during dilution has to be evaluated with the energy 
demand of specific processes to reconcentrate the substance. 

The potential economic value of recoveredminerals is also important. The sentiment is usually 
not only towards "sustainability", but more often cost minimisation is essential. It could be 
argued that high economic costs of recovery processes represents a "hidden energy 
consumption", becltuse al1 economic activity is sustained by energy consumption. Howev~r, 
there are no good conversion factors between energy and economic cost available from 
literatwe at present. 

8.2 Ammonia production and recovery 

8.2.1 Ammonia production 
Approximately 80% of earth's atmosphere consist of nitrogen. Nitrogen (NL) is an inert giw and 
by far the most abundant form of nitrogen. Other compounds are NO?, NzO, NO3 and NH$. 
Nitrogen is u s d  in the industrial production of ammonia. The Haber process for ammonia 
synthesis is the most effeective and widely used. In this pmess, natura1 gas (methane, C&) 
reacts with s t em to produce carbon dioxide and hydrogen gas (H2). Ammonia gas is then 
synthesised by the reaction of hydrogen gas with nitrogen gas under pressures ranging firn 10 
m a  to 25 MPa. Current energy consumption is between 32 and 38 kJfg NH3. The efficiency of 
the process has increased over the past 25 years and may won be around 28 kJ/g NH,. A 
theoretica1 minimum for energy required in production is mund  25 kJ/gNH,, based on t& high 
heat value of ammonia, and assuming no energy export and no energy import except for 
feedstock and fuel (UNEP, 1998). This amount isn't much higher than the standard ehemical 
exergy (20 kJtgNH3). 

Liqueñed ammonia is used as a nitrogen fertiliser. Ammonia is als0 used in the productia of 
urea, CO(NH&, which is used as a fertiliser, in the plastic industry, and in the livestock 
industry as a feed supplement. Ammonia is often the starting compound for many other 
subsîances, such as ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulphate and ammonium phosphate. 

Hydro Agri Sluiskil BV is the most important ammonia producer in the Netherlands. Outaf the 
total 3.5 million ton ammonia produced in Europe in 1997.1.5 million ton were produced at 
Hydro Agri S l ~ i s k i l ' ~ .  The yearly natura1 consumption at Hydro Agri Sluiskil is aropnd 2 
billion m , whieh is five percent of the total gas consumption in the Netherlands. Other 
important ammonia producers in the Netherlands include DSM AgrotZ5, Rotem ,4mfertLm and 
~emira'". The European ammonia market is saturated and competition is aimed af cost control 
and improved energy eficiency, which is dificult, because ammonia production bas auicost 
reached its theoretica1 maximum efficiency. 
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1 8.2.2 ~mm~p1ia removal and recovery 
Nitrogen in wastewater is predomiaantly present as ammonia and ammonium. The ammonia 
industry has very little (if any) incentive to recycle ammonia, as their core business is centred on 
production. Moreover, the economic margins are smal1 and only large-soale proceswa are 
eeonomically viable. 
The cost of anhydrous ammonia is around 350 Wt, Ammonium nitrate fertiliser (34% N) costs 
around 200 Ut. and ammonium sulphate wsts around 250 Wt (21% N and 24% S). The actuaí 
production cost of ammonia is only aronnd 150 Wt ( I W ?  N H 3 )  '=. 
Conventional biological nitrogen removal (Refer chapter 6) h t  consumes energy to oxidise 
ammonia to nitrate (nitrification) and then reduces nitrate to nitrogen gas (denitrification). 
STOWA investigated alternative techniques to remove or recover nitrogen from wastewater side 
streams with high ammonia concentrationa (STOWA 95-08,95-09,95-11, and 95-12). These 
teehniques (hot and cold air stripping, stem stripping with spray evaporation or a steam 
generator, stnivite recovery, an aulift reactor and a membrane bio-reactor) were wmpared with 
the Sharon pmcess (Single reactor for High activity Ammonia Removal Over Nitrate) based on 
their energy consumption, chemica1 consumption and operational costs STOWA (96-01). 
Stripping renders a high ammonia yield (9548 recovery). The average cost of ammonia 
stripping, comprising not only operational costs (energy andohemical oonsumption), but also 
the payment of capital investment, was estimated at mund 8 €kg N recovered. The wst range 
for steam stripping is between 4.50 €kg N and 11 €kg N, dependuig only on the size of the 
installation and assuming a c o n d o n  of 1 000 w - ~ / m ~  (STOWA 95-1 1). The ener@ 
consumption of the cold au stripping process could be between 6 and 26 kJ@J removed. 
Energy consumption in steam stripping is between 34 and 60 W/gN. ProCesses with a lower 
energy requirement generally require larger amounts of chemicals, e.g. as with ammonia 
recovery as struvite, where phosphoric acid is added. Given that phosphonis is one of the 
minerais to be reoovered from wastewater, this does not seem sensible. 

The Shmn process requires more or Iess the Same mount of energy per kg N removed as the 
most energy efficient stripping processes. In cornparison to stripping, much less chemicals are 
used in the Sharon proeess and the operational costs is around 2 €kg N removed. The energy 
consumption of the combined SharodAnammox pmcess is in the order of 4 kJ/# removed. 
The merational costs of the combined SharodAnammox vrocess was estimated between 0.70 
and 1 . h  %gN removed (STOWA 2000-25). Figure 29 ~mpares  direct recovery of ammonia 
via stripping with ammonium removal via SharodAnammox and industrial ~roduction. 
~lthough d& recovery consumes 3û?? less energy than ammonium -;al followed by 
industrial production, dired m v e r y  is eight time9 as expensive. 
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The cost of direct ammonia recovery is high due to the limited production capacity that sti6 
require the same operation, control, safety measures, etc. as large scale processes. Most 
processes to recover ammonia also imply wnsiderable investment costs. Investment costs fot 
new removal processes are relatively low, wmpared to that of stripping installations. 

8 3  Phosphorus production and recovery 

8.3.1 Industrial phosphorus production 
Phosphorus is the eleventh most common element in the lithosphere, but concentrated natillal 
phosphate resources ate finite. Phosphates are fonnd in sedllnentary, igneous and metamoiphic 
rocks. Commerdal phosphates are mostly produced from sedimentary apatite that occurs as 
different conposite minerals, namely fluorapatite Ca#(PO&, chloroapatite Ca3C1(P04)~ wd 
hydroxylapatite CIs(OH)(PO&. The mechanism fot this sedimentary rock fomation is 
generally believed to be the deposition of phosphate with the movement of ocean c u r r e n t s e  
geologic time peri& (Sheldon, 1964). Sedimentary apatite exists as pellets, nodules, graias, 
replaced calcium in animal skeletal remains and animal excrement. Good quality apatite is more 
scarce than phosphate in general. Due to the relative reactivity of phosphonis, many of the ores 
are also rich in arrienic and other heavy metals, such as cadmium (Cd) and uranium (U). ïñe  
risks associated with heavy metals and radioactive materials wil1 restrict future phosphate 
production. 

Aoatite is mostlv mined from ouen oit mines. The USA. Russia and Morocco lead the apaîite 
&hg industxy; Global annuaipho'sphate production is around 40 million ton(l8 milli& ton 
P). oriainatinr! frm roughlv 140 million ton apgetitei.-. The phosphonis production indwtry is 
dkided into &o main &ct& as summarised &OW. 

"Wet acid" process 

Crude phosphoric acid (also known as green acid) is produced by mixing cnished apatite bcks 
with sulphurie acid. This is an exothennic reaction and phosphate production requires no 
additional energy. The green acid is further purified by filtrUtion before the fml productign of 
various phosphate salts. The reaction beween ph~pha te  rock and sulphuric acid is seIf-limiting 
because an insoluble layer of calcium sulphate forms on the surface of the rock particles. 
Phosphoric acid is therefore re-circulated to convert as much rock as possible to the soluble 
mono calcium phosphate and then precipitating calcium sulphate with sulphuric acid. One of the 
by-products iemoved in the filtration pmcess is calcium sulphate, or phosphor-gypsum. kround 
1.5 ton of gypsum is produced per ton appetite used. The gypsum has liale economical vaiue 
and is usually dumped on stockpiles. Appmximately 85% of al1 mined phosphate rock is 
consumed in this sector and primarily used to produce fertiliser (Driver, 2000). Al1 "wet-wis' 
production plants in the Netherlands were closed due to increasing environmental control'and 
stagnation in fertiliser demand. 

Thennal process 

In the thema1 process, hydroxylapatite is granulated and mixed with a clay slurry to fot@ mund 
pellets. The pellets are dried, sintered at 800°C and then mixed with cokes (reducing agent) and 
pebbles (SiOz, for slag formation). This mixture is fed into a fumace, heated to 1500°C by three 
carbon electrodes. Phosphate is reduced to Pd, leaving the fumace as a gas, together with the by- 
products CO and some dust. The dust (icluding valatile metak such as zinc) is removedin an 
electrostatic precipitator. The CO gas is used as a h l  to produce. heat fot sintering. The Pq is 
diluted in water. The thema1 production proces is energy intensive and requires around 50 
kJ/gP produ~ed'.~. The high purity phosphonis or phosphoric acid produced in this way is wed 
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in foods, deíergents and as additive in many applications (medicine, erop pmtecfion agents, 
paper, cosmetics, diesel oil, lubricants, ûame retardant). Thermohos BV is situated in 
Yiissingen (the Netherlands) and is the ody htory of its kind Europe, importhg apatite rock 
and exporting high gade phosphonc acid. 

In Europe, both sectors of the phosphate producing industry are now exploring the recycling 
potenual of phosphate. By the year 2010, the European phosphate industry wants to rewver 25 
percent of its annual phosphate rock supply ftom secondary sources, such as recovered minerals 
ftom wastewater and manure. Thermphos, who is currently producing rippmximately 80 
kWyear ", has set itself the target of replacing 15 - 16kt of phosphom (20% of the total 
production) by secondary materials, within 5 years. 

Under certain conditions, reclaimed phosphates can be mixed with mined phosphate rock for 
further processing. Although both production processes are robust, there are mne striet quatity 
requirements for raw matenals. The nquirements are more or less the same for both processes. 
Some wnstraints on the use of recovered phosphates are summarised below (Sehipper, 2000 
and Driver, 2000): 

1. Phosphate content 
The typical phosphoms content in rock apatite is between 13 and 17% P. If reclaimed 
materials with a lower P content is used, a higher percentage of slag containing heat wil1 be 
produced, decreashg the energy efficiency. The lower the phosphate content the more 
phospho-gypsum is produced in the wet acid process. Aluminium compounds can replace 
S i 9  addition in slag formation. Aluminium phosphates would therefore be a good 
alternative raw material. 

2. Impurities 
The phosphom fumaoe ais0 reduces all elements that are more easily reduced than 
phosphoms. The most unwanted elements are mentioned below: 
Zinc (and other volatile metals such as lead, cadmium and tin) is volatilised and precipitated 
on fumace dust and recycted to the slurry mixture where it bui& up. 
Chloride causes conosion damage to the sintering plant where metal is exposed to raw 
materials at high temperatures. 
Iron forms a separate slag that removes phosphom ftom the process. 
Copper binds to the iron phospho~us and a significant increase in copper content may limit 
its application potential. 
Approximately 2% iron is the maximum amount which can be dealt with in the "wet acid" 
phosphate industry. 

3. Water content 
The t h d  process operates with a supply of dry material. Technieal limitations to the use 
of "wet" materials include mixing, milling, interference with intemal sludge processing 
capacity, etc. The drying of materiais on-site woilld be costly and implies that materials with 
a high water content must be tnrnspoited. In the wet acid process, water is d i spod  with the 
gypsum, where it wuld lead to problems of leaching or even sink holes. 

4. Organic material and pellet strength 
Significant amounts of organíc material decrease the streugth of pellets &d% tñe 
prmss. The reclaimed material should be limited to a maximum of 5% carbon. 

5. Nitrogen and ammonia wntent 
Ammonia in reclaimed matenals would cause gas smbbing problems in the thermal 
proms. In addition, ammonia wil1 be volatilised and oxidised to nitrousínitric oxides. 
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From the phosphate industry's point of view, recovered aluminium or calcium phosphate is 
ideal for further processing. Recovered calcium phosphate is in most respects indistinguisliable 
from mined apatite. Thennphos recycles some rewvered caicium phosphate from the 
~rystalactor' at Geestmenunbacht, which is, according to them, the only technology suitable to 
yield good quality secondary products. Samples of the recovered materials were pellet-like 
solids which drain readily to below 5-10% water and c m  offer 5-15% phosphom wntentD1. 

However, it has not yet been wnclusively proven that the income from selling calcium 
phosphate could pay off the investment in crystallising equipment. The disuse of phosphates in 
household detergent6 has been blamed for the low success economic disappointment of the 
granular sludge bed crystalliser. The pracess is expensive due to its general complexity and the 
addition of chemicals. Furthermore, apatite has a rather low market value with prices varyiog 
around €40fton (for go& quality rock). Without a subsidy, economic viability of calcium 
phosphate recovery would be unlikely. 

Struvite recovery c m  be much cheaper, but the phosphate industry finds struvite less atiqtive. 
There is no prospect of recycling struvite in a traditional wet acid route (Driver, 2000). Th: 
presence pf ammonia in struvite would lead to problems of corrosion and NOx scmbb'ig Pnd 
ezcludes the recycling of struvite in the thema4 process. The recycling of potassium struvite 
(pioduced at Putten for instance) may be possible in the thermal process (very low ammodia 
content, high phosphate content), but it is uncertain whether this could in fact realise. 

Struvite in itself is a valuable slow release fertiliser, considering its phosphate, magnesium, 
ammonium and/or potassium content. In the 1960's. the large-scale industrial production of 
süuvite fertiliser was evaluated. Further interest and development ceased due to high production 
costs and little demand. 

in Göteborg, stnivite fmm a pilot plant is tested as fertiliser for municipal gardens and p& 
(Lind er af, 2000). Brisbane Water plans to precipitate struvite from return liquors that could be 
sold to golf wurses. The process to be employed by Brisbane Water is based on the Japaqese 
Unitika process. Struvite has a commercial value of between € 200lt and € 500k dependimg on 
the region and use. The price of magnesium hydroxide to be added to the process could b as 
high as € 350lt. Other operating wsts are negligihle (Von Munch at al, 2001). The dosing ration 
of magnesium is around 5g magnesium hydroxide to 8g struvite produced. In this case, a rales 
pice of around € 225/t for shuvite would be the breakwen point. The Shimane wastewater 
treatment plant produces struvite from low phosphoms concentrations (Unitika process) aPid 
sells the product to fertiliser companies who then mix it with &er organic and inorganic 
materials. It is suspected to be an expensive process Que to its complexity. Recovered struvite is 
currently sold to the fertiliser industry at around € 300/ton (13.5% P) who markets it as fwtiliser 
for rice farming (Ueno et al, 2001). 

The "Mestvereniging Gelderland" (a provincial association treating animal manure) proddces 
struvite in a much simpler process at Putten (Sohuiling 1999 and Verhoek, 2000). Presentiy 
famiers can collect the struvite (used as fertiliser) free of charge, because it constitutes a 
considerable savmg in sludge freatment. 

Urine is the most concentrated and largest source of phosphom in municipal wastewater' but 
still contributes only amund 45% of the total phosphorus load in wastewater. If urine weF 
wllecîed separately for reasons related to improved wastewater treatment, recycling the 
phosphate in urine would be an added benefit. 
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8.4 Potassiurn produetion and rewvery 
Elemental potassium (K) is highly reactive and doesn't naturally enist in its pure state. Potash 
deposits oocur as beds of solid salts beneath the earth's surface and as brines in h i n g  l a h  and 
was. Potassium is mined ikom a number of minerals. Sylvinite, sylvite, and langbeinite are the 
most important mineral sources. World reserves of potash are very unevenly distributed, 75% 
are located in the former USSR and Canada, which together account for some 60% of the 
w e n t  global production capaoity. The concentration of output among a i i i t ed  number of 
countnes has led to a high level international trade in potash. 

About 95% of the commercially produced K are wed in fertiliser pmduotion, while smal1 
amounts are used for industrial purposes and for common household products. Annuai global 
production of K f e r t i l i  is in excess of 25 million tons i32. Potassium is used in different 
fertilieers in the following f m s :  
e Potassium Chloride (Most agricultural KC1 is produced by the flotation processes); 

Potassium Sulphate; 
Double Sulphate of Potash and Magnesium or langbeinite (K2S0.+2MgS04); 
Potassium Nitrate (KNO,) contains little or no chloride or sulphur. 

Processing potash for the fertiliser market is relatively simple. The ore is finely ground and the 
potasaium chloride (mwiate of potash) is recovered in a flotation process. The froth is skimmed 
0% Qied and screened to produce different grades of potassium chloride. Although the rehing 
processing is relatively simple, potash mining could be expensive. Potash is mined by three 
methods: 
e Conventional shafI mining, similar to coal mining; 
e Specialised continuous shafi mining, removing ore direetly from the vein; 

Solution mining, dissolving potash m bed with hot water and pumping the potash brine to 
the surface for reiining. 

Potash bas a low wmpressive strength and therefm the solution mining îechnique is used 
below 1500m. This method makes recovery more expensive, because natura1 gas has to be used 
to evaporate the water. As potash r e m e s  become scarce, mines wil1 become deeper and 
increase the production wst and value of the mineral. The value of potassium in fertilim is 
currently around € 400ltK. Raw minerals are worth much less, in the order of € 100/tK. 

8.5 Potenüal for rernoving, recovering and recycling minerals form wastewater 
Recovering minerals from wastewater, rather than remval and disposal thereof, would be 
motivated by the value that they have as fertiiiser. More than 80% of the N, P and K produced 
in industry, are used in fertiliser. The most important factor determinimg fertiüser price is energy 
' ". Fertiliser production currently accounts for &out 2% of total global energy wnsumption 
(UNEP, 1998). Remering minerals from wastewater could therefore also represent a 
" ~ e ~ ~ v e r y "  of wnsumed energy. 

Table 14 gives a summary of the energy requirement in the production of minerab wed in 
ferîilisers. The values are based on average values ikom UNEP (1998). If these minerals were 
rccovered and recycled from wastewater, the energy required for industriai production would be 
saved. The energy "contained" in the minerals in wastewater therefore gives an indieation of the 
amount of energy that wuld be invested to make rffiovery more sustainable than industrial 
production. 
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Mineral recovery would also change the energy consumption of wastewater treatment. The total 
energy consumption of an advanced wastewater treatment plant (including aeration, sludge 
digestion, dewatering and sludge incineration) is behveen 0.7 and 1.2 MJ/m3, depending On 
whether it is raw or settled wastewater (van Loosdreeht et al, 1997). 

Table IS b-faxírnum patential economic vaiue of minerals in w t w e r  

Energy contained in 
wastewater 
m m 3  

l S5 

0.06 

0.12 

Production energy 

KJ/g 

38.9 

7.8 

8.8 

Minerals 

Nitrogen @%-N) 
Phosphate (PzOrP3 

Potash (K@K) 

Table 15 gives an indication of the maximum economie potential of minerals present in 
wastewater. The production costs of phosphate and potassiurn vaq  greatly and companier are 
reluctant to make the information available for competitive reasons. In the case of arnmoqia, the 
production cost is wel1 known due to the uniformity of the process used. Based on fertiliskr 
prices, containing different concentrations phosphate and potash, the prices for phosphak and 
potash was assumed the Same as that of ammonia. The price of struvite was estimated by von 
Miinch (2001). The sales price of these minerals increase in the form offertiliser, but the 
production costs (used in this study) should give an indication of their value. 

Concentration in 
wastewater 
dm3 
40 

8 

14 

In the Netherlands, water treatment boards charge an annual tariff of around € 50 per polbtion 
unit, which is based on one person's wastewater production. Based on this tariff and wastewater 
production of 300 Up.d, the cost of wastewater treatment is around € 0,46/m3 l.". Based on the 
value of raw materials produced in industry, the total value of minerals in wastewater is 
insignificant when compared to the cost of wastewater treatment. If stnivite would be 
precipitated, the potential value could be around 5% of the eost of wastewater treahnent. Even if 
urine was collected separately, and phosphate is recovered through stmvite precipitation, the 
putential income would still be low: around € 1,50/m3 urine. 

Minerals 

Ammonia-nitrogen m - N )  

Phosphoms (P20r-P) 

Potassium (K20-K) 

Total (NH& p, K) 

The water industty wil1 generally choose the cheapest available beatment option that me& 
regulatory requkements. Economic boundary conditions of rnineral recoveiy wil1 be defined by 
operating and maintenance cosfs of advanced wastewater treatment. These costs include 
aeration wsts (energy), sludge treatment, sludge disposal and chemica1 use. This mans  that 
rnineral recovery wil1 only be attractive if the cost of wastewater treatment could be lowaed. 

Production 

cost (€/t) 

1 82 

344 

181 

Concentration 

(dm3) 

40 

8 

14 

Potential 

Vaiue (€h3) 

0.007 

0.003 

0.003 

0.01 



in the early 1 9 9 0 ~ ~  the prospeots of recovering minerals fiom c m t r a t e d  waste streams were 
rather poor. The net recovery cost (operational costs less potential income from recovered 
minerals) would not have been less than the best available removal technology's operational 
wst. De-nitrification with addition of methanol would have been the cheapest solution of 
ammonia removal with the methanol price of that time. The chernicals required, as weli as costs 
of complex p m s e s ,  made precipitation and air stripping more expensive (Siegrist. 1996). 
This dynamic situation might in future change in favour of mineral recovery. 

8.6 Recycling minerals from Dutch waste products 
The mineral load in municipal wastewater is only a small M o u  of the total mineral load in the 
Netherlands. TabIe 16 shows approximate figures for annual production and wmumption of 
nitrogen, phosphonis and pota&hn in ind&try, agriculhire &d wastewakr. ~ivest&k faming 
in the Netherlands involves intensive bio-industries with cattle, pigs and poultry. Manure &om 
these animals contains much more minerals than wastewater. Manure disposal has become a 
serious environmental concerr~ Not al1 animal manure can be used for fertiliser as it rarely 
supplies the exact mineral composition required by commercial crop faming. Furthermore, 
minerals fiom manure are often not readily available and especially in the Netherlands, plants 
need to take up minerals quickly dwing the short growing season. industrial fertilieer is 
therefore still necessary to yield good harvests. However, since 1986 legislation inthe 
Netherlands has forced farmers to l i t  the amount of minerals applied to land. The annual mass 
of applied fertilism therefore increased littfe or none. There has also been very little or no 
increase in the w u a l  manure load over the last few years. 

Table 16 shows that the amomt of nitrogen in wastewater is almost insignincant (less than 
1W) when compared to the combined amomts in fertiliser and animal manure. 

Only a very small m o m t  of secondary (reclaimed) raw material is presently being wed by the 
phosphate industry. Thermphos could therefore theoretically recyde al1 the phosphonis fiom 
Duîch municipal wastewater. The phosphom load in Dutch municipal wastewater was 
approximately 14 ktP/a in 1997, which is only 5% of the total load of around 264 ktP/a 
consumed in the Netherlands (Schipper, 2001). The m u a l  amount of phosphonis in W h  
animal manure is almost equal to the Thermphos production. Although this is potentially a 
much bigger source of secondary sources than human urine, there are many practica1 problems 
(such as high content of organic matedal, high water content, low P-concentration). 0 t h  
so-, such as ash from incinerated poultry manure is now being investigated. Poultry manure, 
for instance, contains the Same amount of phosphom as the total wastewater load. Recovery 
from bio-industry seem more feasible as it presents large and concentrated sourcee at specific 
locations, thereby strongly redwing recovery costs. 
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The Netherlands has no potash production indusûy (unlike ammonia and phosphate). î h e  
amount of potassium in municipal wastewater is also smal1 in relation to that in animal manure 
( W e  16). The amount of potassium in wastewater is similar to that in fertiliser. I 

Some mw materials, such as phosphate and potash, are finite resources. In order to meet the 
aims of sustainability, these minerals would have to be recycled, even if recycling is more 
expensive than production. 

Minerals in wastewater constitute only a fraction of the minerals in other waste products. 
The amount of minerals and higher concentrations would probably make recovery from 
animal manure more efftcient. If separate collection and treatment of urine leads to overall 
energy saving in wastewater, it would still present a highly concentrated source of 
recoverabìe minerals. 

8 Recovery of minerals should not be focussed on producing secondary raw materials for 
indus*. Phosphate could be recovered as struvite and wed directly as fertiliser or in 
combination with other fertilisers. Controlled stnivite precipitation from side strearns could 
also be an economic alternative to more conventional phosphate removal. 

Recovery of "valuable" minerals h m  aqueous waste streams should be preceded by careful 
economic and thermodynamic analysis. Minerals in waste streams are valuable because they 
originate from finite resources and require energy in the production processes. While the 
economic value of minerals is as low as it is, proceses to recover minerals would have to be 
more ewnomical than traditional removal processes. 

Nitrogen is nota finite mineral and direct recovery is not the only option. Ammonia removal 
with the SharodAnammox process followed by ammonia production in the Haber process 
cost only 12.5% of the recovery fiom wastewater (via air stripping). The energy requiled for 
direct recovery (air stripping) is 30% less than the energy comhined in removal and 
production. 1 
Proper evaluation of sustainability requires a method to relate economic cost to energy 
consumption of a process. 
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9. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

9.1 Introduetion 
Human faeces in cities could cause diseases. Modern sanitation is contingent to the history of 
cities, which initiated current wastewater technology. Water is the most efficient medium to 
transport faeces (solids) and minerals (dissolved), but wastewater treatrnent is complex and 
requires energy. More sustainable societies wil1 recover minerals rather than remove rnrhients. 
Recycling of minerals, by utilising minimal resouices, should occw at the w e  rate as 
consumption A healthier environment would be a consequente of sustainable economics. 

9.2 Ongins of minerals in wastewater 
Most of the minerals in wastewater originate in urine. Nitrogen in urine occws as urea, which 
rapidly hydrolysis to ammonia when diluted in wastewater. On average, urine contributes 12 
gN/p.d (80%) of the total nitrogen load in wastewater. The average ammonia concentration in 
Dutch wastewater is 40 g ~ / m 3  and the total nitrogen concentration is 50 g~/m3. 

Phosphoms in urine occurs as different phosphates. ûn average, urine contributes 1 gP/p.d 
(45%) of the total phosphom load in wastewater. The amount of phosphom in faeces is 0.7 
gP/p.d (30% of the total). Al1 other phosphonis onginates in various household sources. The 
phosphoms concentration in urine is variable, unlike the urea concentration that is more 
constant. 

ûn average. the contribution of urine to the total potassium concentration in wastewater is 
around 3 @/p.d. (70% of the total). Although potassium is not au important pollutant, it 
contributes to the salinity of the effluent. 

On average, 1.25hlp.d. urine is produced. Average daily wastewater production is 3OOhlp.d. 
(130hlp.d. domestic sewage, 100hlp.d. rain and infiltration and 7Ohlp.d. industrial wastewater). 
The mineral concentration in urine is 100 -200 times as high as in municipal wastewater, 

9.3 Initiatives to coiiect urine separately 
Sweden initiated separate urine collection. A few "ewlogical villages" were built as attempts to 
establish an alternative life style that recognises the fuiite nature of fossil energy and mineral 
resources. Ecological villages collect urine separately to be used as fertiliser by farmers. After 
implementation of these systems, many studies were conducted to solve technica1 problems and 
to compare the technology to existing technology, based on energy or exergy analysis. The 
research in Sweden is rather ûagmentised. 

Novaquatis (EAWAG, Switzerland) considers the complete cycle of urine separation 
technology. The research covers diverse issues, such as human excretion, sanitation, urine 
collection, -transport and -treatment, wastewater treatment, surface water quality, agriculture 
and socio-political aspects and conceptions of urine technology. The research is conducted with 
bold vision in an integrated fashion, but the lack of resemhers is a great obstacle. 

Some projects to collect urine separately have also been started in Germany and Austria. In 
Western Europe, separate urine collection provides an alternative form of sanitation tbat has a 
"green" image. This image is used in trying to sway opinions in favow of developments. 
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In the Thitd World, urine separation (and composüng faeces) wuld provide inexpensive ana 
unwmplicated sanitation. This technology requires no water and little infrastructure. 

9.4 Separate coilection and h a n d h g  of mine  
Dilution of urine should be prevented with separate collection, as the hydrolysis rate of urca to 
ammonia is proportional to the amount of dilution. Ammonia evaporation could lead to a bss of 
recoverable minerals, but could also lead to problems with odours and corrosion. t 

1. 
Commercial urine separation or "no-mix" toilets were produced and installed successfully,m the 
past decade. Waterless urinals wete fint introduced to save water, but it could be applied to 
collect urine undiluted. The technology seem to be developing in the right direction. 

Questions regarding urine transport have not yet been answered. In Switzerland, Novaquatis 
wnsiders the option to drain urine via existing sewers late at night (when supposedly then is no 
wastewater). The benefits of urine separation probably wouldn't "pay" for truck transport. Local 
or de-central treatment of urine seems to be a solution. The treated liquid could drain throagh 
sewers and the recovered minerals could be removed by mi&. 

Research and experience have shown that separate urine collection, handling and storage are 
relatively safe to communities or operators. Methods exist to determine microbial risks inurine 
mparation systems and to monitor occurrence of faecal contamination. 

9.5 Effects of separate urine coiiection on environmental health 
During rainstorms, nutrients and micro-pollutmts are discharged directly int0 surface water with 
combined sewer overflows. Although models fail tb quant& this discharged accurately, urine 
separation would most likely reduce t b  direct discharge of nutrients and micro-pollutanta 

Wastewater treatment works are not designed to remove micro-pollutants, such as hormones 
and pharmaceutical end products. Studies on aquatic ecosystems indicated the occurrence of 
endocrine disnipten. It is believed that micro-pollutants cause these effects, which might also 
be responsible for some chronic illnesses and disorders amongst people. 

Micro-pollutants in municípal wastewater mainly originate in human urine. The load of micro- 
pollutanîs and nutrients (N and P) currently discharged into surface waters would be reduced if 
urine wem collected and t r a d  separately. 

9.6 Effects of separate urine colleetion on biologieal nutrient removal processes 
Modified UCT-type wastewater treatment processes, such as the BCFS" process, would wuire 
between 20% and 30% less oxygen if 50% of al1 urine were couected separately. Total &togen 
effluent concentrations of 2.2 gN/m3 could be possible in these processes with settled or pre- 
precipitated wastewater and where. more than 50% of al1 urine was collected separately. The 
relative improvement in effluent quality could be even more significant in less advanced 
treatment processes. 

If al1 nutrients were consumed in cel1 metabolism, very smal1 treatment works with low sludge 
ages (SRT = 1) could be uossible. Simulation results suggest that with between 50% and 60% 
s-te urine collection;such a process could still achiiGe N m c ~  < 10 g~/m' .  
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9.7 Techniques for reclahhg minerals from wastewater or urine 

Ammonia can be recovered from solution by a number of techniques, such as ammonia 
stripping. Higher ammonia concentrations, liquid pH and temperaiure lead to more efficient 
stripping. Ion exchange reactions or ammonia adsorption could also be used to recover 
ammonia. 

Calcium pbosphate can be recovered &om wastewater with complex and expensive processes. 
Recovered calcium phosphate is virtually indistinguishable Bom mined apatite. 

Süuvite (magnesium ammonium/potassium phosphate) is a form of kidney stone. Struvite 
precipitation is a simple process in comparison to calcium phosphate precipitation. Controlled 
struvite precipitation hn side streams could be economically beneficial when compared to 
more conventional chemical phosphate removal. Süuvite can be recwered hn urine by 
addition of magnesium. 

Higher mineral concentrations reduce the energy demand and chemical dosing required for 
recovery. Urine is a concentrated mineral solution, even when compared to some industrial 
waste streams and it should be possible to recover minerals from urine in cost effective ways. 

Nitrogen is not a finite resource. If nitrogen removal (including the energy required for 
industrial ammonia production) requires less energy than ammonia recovery, it could be more 
sustainable. Ammonia can be removed efficiently in the SharodAnammox process. 

9.8 Possibilities of recycling minerals in wastewater through agriculture or 
industry 

Raw materials, such as phosphate and potash, are finite resowm. In o* to meet the aims of 
sustainability, some of these minerals must be recycled, even if recycling coats are higher than 
current produetion wsts. However, it is not obvious whether these minerals should be recovered 
from wastewater. The amount and concentration of minerals in wastewater are much lower than 
in animal manure, for instance. Still, if separate urine collection and treatment could lead to 
considerable benefits fot conventional wastewater treatment, it would present a highly 
concentrated sowce of minerals that could be recovered. 

ïñe price of apatite is only around € 4Olton, but minerals don't have to be recovered as a 
secondary raw material fot industry. Struvite, fot instance, could be wed diictly as fertiliser or 
in combination with other fertilisers. 

Recovery of "valuable" minerais from aqueous waste streams should be preceded by careful 
economic and thermodynarnic analysis. Minerals in waste streams are valuable because they 
originate &m fuiite resources and require energy in the production proCesses. Mineral 
recources and energy have not reached critically low levels and exploitation of naairal resources 
is therefore still eoonomically attractive. 

It seems that thermodynamics indicate nutrient recovery and reuse as more sustainable than 
nutrient removal followed by industrial pmduotion. However, techniques fot nutrient recovery 
are still more expensive than removal. Economic îäctors can not be disregarded in term of the 
objectives of sustainability. 
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9.9 Recommendations 
Prior to pilot installations and implementation of urine separation techniques, a clear 
quantification of al1 aspect6 of separate urine collection must be made. The following areas of 
interest need to be investigated in more detail. 

1. Effects of urine separation on existing advanced wastewater treatment processes 
The effect of urine separation on modified UCT-type pmess and other less advanced 
wastewater treatment processes must be evaluated regarding: 
Oxygen and energy requirements 
Effluent quality 
Land-use and the aecommodation of larger populations in existing WWTWs 

2. New combinations of existing processes to treat total wastewater delivered in separate 
streams 
Combinations of existing treatment processes must be evaluated to detemine if separate urine 
collection and treatment could improve the total wastewater system: 

Nitnfication of concentrated ammonia in urine with Sharon,Anammox 
Treaünent of COD in "normal" concentration and nutients in grey and black water (aerobic 
reactor with SRT = 0,5 to Id, trickling filterhio-filter, sand filtration, etc) 
Chemica1 phosphate removal h m  urine and wastewater (side streams) 
Integrating al1 process units and side streams to present a balanced mass flow diagram of 
uitrogen, phospho~s and COD 

3. Theoretica1 and experimental evaluation of mineral recovery from urine 
Existing techniques could be applied to recover minerals h m  urine. Central wastewater 
treatment plants already employ some of these techniques for side stream treatment. A 
qualitative analysis on how to apply these techniques for mineral recovery from urine must: 

Optimise techniques to remove and/or recover phosphate through crystallisation of miaerals 
such as struvite, newberyite or apatite 
Optimise ammonia stripping or adsorption and recovery 

Recovery processes must be compared to recovery processes with existing advanced wastewater 
treatment (refer points 1 Bt 2) in terms of energy consumption. 

4. De-central urine treatment and mineral recovery 
Th& îechniques evaluated for large-scale systems should also be applicable to a smaller srale, 
with the aim of eventual local or de-central treatment Eficient collection and storage of wine 
in large buildings must be investigated to prevent practica1 problems such as odours, 
precipitation and excessive dilution. 
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5. Comparison of different wastewater treatrnent techniques where urine is handled 
separately based on an analysis of exergy. 
Three or four different scenarios should be compared: 

Existing wastewater treatment processes with Iess urine in induent, and urine being 
trangported and treated separately 
New central wastewater treatment praeess to treat urine and grey/black water separateiy 
New de-central wastewater treatment process 

e "Ecological" sanitation with urine separation and faecal composting on household scale 



6. Social aspects 
Technica1 and economic feasibility does not guanintee social acceptante of recyclhg minerals 
h m  wastewater. A better derstanding of the socio-political aspects of mineral recycling k m  
wastewater requires further study. 

7. Futme co-operation with other research institutions 
The Novaquaüs group in Switzerland expressed their interest in werking with the TU Delft on 
s o m  aspects of urine separation ~hno logy .  Co-operation must be managed in an integtated 
way. 

8. Pilot project 
Future research and oooperation with other researchen should be done with the aim to set up a 
pilot installation, includiig: 
e toilets and urinals to coliect urine sepaiately 
e storage tank and reactor to tred urine and recover minerals 
e equipment to separate and &-water recovered minerals 
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Appendix 2 

Short term scientifíc mission to EAWAG, Swikerland. 

Urine separation technology 

Inîroduction 
a Sustainable sanitation alternatives 

Pilot installations at EAWAG 
a Evaluation of Consumer attitude 
a Life Cycle Analysis and EGO-efficiency 

Anthropogenic Nutrient Solution (human urine) treatment 
Urine Separation and Combined Sewer Overflows 
~valuation of ~nthropo~enic ~utrient ~echnology 

m Aspects of mutual interest to Novaquatis and Tü Delft 
a Communication and future co-operation 

1. Introduetion 
STOWA (Foundation for applied water research) appointed the Delft University of Technology 
to investigate Mnous possibilities for recovery of minerals by mans of urine sq~aration. The 
investigation was started on August 01,2000 and wil1 be completed by the end of July 2001. 
The p r h y  objective of this investigation is compilation of inventmies of existing knowledge 
and technology. 

Jac Wilsenach visited EAWAG (Swiss Federal Institute for Environmental Science and 
Technology) ffom 25/09/2000 to 29/09/2000 in Duebendorf (Zurich). Within EAWAG, the 
Novaquatis p u p  is doing basic research for implementation of urine separation technology in 
Swiaerland. Mr Wilsenach gave a presentation m wastewater treatment in the Netherlands in 
generai, after which he highlighted his own objectives for further investigation. Erom ti& 
presentation various discussions followeú, withpeople in the Novaquatis group, as wel1 as with 
people working on 0 t h  aspects of wastew- beatment. The most important of these are 
discussed in this report. 

Differences between the situation in Switzerland and the Netherlands had to be identüied. Tbree 
important differences are: 
1. Swikeriand has an agreement with the European wmmunity to discharge a certain 

maximum limit of phosphoms and uitrogen into receiving waters. Biological phosphom 
and nitrogen remwal is not mandatory for wastewater treatment plants in Switzerland, 0th- 
than in the Netherlands. 

2. Switzerland has hills and mountains, while the Netherlands is fiat. This is manifested in 
significantly different sewer reticulations. 

3. EAWAG and Tü  Delft is at this stage involved with diierent levels of research regarding 
urine aeparation: 

Within EAWAG, Novaquatis does detailed research into specific aspect8 of urine 
separation, funded by a government institution, aimed at reducing Switzerland's impact 
on surface waters 
TU Delft is wmpiling inventories of possibilities fora body of non-govemmental 
organisations (represented by STOWA) aimed at reclaiming íuseful) minerais &om 
wästewater. 
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0 The concept of water treatment boards ("zuiveringschappen") is foreign to Switzerland, 
where water treatment is regulated by the govemment. Water treatment boards are 
responsible for wastewater treatment in the Netherlands. I 

2. Sustainable sanitation alternatives 1 
Sustainability has many different faces. Tove Larsen (Novaqwtis project leader) approaches 
this issue practically and with fiesh insights to consider complete cycles of mass flow. In order 
to develop sustauiable urban water management, we must first define the sefvices to provide, 
before fixing our minds on improving existing tecbnology. The prime objective of sanitation 
still is urban hygiene and health. Other objectives are drainage (prevention of floods) and 
integration of agriculture into urban water management. New technologies must aim to make 
use of available resourees, of which existing infrastrunire might be one, without exporting the 
problems of pollution int0 time and space. 

Sanitation consumes energy. Aecording to the United Nations Environment Programme, the 
total global energy consumption rate is close to 2 kwlcapita. The 2000 W Gesellschafi (Dieîer 
Imboden) at ETH (Zurich) sets this as a limit for sustainable energy use. n ie  consumption rate 
in Switzerland is (similar to the rest of Western Europe) just under 6 kwlcapita. 

However, wastewaier reticulation and treatment in Switzerland consumes energy at a rate of 
only 5.7 Wlcapita (or 0,1% of the total). In compdson to thii figure, the rate of energy 
consumption for heating of water is approximately 140 Whpita. It seem that more energy 
efficient treatment alternatives would make no real impact on global energy use. Research into 
altemative sanitation and wastewater treatment technology should focus on improving the 
quality of receiving surface waters and on dealing with hazardous wastes. 

Separate collection and treatment of urine, is one way in which the fooô-nuinent-water- 
treatment dynamic can be changed to improve the sustainability of the whole system. The 
separated urine wuld be used to replace industrial fertilim, as has been done in Swedish pilot 
projects. There are, however, still a number of unanswered questions. 

3. Piiot installations at EAWAG 
Two kinds of separation toilets have been installed at EAWAG. Kai Udert installed the k t  
toilet in 1997 to collect urine for exoeriments on urine treatment. This installation is discussed 
in more detail in chapter 6 of this r&. 

A new advanced version of the separation toilet, DUBBLEïTEN (refer attachment and 
http://www.kvarken.org/projekt/mtan/gh/) was installed in August 2000 at the centra1 EAWAG 
cafeteria. A waterless urinal was also installed in the men's room. Refer attached layout 
diagram. 

Bath the separation toilet and the waterless urinal were wed during the visit. The following 
comments relate: 

no smells, other than expected, was detected 
very litîle water is used for the flushing of urine in the separation toilet 
men need to sit down to enable separation and avoid splatter 
"aiming" is not necessaiy, as the toilet design appreciates the design of the human body 
a colour brochure is attached to the back of the toilet door, giving users a concise 
introduetion to the philosophy and principals of urine separation. 
counters were installed for flushing, and the back and front comparhnents of the separation 
toilet was used equally frequent (* 180 each at the time). 

I 
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The separately wilected urine flows into a storage tank (300 litre) to be diredy disoharged into 
the existing sewer, with normal merage. It is, however, insialled in SU& a way that remwal 
of stored urine by &er means (e.g. trucks, or release during M-flow times), would be easy. 

These separation toilets and waterless urinal were mainiy installed to: 
introdwe the new teohnology to the h a d  public, 
and at the Same time eviiluate the comumer attitude towads the new technology. 

The installation could also serve as source of technica1 data. Volumes of water used for 
flUShing, volume of urine wilected, mount of dilution, ratio of p p l e  visiting the cafeteria to 
people using the toilet8 etc. could be measured, but at present there is nobody who m l d  do this 
extra w& 
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4. Evaluation of Consumer attitude 

EAWAG. These gmups, from al1 age groups and professions, although comprising non- 

I 
Focus gmups of volunteers (i100 in total) wil1 meet from November 2000 to January 2001 at 

specialisis. wil1 focus on specific aspects of urine separation technology. The subjects to be 
discussed wil1 include 

People, and their need to excrete (with the focus on urine) I 
Possibilities of urine collection 
Current wastewater treatment practices 
Current condition of receiving surface waters 
Possibilities for transoort and treatment íinto ferîiliser) of urine 
Agriculture recycling urine as fertiliser, and possible side effects l 
Evaluation of the system of urine separation, and how to change from the current s y s h s  to 
new technology. 

The information gathered from these discussions wil1 be used to 
Analyse behavioural routines and social norms surrounding toilet use 
Highlight preferences and prejudices regarding the no-mix toilet's characteristics 
Analyse the perceptions regarding risks of micro-pollutmts 
Evaluate consumer perception on risks and benefíts of urine separation technology. 

Infomiation is made available through the Internet to invite public participation. 
h~://www.novaquatisSeawag,ch/NoMix~ 
http://www.novaquatis.eawag.ch/nomi~~1Olnomi~.html 

Similar research has been done in Sweden, there are unique features of the Swiss focus groups, 
and these are expected co be influential to the results of focus groups: 

"Eco-sanitation" is much more politically driven in Sweden than in Switzerland 
The no-mix toilet technology is still improving and technica1 imperfections must be poinied 
out by users 

Although the h a l  results are due for the end of 2003, intermediate results might be avaiiable 
earlier, which might be used to identify central problems. I 
5. Life Cycle Analysis and Eco-efficiency f 
Two different methodologies are proposed in general for conducting life cycle analyses. The 
first propose focussing on the global environmental impacts (e.g. such as the greenhouse effect) 
of anv adion or orocess. The second orowses assessment of local effects. because these differ < . . 
in diierent regions/countries (e.g. such as acid rain in Scandinavia, where the effect is much 
different than Slovenia due to soil conditions). This is however difficult to asses with 
'%lassical" life cycle assessment techniques. 

One ofthe drawbacks of life cycle analysis. is the vast amount of infomationldata that must be 
captured and processed. Data compiled in a "cradle-to-grave" inventory can often wmprise up 
to 500 substances. Apart from the inventory, the system boundaries must be defined and the 
environmental impact must be assessed, often by (ecological) specialists. 

One way out of this debate is through the concept of eco-efficiency. By making total mass 
baiances explicit, we can get an indication of the ecological footprint. New environmental 
problems might commence with introduetion of higher effluent standards in a wastewatu 
treatment plant for examplt. Eco-efficiency should involve scmtiny of al1 emissions involved in 
changing a system (comparing the status quo system with the proposed replacement) 
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Katrin Híigel was at the time finishing a PhD on Life cycle analyses and eco-efficiency of 
wastewater iceatment worlrs (ETH DISS Nr. 13913, Oekobilanzen in der 
Siedlungswasserwittschaft). 

6. Anthropogenic NuMent Solution (Iiaman urine) treatment 
Three oroblems occu with the use of urine as fertiliser. 

Smeh (resulthg from ammonia enissions and organic compounds) 
Ammonia ernissions leads t0 l o s  in efficiency 
Concerns about phamiaceuticais and hormones in urine 

Smell, hygiene and toxicity are tbe themes relevant for process engineering. The research on 
new techniques is only starting, and most projects are of an explorative nature. 

6.1 Sdorage, treaheni and transport of urine 
Kai Udert has been worithg on thee aspect6 of urine handling for almost fow years. 

Prevention of ammonia stipping by axidation of nitrogen 
Precipitation of minerals h m  urine compound6 
Urine flows in m e m  

Prevention of ammonia stripping is done in a two step biological process similar to the 
SHARON proeess. The process is illustrated in the attacbed schematic diagram. .y, 

G ,  
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The advantage of the process is that no acid is added t0 Lower the pH (that pmeutn ammonia 
stripping). Adding acid presents the problem of neutralishg the solution again Wore we, 
Although the pH in the end product drops to W e e n  2.8 and 3.8, the buffer cepacity is very 



low. This implies a rise in pH shortly afìer contact with mïr, %wed as fertiliser. The end 
products are 50% MI4+ and 50%M03-. 

6.2 Removal ofphosphonrs from solution 
A few projects are planned to gain knowledge the bjwhemisby of phosphoms. This wil1 include 
a study of precipitation and a study on avoiding high pH. 

As yet, the uïimework of what "sustainable altematives" would be is not defined. The question 
wil1 be approached from two sides 
0 evaluate the current technology, to determine what is "permitkd" in terms of matenal 

investment and energy consumption. 
search teehniques fiîting within this "permitted framework" and give feedback where ?s 
necessary to redefine such goals. 

Basic research on the kinetics of chemica1 reactions with phosphoms is also planned. Mate 
ideas include biaiogical micro-pollutant removal and membrane technology. 

Max Maurer was recently appointed in Novaquatis to head this research. 

7. Urine Separation and Combined Sewer Overflow6 1 
Swiss surface waters mostly m rapidly. In the turbulente, high volumes of oxygen can be 
mixed into the water, so that the oxygen level in water is normaliy close to the sahirstion kvel. 
The general public relates "dirt" to pollution and the water with high oxygen levels seem to be 
"clean". Sediment in sewers is most often present as slowly biodegradable maner. When qewer 
sediments are re-suspended and washed oat during high flow conditions (after rainstom), the 
chemica1 oxygen demand of the water is not increased dramatically. 

The biggest problem with combined sewer overflows in many Swiss citiedtowns is the 
assaciated high level of erosion. 

Fish deaths have beeo linked to presence of ammonia in water under certain conditions &d at 
certaín temperatures. The cause-effect relationship, however, of combined sewer overflow and 
the depletion of the receiving surface water quality is not known. Municipalities use empirica1 
a les  to determine the total volume of retention-seîtling basins. This is based on retainingthe 
first 2 m  of any rain event. Retention-seîtling basins provide 20m3ha of retention volume. 

Accordiig to Wolfgang Rauch, standards on combined sewer overflows in Denmark are very 
high. This might be more similar to the situation in the Netherlands. The Danish landscape is 
alm more similar to the Netherlands and CS0 occurrences and loads might therefor be more 
simüar. 

8. Evaluation of Anthropogenic Nutrient Technology 
Economists make use of different techniques to evaluate and assign values to entities witb 
indirect or no economic value. Cost-benefit analysis is used more and more often to reach 
conclusions with far reaching environmental implications. Economic cost benefit analyees is 
sometimes used to ascribe absolute vahies to abstract subjects, such as the value of fresh au, 
clear water, healthy soil, etc. These values change with time and are highly subjective, 
dependant on personal opinion and ofîen biased. 
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Irene Peters discards ''blind use" of this methodology fot the evaluation of anthropogenic 
nutrient îechnology (urine separation technology). The teehnique of scenario analyses is 



proposed instead. Two model wmrios are planned for the introduction of separation 
technology: 
1. Winterthui, representing an urban environment, also housing one ofthe largest wastewater 

treatment w& in Swiaerland 
2. Ergolz I (in Kanton Basel Landschaft), representing a nual, or semi-urban, environment 

For the two different environments, the present state of affairs will be compared to a changed 
status quo after introduction; as weU a changes brought a b t  due to implementation, of 
separation technology. Information of base conditions (datum scenario) will be coilected and 
mmpiled in an inventory by Christian Fux. 

The ultimate question is does urine separation technotogy constitute an overall improvement on 
current technology in the two model scenarios? 

niree main themes dong which evaluation of this question will be guided are: 
1. Nutrient economy, with overall environmental and economic impacts: Recycling of P and N 

from urine to agrinilture against industrial fertiliser and future problems regarding heavy 
metals in P sources. 

2. Urine separation technology: Introduction of new technology and changes in existhg 
technology. Changes from large centralised wastewater treatment works t0 smaller urine 
treatment plants. Aspects of transport and changes in mass flows. To do justicc to this 
question, a dynamic simulation is necessasy, but as this is too complex (as it would 
ultimately haveto include issues such as replacement of existllig infrastnicture), comparison 
of steady state scenarios must suffice. 

3. Impacts on &ving waters: Reduction of daily ammonia pealrs and CS0 ammonia 
ernissions. Elimination of majority of pharmaceuticals and homiones in sutíàce water. 

The information will strongly depend on îkdings of diierent NOVA work packages. 

9. Aspects of mutual interest to Novaquatis and TU DeW 

9.1 Novaquafis 's in8erest in TU Dew's work 
Novaquaiis is not lookhg at possibilities of urine recycling other than agricuitural fertiiiser. 
The TU Delft's project's title reflects the impottance of reolaiming minerais. This implies 
more than fertiliser only, such as the possible recycling of phosphoms at Themphos does. 
Novaquatis is not considering urine separation as cheap altemative to conventional 
wastewater treatment per se. The dynamic modeuing of effects and wsts on wastewater 
treabnent works due to reduced influent loads of P and N (planned by TU Delft) might 
present interesthg insights. 
Theory on combined sewer overflows in the Netherlands Qew't wnsider ammonia 
ernisaions. Reacuniing bebind this and possible effects of urine sepamtion on combined 
sewer overfiows wil1 be investigated into more detail by TU Delft. 
The use of land and land shortage is a &OW problem in the Netherlamis. The influence of 
urine separation on land requirements tand possible red& siza of treatment w&) in the 
Netherlands could be exîrapolated to Swiss situations, where land is als0 scarce. It has to be 
Lept in mind that Dutch wastewater treatment works are signincantly larger than Swiss 
counterparts, due to amongst othet tings, the long sludge ages in the NetherlandS. 
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9.2 TU Dep's interest in Novaquatis S work 
Results fmm focus goups and the evaluation of consumer attitude will not fit into the time 
frame of TU Delft's investigation. These results are unique for Swiss situations, but ceitral 
problems could be identified, which might also apply to the Nethetlands 
Irene Peters guides wmprehensive evaluation of the anthropogenic nutrient technology at 
Novaquatis. Again, such a detailed study will not fit into the time frame of TU Delft's' 
investigation. The results would be unique for the two Swiss model regions. Aspects such as 
types of treatment works, urine transport (which could in the Netherlands not be done via 
pipelines due to the flatness of landscape) would have t be taken into consideration when 
drawing conclusions for the Netherlands from the Swiss results. There wuld, h o w e q  be a 
lot of useful information and insights in both the methodology and findiigs. 

1 
Research on urine weatment to prevent ammonia stripping, performed by Kai Udert, is 
similar ta the SHARON process, developed in Delft. Forther discussion between the two 
groups is expected and the final PhD thesis is eagerly awaited. 
Max Maurer is initiating research on phosphom removal or treatment at the moment. The 
scope of research projects under his guidance is still vague, but should take fom shortly. 
Coniact between the two groups must be maintained to relay infomation and results m 
aspecis such as urea hydrolysis, kinetics of P-precipitation, avoiding high pH values, sîerile 
filtration, micro-pollutants etc 
Rik Eggen's research on micro-pollutanfs wm' t  discussed during the visit, but his results 
will certainly have implications fot the Netherlands as well. Rik Eggen and Beate Escher, 
together with PhD Students Erika Vye and Zacharias Schreibef do research on 
micropollutants. 

10. Communication and future co-operation 
The differente in research focus (mentioned in the introduction) could stimulate thought CLround 
questions sueh as: 

what is the ewnomic valw of reclaimiug minerals? 
what are the environmental benefits of urine separation? l 

1 
Although Novaquatis has a head start of more than one year on TU Delft and more resewh 
persomel, some of their programmes are also just starting. Communication must be wntinued 
to encourage co-operation and prevent duplication ofwork. 

To maintain a central body of knowledge, al1 further communication between TU Delft and 
Novaquatis sheuld pass through Jane Muncke and Jac Wilsenach. Where direct 
questiondamers of a specialist technica1 nature is involved these could be addressed to 
persons involved, with a copy circulated to Jane and Jac. 

I 
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Appendix 3 

Changing wastewater concentnation with inereashg urine separation efficiency. 

Raw wastewater 

Population 

WW production 

Fhnv rate 

toial P influani 

total N influeni 

ammonia N in 

COD influent 

45000 

Vcapita 300 

(Mud) 13.500 
(m3/h) 563 

m@ 8 
kgld l08 
mgll 50 
kgld 675 
m@ 40 
kgld 540 
mgll 537 
kgld 7250 

Urine separatson percentage 
25 50 75 85 

COD dislribution 
SUM 1.00 537 1.00 539.5 543.4 550.2 557.5 580.6 562.1 563.7 565.3 
Sa Fermentaiion orod 0.12 64 65 BB 69 71 72 72 73 73 
Sf Fermentable. Aadl 0.13 70 0.66 67 63 58 48 44 43 41 39 
Si Solubie inectorgan 0.06 32 0.12 32 32 32 31 31 31 31 31 
Xi PartiCulate inert o& 0.25 134 136 136 143 148 150 151 152 153 
XsSlawlybiiegrada 0.44 236 0.00 239 244 251 2W 263 265 267 269 
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